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Abstract 
A scheme based on the nudging method (Newtonian relaxation) is developed for direct 
assimiiation of rawinsonde and screen-level data into a mesoscale model for the Alpine 
region. It is applied to routine observations in various meteorological situations to ex-
amine its potenüal capabilitles and limitaüons for numericai weather prediction (NWP) 
purposes. Aspects of primary interest are the impact of different data, the influence of 
steep orography particularly with low stratus, and the beneßt from the nudging for 
mixed-layer Simulation in typical summertime smog conditions. 

The impact of different types of data is ßrst studied with idealized experiments de-
signed to relate to basic theoretical considerations. A Version of the operational model 
(mesh width: 14 km) of the Swiss Meteorological Institute is used to assess the 
scheme's Performance. The benefit from different data is then examined with observing 
system Simulation experiments (OSSE's) and real data experiments using the complete 
set of routlnely available observations. The OSSE approach is also deployed for tuning 
and refinement of the scheme. The set of meteorological cases includes events with 
mesoscale convective Systems, mesoscale cyclones, fronts, wintertime low stratus, or 
strong advection. 
Linear geostrophic adjustment theory is shown to provide some guideline for estimat-
ing the degree of assimiiation of the observational Information, but its appllcability is 
limited due to advective and orographic effects. The beneßt from nudging of surface 
pressure is small. and does not improve with the use of a geostrophic wind correction. 
However. most of the pressure error is eliminated by nudging of the rawinsonde wind 
and temperature proßles which constitute the backbone of the assimiiation scheme. 
Additional nudging of humidity proßles is also beneßcial, and generally, errors in pre
eipitation patterns are often reduced efßciently. Remarkably, the temperature Informa
tion is found to be generally as important as the wind informatiön, particularly in the 
boundary layer. This applies to 12-hourIy rawinsonde data, and, in an exploratory case 
study, to additional hourly proßler data from a dense, simulated proßler network. It 
suggests that the promotion of future routine temperature proßlers should not be ne-
glected due to concentration of efforts on wind proßlers. 

In relation to air-quality studies, time series of mixed-layer depth are computed for 
summertime cases with weak winds and little cloudiness. Continuous nudging towards 
routine data, and in particular nudging of linearly interpolated 12-hourly temperature 
proßles wlthln the mixed layer. adjusts effectively the evolution of the mixed layer and 
its depth. Hence in such cases, the nudging approach has a good potenüal to signiß-
eantly improve diagnosüc data sets generated with the model. However in a forecast, 
the posiüve impact of the nudging on the mixed-layer depth disappears comparaüvely 
rapidly. 

The mfluence of orography upon data assimilaüon is studied in detail with winterüme 
low stratus episodes. In these condiüons, the operaüonal analyses - interpolaüons of 
large-scale analyses - and forecasts have been notably poor in the immedlate environs 
of Üie Alps. Nudging is shown to introduce ßner vertical struetures and to beneßt from 
increased verücal model resolution. However, the humidity advecüon scheme and, near 
steep terrain, parücularly the horizontal model diffusion of the thermodynamic varia-
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bles are shown to generate spurious vertical smoothing. In effect. forecasts beneßt from 
the nudging oniy if the diffusion is signißcantly reduced. 
Specißc problems arise near steep orography, when rawinsonde Observation incre-
ments over low terrain are spread laterally along the terrain-following o-surfaces to 
high terrain, i.e. areas for which the Observation is not often representative. A new con-
cept for o-layer models is introduced by spreading the observational Information along 
isentropic surfaces. This leads to modest improvement of low stratus prediction over 
steep and moderate terrain. An attempt to take advantage of the steep Alpine terrain is 
made by applying this concept to screen-level humidity informatipn from a high-resolu-
tion Swiss network of surface stations located at various altitudes. The quasi-horizon-
tal spreading of the Alpine data increments over the Swiss Plateau improves the analy
ses, however signißcant beneßt from screen-level humidity data on the humdity and 
temperature structure does not often pertain to 12-hour forecasts. 
If compared to optimum interpoiation. nudging often yields more consistent analyses 
and forecasts of inversions. associated vertical humidity gradients, cloud top heights, 
and cloud cover, notably near steep orography. However on occasions, the forecasts 
have a greater tendency to erroneously dissipate low cloud as a result of the stronger 
vertical gradients in the nudged analyses and of the spurious vertical smoothing 
present in the model. 

In general, nudging towards direct observations is shown to be an appropriate method 
for assimiiation of rawinsonde and screen-level data into a mesoscale model for the Al
pine region, and appears to be promising for operational NWP. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Zur kontinuierlichen Assimilation von Daten von Radiosonden und Bodenstationen in 
ein mesoskallges Wettervorhersagemodell für die Umgebung der Alpen wird ein auf der 
Nudging'-Methode (Newton'sche Relaxation) basierendes Schema entwickelt. Dieses 
wird in einer Reihe verschiedener meteorologischer Situationen auf rouünemässig 
gemessene Daten angewandt, um die Stärken und Schwächen der Methode zur Be
stimmung des Modellanfangszustandes im Hinblick auf die Anwendung auf die nume
rische Wettervorhersage (NWV) zu untersuchen. Von besonderem Interesse sind die 
Auswirkungen von verschiedenen Daten, der Einfiuss von steiler Orographie insbeson
dere bei Hochnebelfällen, sowie der Nutzen von 'Nudging' für die Simulation der Mi
schungsschicht in Situationen, die typisch für sommerlichen Smog sind. 

Das in dieser Studie verwendete Modell ist eine Version des operationellen Schweizer 
Modells' {Maschenweite: 14 km) der Schweizerischen Meteorologischen Anstalt. Der 
Einfiuss von verschiedenen Datentypen wird in idealisierten, auf theoretischen Überle
gungen basierenden Experimenten untersucht, sowie in Experimenten mit simulierten 
(OSSE) und realen Daten, wobei hier alle rouünemässig verfügbaren Beobachtungen 
berücksichtigt werden. Die OSSE Methode wird auch für das Tuning und die Ver
feinerung des Schemas verwendet. Die Reihe der betrachteten Fälle besteht aus Episo
den mit mesoskaligen konveküven Systemen, mesoskaligen Tiefdruckgebieten, Fronr 
ten, winterlichem Hochnebel oder starker AdvekÜoh. 
Es wird gezeigt, dass mit der linearen geostrophen Adjustment Theorie' der Grad der 
Assimilaüon von Beobachtungsinformaüon qualitaüv abgeschätzt werden kann. Einer 
weitergehenden Anwendung der Theorie werden jedoch durch adveküve und orogra-
phische Effekte Grenzen gesetzt. Nüdging' des Bodendrucks ist nur von geringem Nuz-
zen, der auch durch geostrophe Windkorrekturen nicht erhöht wird. Hingegen werden 
Fehler in den Druckfeldern weitgehend eliminiert durch das 'Nudging' von Wind- und 
Temperatur-Radiosondenprofilen, welche die wichügste Informaüonsquelle bilden. 
Zusätzliches 'Nudging' von Feuchteprofilen ist nützlich, und Fehler in Niederschlagsfel
dern werden meist effizient reduziert. Interessanterweise erweist sich die Temperatur-
informaüon als ebenso wichüg wie die Windinformaüon, insbesondere in der Grund
schicht. Dies trifft sowohl auf 12-stündliche Radiosondendaten zu als auch auf in 
einem Fall zusätzlich erzeugte stündliche Profile von einem dichten simulierten Pro
filernetzwerk. Das deutet darauf hin, dass die Förderung von zukünftigen operaüonel-
len TemperaturproHlern nicht vernachlässigt werden sollte aufgrund einer (möglichen) 
Konzentraüon der Mittel auf Windpro&ler. 

In Bezug auf Studien über Luftverschmutzung werden Zeitreihen von simulierten Mi
schungsschichthöhen für sommerliche Fälle mit schwachen Winden und geringer Be
wölkung berechnet. Konünuierliches 'Nudging', insbesondere von linear interpolierten 
12-stündllchen Temperaturprofüen innerhalb der Mischungsschicht, korrigiert in ef
fektiver Weise die Evoluüon der Mischungsschicht und deren Höhe. Dies deutet darauf 
hin. dass 'Nudging' die Qualität von mit dem Schweizer Modell' produzierten diagnosti
schen Datensätzen in solchen Situaüonen signifikant verbessern kann. In der Progno
se hingegen verliert sich die posiüve Auswirkung des 'Nudging' auf die Mischungs
schichthöhe relativ rasch. 
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Der Einfiuss von Orographie auf die Datenassimilation wird eingehend in Hoch
nebelfällen untersucht. In solchen Fällen sind die operationeilen Analysen - Interpola
tionen von grobmaschigeren Analysen - und Vorhersagen für die unmittelbare Umge
bung der Alpen oft ausgesprochen mangelhaft. Es wird gezeigt, dass das 'Nudging' 
feinere Vertikalstrukturen ins Modell einführt, insbesondere bei geringerer vertikaler 
Maschenweite. Allerdings verursachen das Feuchteadveküonsschema ünd. in der Nähe 
von steilem Gelände, vor allem die horizontale Modelldiffusion der thermodynamischen 
Variablen künstliche Glättungseffekte in der Vertikalen. Als Folge davon proßtieren die 
Hochnebel-Vörhersagen von der Anwendung des 'Nudging'-Schemas hur wenn die Dif
fusion signifikant reduziert wird. 
Spezißsche Probleme ergeben sich, wenn Radiosondeninformation aus den untersten 
Schichten seitlich entlang den terrain-folgenden o-Flächen von tief- zu hochgelegenem 
Gelände ausgebreitet wird, für welches die Information nicht repräsentativ ist. Als al
ternatives, neues Konzept für Modelle in c-Koordinaten wird daher diese Information 
entlang von IsentropenHächen ausgebreitet. Daraus ergibt sich tendenziell eine weitere 
Verbesserung der Hoehnebelprognosen über steiler und massiger Orographie. In einem 
Versuch, das steile alpine Gelände auszunützen, wird dieses Konzept auch auf Feuch
tedaten von einem dichten schweizerischen Netzwerk von Bodenstationen angewandt, 
welches Höhenlagen bis 2500 Metern gut repräsentiert. Die quasl-horizontale Ausbrei
tung dieser alpinen Information über das Schweizer Mittelland erhöht die Analysen
qualität, hingegen bleibt die signißkante Verbesserung der Feuchte- und Temperatur
struktur nicht oft bis zur 12-Stunden Prognose erhalten. 
Im Vergleich zur optimalen Interpolation, welche heutzutage die meistverwendete Me
thode zur Bestimmung des Anfangszustandes eines NWV-Modells ist, führt 'Nudging' 
oft zu konsistenteren Analysen und Vorhersagen von Inversionen, damit verbundenen 
vertikalen Feuchtegradienten, Hochnebelobergrenzen, und der horizontalen Ausdeh
nung des Hochnebels, insbesondere in der Nähe von steilem Terrain. Allerdings kann 
als Folge der schärferen vertikalen Gradienten in den 'genudgten' Analysen und der im 
Modell vorhandenen, bereits erwähnten unrealistischen vertikalen Glättungseffekte ge
legentlich eine erhöhte Tendenz zu fälschlicher Hochnebelaußösung auftreten. 

Insgesamt zeigt die vorliegende Studie, dass 'Nudging' eine geeignete Methode zur As
similation von Radiosonden- und Bodenschichtdaten in ein hochaußösendes Modell 
für die Alpenregion ist und für die operationeile NWV vielversprechend zu sein scheint. 
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Resume 
Un schema se basant sur la methode du "nudging" (ou relaxation de Newton) a ete 
developpe pour assimiler de facon continue dans un modele numerique de prevision du 
temps ä meso-echelle les donnees des radio-sondages et des stations au sol pour un 
domaine centre sur les Alpes. Ce schema est employe pour une serie de situations 
meteoroiogiques avec des donnees d'observation operationnelles afin de faire apparai-
tre les forces et les faiblesses de cette methode dans sa capacite ä determiner les condi
tions initiales d'un modele numerique de prevision du temps eh vue de son utillsation 
operationnelle. Particulierement etudie a ete l'impact des differentes donnees d'obser
vation et l'influence des fortes pentes de l'orographie par Situation de broüillard eleve, 
ainsi que l'utilite de la methode pour la Simulation de la couche limite dans les situa
tions meteoroiogiques qui sont typiques du smog estival. 

Le modele utilise pour cette etude est une version du "Swiss Model" (resolution hori
zontale: 14 km) de l'Institut suisse de meteoroiogie. L'influence de differents types de 
donnees d'observation est etudie dans des experiences Idealisees se basant sur des 
considerations theoriques ainsi que par des experiences utilisant des donnees simulees 
(OSSE) ou reelles. Dans ce dernier cas. toutes les donnees operationnelles disponibles 
ont ete ütilisees. La methode OSSE est aussi utilisee pour la mise au point et l'ajuste-
ment de la methode du "nudging". La serie des cas traites se compose d'episodes cara-
cterises par des systemes convectifs ä meso-echelle, par des depressions de petite 
echelle. par des fronts. par des situations de stratus hivernaux ou par une forte advec
tion. 
On montre qu'avec la theorie lineaire de l'ajustement geostrophique le degre de l'assim-
ilation de l'information contenue dans les observations peut etre qualitativement es-
time. Neanmoins. les effets orographiques imposent des limites ä l'utilisation de cette 
theorie. Le "nudging" de la pression au sol est d'une utilite tres limitee qui n'est pas ac-
crue par l'utilisation d'une correction geostrophique du vent. Par contre les erreurs 
dans les champs de pression sont en grande partie eliminees par le "nudging" des pro-
füs de vent et de temperature des radio-sondages. Ces derniers sont la soufce d'infor-
mation la plus importante. Si en plus on "nudge" les proßls d'humidite, on ameliore la 
qualite des champs des precipitations. 11 est important de noter que l'information de 
temperature est aussi importante que celle du vent, particulierement dans la couche 
limite. Ceci est vrai aussi bien lorsque l'information des radio-sondages n'est disponible 
que toutes les 12 heures que dans le cas oü ä partir d'un reseau simule de proßleurs 
I on dispose de proHls horaires. Cela implique que la demande pour de futurs profus 
operationnels de temperature ne devrait pas etre negligee au profit des proßleurs clas
siques mesurant le vent. 

En relation avec les etudes de la qualite de l'air, des series temporelles de la hauteur de 
la couche de melange sont calcülees pour des situations estivaies avec des vents faibles 
et peu de nuages. Le "nudging" continu des proßls de temperature de la couche de me
lange interpoles lineairement dans l'intervalle d'observation de 12 heures ajuste d'une 
facon efßcace l'evolution et la hauteur de la couche de melange. Dans ces situations le 
"nudging" peut ainsi sensiblement ameliorer la qualite des donnees diagnostiques pro
duites par le modele. Toutefois cet effet positif du "nudging" sur la hauteur de la 
couche de melange se perd relativement rapidement dans la prevision. 
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L'influence de I'orographie sur l'assimilation des donnees est etudiee en detail pour des 
situations de stratus hivernaux. Dans ces cas les analyses operationnelles - interpola-
tions d'analyses ä plus large-echelle - et les previsions ä proximite immediate des Alpes 
sont nettement deßcientes. La methode du "nudging" introdüit des structures verti-
cales plus ßnes et beneßcie d'une resolution verticale accrue. Neanmoins des effets de 
lissage ßctifs dans la verticale sont introduits par Ie schema d'advection d'humidite et, 
dans les regions ä forte pente, particulierement par la diffusion horizontale des varia
bles thermodynamlques du modele. De ce fait les previsions de cas de stratus hiver
naux ne proßtent du "nudging" que si l'on reduit de maniere signißcative la diffusion. 
Des problemes specißques resultent lorsque les increments d'observations des radio-
sondages dans les basses couches se repandent lateralement le long des surfaces o du 
modele d'un^terrain bas ä un terrain eleve, c.ä.d. dans des zones oü l'information des 
observations n'est pas representative. Un nouveau concept qui repand cette Informa
tion le long de surfaces isentropes est introdüit pour les modeles utilisänt la coordon-
nee verticale c. 11 en resulte une ulterieure legere amelioration des previsions de stratus 
hivernaux dans les regions ä pente forte ou moderee. Pour tirer proßt du terrain alpin 
pentu, ce concept est aussi applique sur les donnees d'humidite du reseau suisse de 
stations au sol ä differentes altitudes. La repartition quasi-horizontale de cette Infor
mation alpine sur le Plateau suisse augmente la qualite de l'analyse. par contre l'amel-
ioration signißcative de la structure des champs d'humidite et de temperature ne per-
siste souvent pas jusqu'ä 12 heures de prevision. 
En comparaison avec l'interpolation optimale, qui est aujourd'hui la methode la plus 
repandue pour la determihation des conditions initiales pour les modeles de prevision 
numerique du temps. le "nudging" produit souvent des analyses et des previsions d'in-
versions plus consistantes. 11 en est de meme des gradients verticaux d'humidite, des 
hauteurs superieures et des extensions horizontales du stratus associes ä l'inversion. 
Ceci est surtout vrai ä proximite des forts gradients d'orographies. Cependant quelques 
fois les previsions ont une plus grande tendance ä dissiper d'une facon incorreete les 
nuages bas ä cause des plus forts gradients verticaux de l'analyse "nudgee" et du trop 
grand lissage vertical du modele. 

D'une facon generale, le travail presente montre que le "nudging" est une methode ap-
propriee pour assimiler les donnees des radio-sondages et des stations au sol dans un 
modele ä meso-echelle pour la region des Alpes et que cette methode semble etre tres 
prometteuse pour les previsions numeriques operationnelles du temps. 
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Riassunto 
Per permettere l'assimilazione continua di dati prövenienti dalle radiosonde e dalle 
stazioni al suolo in un modeiio a mesoscala di previsioni meteorologiche per la regione 
alpina, viene sviluppato uno schema basato sui metodo di rilassamento newtoniano 
(nudging). 11 metodo viene applicäto a misurazioni sistematiche in situazioni meteoro
logiche diverse per esaminarne Ie capacitä potenziali e le limitazioni nel determinare le 
condizioni iniziali del modeiio hell'otticä di un'applicazione nelle previsioni numeriche. 
Di particolare interesse sono le conseguenze di diversi dati, l'influsso di un orograßa 
ripida, soprattutto nei casi di nebbia alta, come pure l'utilitä del sistema di rilassa
mento per la simulazione dello strato di mescolamento, tipico per le situazioni di smog 
estivo. 

L'impatto dei differenti tipi di dati viene dapprima studiato con esperimenti ideali con-
cepiti per essere messi in relazione con le considerazioni teoriche di base. Una versione 
operazionale del modeiio (con una larghezza di maglia di 14 km) dell'Istituto svizzero di 
meteorologia e utilizzato per giudicare l'esecuzione dello schema. L'apporto dei differ
enti dati e poi esaminato usando esperimenti di simulazione di sistemi osservanti (Ob
serving System Simulation Experiments, OSSE) ed esperimenti con dati reali di tutte le 
serie di osservazioni disponibili normalmente. L'approccio con OSSE e pure impiegato 
per l'aggiustamento e l'affinamento dello schema. 11 ventaglio di casi meteorologici com-
prende eventi di sistemi convettivi a mesoscala, cicloni a mesoscala, fronti e situazioni 
invernali di strati bassi o di forte awezione. 
Viene mostrato che la teoria di aggiustamento geostronco lineare da un'indicazione per 
stimare il grado di assimilazione dei riievamenti, ma la sua applicazione e limitata dagli 
effetti orografici e awettivi. 11 beneHcio del rilassamento sulle superßci di presslone e 
limitato e non aumenta usando una correzione del vento geostronco. Comunque la 
gran parte dell'errore della pressione e eliminato rilassando la radiosonda, che costitu-
isce la parte portante dello schema di assimilazione. Un ulteriore rilassamento del pro-
Hlo dell'umiditä ha pure un effetto posiüvo e, in generale, gli errori della distribuzione 
delle precipitazioni vengono spesso ridotti efficacemente. Da notare che i riievamenti 
della temperatura risultano generalmente altrettanto importanti quanto le informazioni 
sui vento, in particolare nello strato limite. Ciö concerne i dati dei radiosondaggi princi-
pali (ogni 12 ore) e in analisi di studio di prospezione anche i dati orari supplementari 
dei pro(iters di una densa rete di pro/Hers simulaü. Ne consegue che il promuovimento 
dei futuri pro/Hers operazionali della temperatura non dovrebbe venir trascurata a 
causa della concentrazione degii sforzi sui pro/Hers del vento. 

Nell'ambito di studi sulla qualitä dell aria, sono state analizzate serie temporali sullo 
spessore dello strato di rimescolamento per eventi estivi con venti deboli e poca nüvo-
losita. 11 rilassamento continuo sui dati correnü, e in particolare il rilassamento sui 
proßli della temperatura nello strato di rimescolamento rilevati ogni 12 ore e interpolati 
linearmente, corregge efßcacemente l'evoluzione e lo spessore dello strato di rimescola
mento. Perciö, in questi casi, la tecnica del rilassamento ha un buön Potenziale per 
migliorare signißcativamente la serie di dati diagnostici generati con il modeiio. 
Comunque. in una previsione. l'impatto posiüvo del rilassamento sullo spessore dello 
strato di rimescolamento scompaiono in maniera relaüvamehte rapida. 
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L'influsso dell'orografia suH'asslmilazione dei dati viene studiato in dettaglio con eventi 
invernali di straü bassi. In queste condizioni, le analisi operazionali (le interpolazioni 
delle analisi a grande scala) e le previsioni sono notoriamente di modesta qualitä neüe 
immediate vicinanze delle Alpi. 11 rilassamento induce una struttura verticale piü ßne e 
benencia dell'aumentata risoluzione verticale dei modelli. Comunque, lo schema di 
awezione dell'umiditä e, in prossimitä dell'orografia ripida, soprattutto il modeiio di dif-
fusione orizzontale delle variabili termodinamiche mostrano la formazione di falsi lis-
ciamenti verticali. In effetti le previsioni beneßciano del rilassamento solo se la diffu-
sione viene signißcativamente rldotta. 
Problemi specißci insorgono vicino a un'orograflä ripida quando i riievamenti della radi-
osonda viengono eStesi lateralmente lungo le superßci o sopra terreno montuoso, cioe 
su aree per le quali i riievamenti spesso non sono rappresentativi. Un nuovo concetto 
per modelli a livelli o viene introdotto. distribuendo le informazioni rilevate lungo le su
perßci isoentropiche. Ciö porta a un modesto miglioramento della previsione di strati 
bassi sopra un'orograßa ripida o moderatamente ripida. Un tentativo di trarre vantag-
gio dalla ripida orograßa alpina viene fatto applicando questo concetto äi riievamenti 
dell'umiditä a 2 m dal suolo forniti dalla densa rete di misurazione svizzera con stazioni 
ubicate a varie altezze. L'estensione quasi orizzontale degii incrementi dei dati alpini 
sull'Altopiano svizzero migliora le analisi, comunque un beneßcio signlßcativo sulla 
struttura dell'umiditä e della temperatura dovuto ai riievamenti dell'umiditä a 2 m dal 
suolo spesso non si estende ßno alle previsioni a 12 ore. 
Se paragonato a un'interpolazione ottimale, il rilassamento spesso genera analisi e pre
visioni di inversioni piü consistenti, con i parametri associati quali gradiente verticale 
delT umiditä, altezza del limite superiore delle nubi e copertuira nuvolosa, in particolare 
vicino a un'orograßa ripida. Comunque, ogni tanto, Ie previsioni hanno un'accresciuta 
tendenza a dissipare erroneamente la nuvolositä bassa, come conseguenza di un gradi
ente verticale piü forte nelle analisi rilassate e del falsi lisciamenti presenti nel modeiio. 

In generale il rilassamento dei riievamenti diretti si dimostra un metodo appropriato 
per l'assimilazione dei dati delle radiosonde e dei riievamenti effettuati a 2 m dal suolo 
in un modeiio a mesoscala per la regione alpina, cosi come sembra promettente per 
modelli operazionali di previsioni numeriche. 
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1 Introduction 
Numericai weather prediction (NWP) is the key tool for modern operational weather 
forecasting in the short (12-48 hours) and medium forecast ränge (3 - 7 days). Mathe-
matically, the modelling and numericai prediction of the atmospheric evolution is an 
initial (and boundary) value problem. Hence, there are two distinct tasks to produce a 
numericai forecast: the determination of the initial condition by assimilating observa-
tiönal data into the model, and the model integration forward in time by solving the 
time-dependent System of (non-linear, partial differential) model equations. Recent pre-
dictability studies (Simmons et al., 1995; Rabier et al., 1996) suggest that better esti
mation of the initial State currently offers the principal path to more accurate forecasts 
(Simmons, 1995; ECMWF, 1995). However, there is still considerable scope for benefit 
from model improvement. To take füll advantage of evermore increased model resolu
tion made feasible by the rapid growth of available Computer power, more accurate and 
detailed initial conditions are required (Weygandt and Seaman, 1994; Stauffer and Sea
man. 1994). The present study is designed to contribute to the improvement of the ini
tial conditions for a high-resolutlon limited-area NWP model in the presence of steep 
orography. 

1.1 Methods and current trends in data assimiiation 
Data assimiiation consists of the process which estimates the initial conditions of a 
forecast using as far as feasible all the available Information. Since the number of de-
grees of freedom of the current NWP models is by Orders of magnitude larger than the 
number of current observations available. the estimation problem is strongly underde-
termined. It is therefore essential to carry forward in time Information from past obser
vations using the forecast model since it is the best Information propagator available. 
This concept was first used by Bergthorsson and Döös (1955) and Cressman (1959). 
Both sources of information, i.e. the prior Information contalned in the gridded short-
range model forecast, and the current, irregularly distributed observations, have er-
rors. Filtering and interpoiation are thus the main tasks of a data assimiiation scheme. 
A comprehensive introduction on data assimiiation is provided by Daley (1991), and ex-
cellent reviews on past and present days' methods, problems and trends include 
Bengtsson et al., (1981). Lorenc (1986), Hollingsworth (1986), Harms et al. (1992), 
Courtief (1994). and, with a focus on hlgh-resolution äpplications, Gustafsson et al. 
(1995). 
Most of the current operational data assimiiation schemes are based on the Optimum 
(Statistical) Interpolation (Ol) method (Gandin, 1963; Thiebaux and Pedder, 1987). The 
whole processing consists here of four distinct steps: (i) data quality control to exclude 
bad data (cf. Gandin. 1988; Ingleby and Lorenc. 1993), (ii) 3-dlmensional (3-D) objec-
üve analysis by Ol, (iii) initialization to balance the initial wind and mass Heids by sup-
pressing undesirable high-frequency gravity waves (cf. Temperton, 1988; Lynch and 
Huang, 1992; Huang et al.. 1994). and (iv) a short-range forecast to provide prior infor
mation for the subsequent analysis. Ol provides a systematic framework for blending 
observations of differing error characteristics with the short-range forecast and is de
signed to minimize the analysis error in a Statistical sense. However in practice, this is 
compromised by varibus simplifications and assumptions (cf. Daley. 1991; Courtier. 
1995). A main problem is the modelling of the forecast error correlations which strongly 
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Influence the final analysis since they largely determine the spreading of the Informa
tion contained in the observations. These correlation models most often rely on iso-
tropy and geostrophy (Courtler, 1994). Therefore they do not account for orographie ef
fects, and the suitability of current implementations for mesoscale äpplications is 
limited (Kim et al., 1994), 
Technological advänces during recent yeaf s did and still do strongly influence data as
simiiation f esearch and development in the following ways: 
1) The increasing amount and quality of asynoptic satellite and aircraft data, and the 

prospect and advent of high-frequency data from ground-based remöte sensing ob
serving Systems (cf. Cllfford et al., 1994; Browning and Szejwaeh, 1994; Lafaysee, 
1994; Rufßeux. 1995) has promoted interest in 4DDA (4-D data assimiiation) meth
ods which allow for continuous assimiiation of data into a model (Charney et al., 
1969; Seaman, 1990). This interest refers to (i) variational techniques using adjoint 
methods (4DVAR: Lewis and Derber, 1985; Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986; Thepaut 
and Courtier. 1991). (ii) the Kalman-Bucy ßlter (HF: Kaiman and Bucy. 1961; Ghil 
et al.. 1981), and (iii) nudging (Anthes. 1974; Hoke and Anthes. 1976; Davies and 
Turner. 1977). These methods combine objective analysis, initialization. and short-
range forecast in one step, and this reduces the spin-up problems (cf. Krishnamurti 
et al.. 1988) of the hydrological cycle düring the early forecast (Gustafsson et al,, 
1995). Further advantages include the at least implicit ßow dependency of the fore
cast error correlaüons (cf. Thepaut et al., 1993; Thepaut et al.. 1996), and the use 
of the non-linear model dyhamics (instead of diagnostic relations) to couple and bal-
ance the mass and wind ßelds. However, 4DVAR and especially KF are computa-
tionally extremely demanding: 

2) The rapid growth of available Computer power has enabled the development of 
higher horizontal model resolution: Before 1992, there were very few operational 
(cf. Bougeault, 1992) and even research-orientated complex NWP models for the 
meso-ß-scale (i.e. for ßow features in the ränge of scales of 20 - 200 km (Orlanski, 
1975), which are resolyed by models with grid spacings of 5-50 km respectively), 
Nowadays, there is a considerable number of operational limited-area models with 
mesh widths of 10 - 20 km (cf. EWGLAM, 1995; Nielsen et al., 1996), or, run in ex
perimental mode, even of ca. 4 km (Sidselrud, 1995; Nielsen et al., 1996). Non-hy-
drostatic models are studied using resolutions of 4 km or even less (Stauffer et al., 
1994; Seaman et al., 1995; Lyons et al., 1995; Fast, 1995). 
A main objective of meso-ß-scale NWP models is the short-range prediction of local 
weather parameters such as near-surface wind and temperature, cloüds and pre
eipitation (cf. Majewski, 1995). This requires realistic meso-ß-scale ßow features 
already in the initial conditions, including realistic ßelds of humidity and latent 
heating rates (to avold spin-up of clouds and preeipitation, cf. Stauffer et al., 1994; 
Lee and Krishnamürü. 1995). Particülar research efforts on data assimiiation are 
therefore devoted to (i) very high-resolution äpplications, (ii) initialization of cloud 
water (Huang and Sundquist, 1993; Carr and Zhao, 1994; Snook et al., 1995; 
Huang. 1996), (iii) adjustment of humidity by use of cloud analyses (Wright et al., 
1994; Cram et al., 1995; Young and Zack, 1994) or total precipitable water (Kuo et 
al., 1993; Filiberti et al., 1994), and (iv) adjustment of moisture, latent heating rates 
and/or surface ßuxes by use of observed preeipitation rates (Krishnamurti et al., 
1984; Wang and Warner. 1988; Manobianco et al., 1994; Mathur. 1995), and/or 
outgoing longwave radiatiön (Puri and Miller, 1990; Krishnamurti et al., 1995; Yap, 
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1995). Note that most of these quanltles are observed with high frequency by 
remote sensing instruments, and are therefore likely to be best used with 4DDA 
methods (cf. Krishnamurti et al.. 1994). 

3) The (prospect of) increasing Computer power has also promoted strong research ef̂  
forts In 4DVAR (see e.g. Tellus special issue on adjoint applicatiohs, 1993, Vol. 45A, 
No. 5- list of literature: Courtier et äl., 1993). Here, the initial state is adjusted in 
such a way that the model trajectory ßts past and present observations in an opti
mal way over a certain period of time. Derber (1989) ahd Wergen (1992) demon-
strated how to address a model bias in 4DVAR, and in the cycllng 4DVAR approach 
(Courtier, 1994), explicitly flow dependent forecast error cörrelätions and variänces 
reflect the actual forecast error (as ah approximation to KF). By deployment of sev-
eral simplifications (incremental formulation: Courtier et al., 1994; nested loops 
with simplified model versions: Courtier, 1995) and a quasi-continuous approach 
(Järvinen et al., 1996) to cut down the requirements on Computer resources, opera
tional 4DVAR for medium-range forecasts is about to become feasible, and is 
planned at the ECMWF (European Center for Medium Range Forecasts) for 1997 
(Simmons, 1995). 

The main adyantages of 4DVAR are: (i) Observed quantities (e.g. radiances from satel-
lites, cf. Andersson et al., 1994; preeipitation, cf. Zupanski and Mesinger, 1995; total 
precipitable water, cf. Kuo et al., 1996), which are non-linearly related to the prognostic 
model variables, can be used directly, (ii) The combihation of optimal control and use of 
(at least implicit) flow dependent forecast error cörrelätions makes 4DVAR (besides KF) 
the method most capable of correcüng structures associated with the fastest growth of 
forecast error (Rabier et al., 1996). These baroclinic structures are usüally related to 
cyclogenesis over the ocean, and their correct represehtaüon in the initial condition is 
crucial for medium-range NWP but less important for short-range NWP over Continen
tal areas with limited area models. 
This may be one reason. why the tendency to move towards 4DVAR has been much 
slower for high-resolution models. Although 4DVAR has produced good results in re-
cent äpplications for a limited-area model (Zupanski, 1993; Zupanski, 1994; Zou et aL, 
1995), it has not yet been attempted with meso-ß-scale NWP models. A main reason is 
that operational short-range forecasting is too time critical to allow for operational 
4DVAR in the near future. Technical problems, particularly asssociated with grid point 
models (cf. Gustafsson et al., 1995), add to these problems. 
Hence, many new data assimiiation schemes for high-resolution limited area models 
are based on Observation nudging (Newtonian relaxation). Here, the model ßelds are re-
laxed towards the observations during the forward Integration of the model. The advan-
tages of this method include those mentioned above for conünuous 4DDA methods, 
and it is conceptually and computationally simple. The direct inßuence of observations 
is more local than in Ol or 4DVAR, e.g. no vertical correlation funetions are used for 
complete vertical proßles. and as a result there is less tendency to smoöthe verücal gra
dients which is especially Important in short-range NWP (Gilchrist. 1984). A number of 
studies have demonstrated that observaüon nudging is able to reduce the error in the 
larger scales which are resolved by Üie observing network, while not suppressing real-
isüc ßhe-scale structures produced by the model itself. Therefore, observaüon nudging 
appears to be atbracüye for meso-ß-scale applicaüons. Pracücal difßculty with nudging 
sehemes Include data quality conüol, and tuning since several aspects of the nudging 
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method are difßcult to quanüfy. A 4DDA scheme based on nudging is operational at the 
UKMO (United Kingdom Meteorological Office: Lorenc et al., 1991). 

1.2 Object of the present contribution 
The Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMA) operates a limited area NWP model (Swiss 
Model: SM) with a mesh width of 14 km to produce short-range forecasts for Switzer
land and the Alpine region. The initial conditions are derived from coarser-grid Ol anal
yses Figure 1-1 shows the (low) cloud cover for a case with widespread persistent deep 
fog and low stratus in the environs of the Alps, which is missed almost eompletely in 
the initial ßelds of the SM. Most of the error pertains in the subsequent forecast (see 
section 3.2.1). and similar shortcomings have often been found with low stratus cases, 
particularly in the Swiss Plateau. This clearly illustrates a need to improve the initial 
conditions. 
The ßrst main object of the present work is thus to develop a data assimiiation scheme 
for conventional routine observations and to examihe its potenüal för improving the in-
iüal states and forecasts of the SM. This requires the scheme's applicaüon to various 
meteorological sltuaüons and its evaluation with a focus on phenomena and quanüües 
which are of particular interest for short-range forecasüng in Switzerland and for 
meso-ß-scale modelling in general. These phenomena and quanüües include: 
* low stratus: temperature inversions and low eloudiness 
* mesoscale cyclones and fronts: surface pressure, temperature gradients, and pre-

cipitaüon 
* mesoscale convecüve Systems: preeipitation 
The selected assimiiation method is nudging towards individual observaüons because 
of the scienüßc (compared with Ol) and pracücal (compared with 4DVAR) advantages 
mentioned in the previous secüon. The nudging method can also be used to assimilate 
3-D analyses, but this approach is less suitable for asynopüc data (Stauffer and Bao, 
1993; Seaman et al., 1995) and high-resolution modelling since it is found to adversely 
affect realisüc ßne-scäle structures produced by the forecast model (Wang and Warner, 
1988; Stauffer and Seaman, 1994). Note, however, that the observaüon nudging ap
proach as deployed here may have a tendency to inüoduce false divergences (Stauffer 
and Seaman, 1990) and to assimilate unrepresentaüve components of observaüons 
(Harms et al., 1992; Stauffer and Seaman, 1994). 
The second central aim is to study the effects of steep orography (e.g. the Alps) on 
nudging. In the context öf NWP, the discussion of this issue in the literature is limited. 
Some aspects related to wind ßeld forecasüng have been addressed by Leidner et al. 
(1994). Otherwise, however, elther nudging was applied throughout the period of inter
est for diagnosüc purposes (Warner et al., 1992; Stauffer and Seaman, 1994; Seaman 
et al., 1995), or it was applied oniy to wind data to study its impact on the ßow ßeld 
(Henmi, 1990; Fast, 1995), or the focus was not on orographie effects. or a method 
other than nudging was used to iniüalize the model (cf. Ballard et al., 1991; Golding, 
1993). 
For two reasons, orographie effects will be addressed here primarily with cases of low 
stratus (or deep fog). Firsüy, there is a general lack of experience in data assimilaüon 
with cases of conünental low stratus (see secüon 3.1.1), although the predieüon of fog 



FiGURE 1-1. Low cloud cover in the environs of Switzerland for 1200 UTC. 20 November 1993. 
a) : Section of VIS 1+2 Channel image from METEOSAT 4. White areas are covered with low stra
tus except for cloudless, snow covered Aipine areas approximately encircied by the black contour 
b) : Low cloud cover of operational initial State of the Swiss Model. Cloudiness in white areas is < 
20 %. in light stippled areas 20 % to 80 %. in dark stippled areas > 80 % ) . 

and low stratus is a primary task of short-range forecasting in many countries (e.g. 
Switzerland). Secondly, since the operational SM analyses and forecasts of low stratus 
are especially poor in the immediate environs of the Alps, orographie effects are likely 
to be important in these cases, and the scope for improvement by adjustment and re-
ßnement of the scheme appears to be relatively large. 
A further objective is to address the potential of the nudging scheme for enhancement 
of the suitability of the SM for diagnostic purposes, namely in relation to air quality 
studies on summertime smog (e.g. POLLUMET. 1996). In this context, the diurnal cycle 
of the mixed-layer depth is of particular interest. and the impact of nudging on its Sim
ulation with mesoscale NWP models has been mixed in the past and depended on the 
temporal (and horizontal) resolution of the upper-air data (Stauffer et al., 1991; Sea
man et al., 1995). 
The data used in this study are conventional routine observations from rawinsondes 
and surface stations. Rawinsonde data still constitute the backbone of any data assim
iiation scheme today. and the rawinsonde s capability for resolving details of the ther-
modynamic structure in the vertical has yet to be duplicated by any of the new remote-
sensing Systems (Schwartz and Doswell. 1991). In the future, wind and temperature 
(RASS) proßler may provide routine data of sufßcient quality and vertical resolution 
(except near inversions. cf. Martner et al., 1993) to be of value particularly for high-res
olution models (Browning and Szejwach, 1994). However, networks of proßlers have yet 
to be designed in Europe. Hence, a supplementary objective of this work is to contrib-
ute to information needed for such a design by examination of the impact of different 
observed parameters (wind, temperature. humidity) from hourly simulated proßler data 
in an exploratory case study. 

1.3 Outline 
It is important to develop an understanding of the effect which different types of data 
have on the model ßelds when using the nudging scheme. In particular. it would be 
useful to know whether there are theoretical considerations that help to estimate these 
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effects. After a short description of the model and a presentaüon of the nudging 
scheme, this issue is addressed in chapter 2 by means of idealized experiments with 
Single data. 
In ordef to examine the potential of the nudging scheme for meso-ß-scale NWP in the 
Alpine region, there are two major tasks to be undertaken: FirsÜy the refinement and 
tunlhg of the scheme. and secondly its evaluaüon in a realisüc setting, Including a 
comparison with one (or several) current operaüonal data asslmilaüon SChemes. Both 
tasks are addressed in each of chapters 3 and 4, and in pracüce, the progress has been 
characterized by a continuous mutual influence of the experimentaüon done in the two 
chapters. 
Chapter 3 deals with the real-data applicaüon to low stratus. and evaluates the 
scheme's Performance with a focus on orographie effects. The influence of some model 
components are addressed, and a comparison to two alternaüve methods (based on Ol) 
to define the model s iniüal conditions is included. However. considerable effort is also 
given to the refinement of the scheme, for instance in relaüon to lateral spreading of 
the influence of data, or the use of screen-level humidity data. 
In chapter 4. the 'OSSE' approach provides a sultable tool for further refinement, tun-
ing, and control of the scheme. Some real data experiments are also undertaken, and 
the scheme's Performance is examined for various meteorological situaüons with re
spect to e.g. the elimination of surface pressure errors or posiüon errors of fronts and 
preeipitation. The impact from different data is studied, and the diurnal cycle of the 
mixed-layer depth and the impact of simulated profiler data are also addressed. 
Finally, the main conclusions are drawn in chapter 5. 
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2 Model structure and formulation of the nudging 

2.1 The Swiss Model 
The Performance and detailed features of any data assimiiation scheme, and particu
larly of a nudging scheme, is strongly related to the formulation of the model. Thus, it 
is approprlate to provlde a short description of the model. 

2.1.1 Short description of the Swiss model 
The forecast model employed is a Version of the Swiss Model (SM). The SM is the meso
scale NWP model that became operational at the Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMI) in 
September 1994. It has been developed in collaboration with the Deutscher Wetterdi
enst (DWD). They operate 2 NWP models with the same code as the Swiss Model - the 
Europa Modell (EM) with a horizontal resolution of 55 km and the Deutschand Modell 
(DM) with a resolution of 14 km. The nudging scheme has been implemented into the 
code of the verSion 2.9 (operational at the DWD in February 1994). A description of the 
EM can be found in Majewski (1991) and Schrodin (1995a). Here, a summary is pro-
vided with an emphasis on those model components, which are relevant for the discus-
sion of the effect of the nudging, particularly with respect to the application to low stra
tus. 

A. Coordinates and dynanttcs 
The Swiss Model is a hydrostatic limited-area grid-point model written in a terrain-fol-
löwing hybrid o - p coordinate System (henceforth. the model layers below the lowest 
constant pressure model level at 240 hPa will be simply denoted as o-layers). The prog-
nostic variables äre surface pressure pg, the horizontal wind components (u,u), total 
heat h and the total specific water content q^, The total energy h is defined as the sum 
of the enthalpy (or sensible heat) CpT and of the latent heat Lq̂ , Likcwise. the total spe
cific water content q^ is defined as the sum of the specific cohtents of water vapour q„ 
and of cloud water q̂  . The (h, q^-system treats phase changes between water vapour 
and liquid water implicitly so that no cohdensation or evaporation rates become appar-
ent. The mödel is formulated in advective form on an Arakawa-C grid using rotated ge-
ographical horizontal coordinates. The Eulerian Version employs second order central 
differences in space and leap-frog time stepping with a semi-implicit correction, and it 
is run with a time step of 90 s. Alternatlvely, a version with a 2-D Semi-Lagrangian 
scheme permits larger time steps. It is used operationally in the SM and the DM with a 
time step of 240 s. Vertical advection änd vertical turbulent fluxes are treäted implicitly 
to avoid numericai instability. A rigid lid is used for the upper boundary. 

B Physica! parameterization 
The traditional thermodynamic variables temperature T, water vapour q̂  and cloud wa
ter q<; are used in the physies package and determined dlagnostically from (h, q^ by 
assuming water Saturation in clouds. However, in the radiatiön scheme (Ritter and Ge-
leyn. 1992), cloudiness can also occur in subsaturated layers. The convective cloud 
cover can reach 20 %, and a ffactionäl grid seäle cloud cover is diagnosed from the rel
ative humidity using a relationship which depends purely on the vertical model coordi-
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nate. To form 20 % grid scale cloud cover, 97 % relative humidity is needed in the low
est model layer, but oniy 90 % at 1000 m above the ground. Saturated layers always 
contaln 100 % cloudiness. Since this relationship does not depend on the thickness of 
a model layer, the parameterization can account for sub-grid scale variability of cloudi
ness ohly in the horizontal, but not in the vertical. The resulting total cloud cover in a 
model layer (together with aerosols, water vapour and other trace gases) is considered 
as an optically active atmospheric constituent which influences the longwave thermal 
and the shortwäve solar radiative transfer through scattering, absorption and emis-
sion. 
A linear fourth-order horizontal diffusion for the 3-D prognostic variables is applied on 
the o-levels. However, in the heat eqüation. the moist statte energy hp is diffüsed in-
stead of the total energy h, where hp is given by 

Ap = % + ()) = ̂ r + L ^ + (]) (2-1) 
(()) denotes geopotential). This aecounts for the slope of the model layers, but oniy if the 
equivalent potential temperature is approxlmately constant with height. In any other 
Situation, this formulation results in a pseudo-vertical diffusion near sloping terrain. 
The diffusion of total specific water content has similar side effects. A discussion of 
these effects for the Situation of low stratus is provided in section 3.2. The operationally 
used diffusion coefficient renders an e-folding decay time öf two time steps for two-grid 
waves. 
Vertical turbulent fluxes are parameterized with a second order closure scheme of hier-
archy level 2 (Mellor and Yamada, 1974) for the Ekman layer and the free atmosphere 
(cf. Müller, 1981). The Dyer-Businger relations as modified by Louis (1979) are used in 
the surface layer. 
Grid Scale preeipitation is parameterized with a Kessler-type scheme including an ice 
phase, whereas sub-grid scale moist convective processes are parameterized by a mass 
flux scheme (Tiedtke, 1989). A two-layer soii model.(Jocobsen and Heise, 1982) pre^ 
dicts the soll temperature and soii moisture which are used for the computation of the 
vertical turbulent fluxes in the surface layer. Soll type, seasonal Vegetation cover. root 
depth and roughness length over land are climatological input parameters for the soii 
model. In the model version used here, the roughness length is up to 12 m in rugged 
terrain. 

C. Initia! and fa^eraf boundary conditions 
Both the EM and the DM have their own 6-hourIy intermittent data assimiiation cycle 
based on optimal interpoiation (Ol). A brief description of the Ol seheme is provided in 
section 3.6. An adiabatic implicit normal mode initialization (Temperton, 1988) is ap
plied to the analyses to render balanced mass and wind ßelds for the initial condition. 
Separate analyses are performed for the sea surface temperature and the water content 
of the snow cover. 
For the Swiss Model (SM), EM analyses are interpolated on the ßne grid using the 
method of Majewski (1985) which is designed to preserve as far as possible the degree 
of balance in the coarse grid ßelds despite large differences between the coarse-grid 
and the ßne-grid orography. This is achieved by a two-step adjustment of the horizon-
tally interpolated surface pressure yielding smooth geopotential ßelds also over rough 
terrain. First, a vertical interpoiation of temperature With conservation of the layer 
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mean temperature is accompanied by an adjustment of the wind ßeld within the 
boundary layer using the staüonary Ekman equation. In a second step, a divergence 
correction above the boundary layer ensures that the interpolated surface pressure 
tendency equals that of the coarse grid model. The scheme has been extended by Schu
biger ahd de Morsier (1992) to inclued the interpoiation of cloud water ßelds. Thereaf-
ter, the normal mode initialization is applied. 
The lateral boundary ßelds of the SM (and the DM) are tempofally linearly interpolated 
EM forecast ßelds which are updated hourly and interpolated to the ßne-mesh grid in 
the same manner as the analyses. The boundary values are then assimilated by the 
boundary relaxation technique after Davies (1976) in a marginal Zone of 8 grid points. 

2.1 2 Model noise 
It is often helpful to view atmospheric ßow as consisting of low-frequency geostrophic 
Rossby modes and of higher-frequency divergent ihertia-gravity modes with a time 
scale shorter than the inertlal time scale Ĵ "̂  (/ being the Coriolis parameter, typieally 
10"̂  s i n the mid-laütudes). The bulk of the energy of synoptic-scale ßows over ßat 
terrain prqjects onto the geostrophic modes, and such ßows are said to be balanced. Ir-
respective of the scale, primitive equation models tend to partition too much energy 
into inertia-gravity wave components. The latter component is oßen regarded as noise 
and includes imbalances in the initial conditions, inconsistcncies in the boundary con
ditions, or shortcomings in the model formulation itself. notably of the numericai 
scheme and the diffusion. Since such noise can adversely affect the assimiiation proc-
ess of data by nudging, it is appropriate to examine brießy the model with respect to 
(an unphysical level oß inertia-gravity wave acüvity and systematic unphysical ßow fea
tures. 
Generally, internal inertia-gravity waves show up particularly in the vertical velocity, 
whereas the surface pressure tendency is more inßuenced by external gravlty waves. 
Time series of these quanüües (cf. Figure 2- la) at Single grid points often show oscilla-
üons with periods of about 1 hour or less caused by small-scäle modes within the ßrst 

a) 

FIGURE 2-1, ä): Time series of surface pressure tendency (in hPa/h) for the forenoon of 5 Febru-
ary 1993. Soiid line: Payerne; dotted line: Zürich (about 140 km from Payerne). 
b): Vertical velocity (in 10'* Pa/s) at 700 hPa of the 30-hour Semi-Lagrangian forecast valid for 
1800 UTC, 28 March 1995. Dark stippled areas: downward motion > 1 Pa/s; white areas: up-
ward motion > 1 Pa/s. 
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2 hours of the Integration. They are significantly affected by the normal mode initializa
tion, and therefore caused by imbalances in the initial State. Thereafter. they largely 
disappear, and the general impact of the initialization becomes marginal which indi-
eates that these modes ihteract little with the meteorological modes. and should have 
little impact on nudging. Little noise is usually apparent after this initial period. Weak 
external gravity waves originate from the lateral boundaries (cf. Miyakoda and Rosati, 
1977). but they are also considered negligible. 
In the presence of pronounced low-level stability and weak low-level winds. the initial 
low-level flow has a spurious tendency to be directed from higher to lower orography, 
and signißcant unphysical horizontal temperature gradients reach up to 2000 m above 
the ground. These gradients occur where orography differences between EM and SM 
vary strongly in the horizontal. The adjustment to a balanced flow where such spurious 
features are äbsent takes up to about 6 hours, and therefore, these features are likely 
to affect the nudging. particularly of surface data. Hence. the nudging period should 
preferably statt from SM forecasts rather than interpolated EM analyses. 
Small-scale horizontal patterns of vertical velocity are almost always found over topog-
raphy throughout the integration. In the case shown in Figure 2-lb, they are attributa-
ble to orographic-induced inertia-gravity waves (cf. Smith, 1979) in the strong north-
westerly air flow: The band of upward motion along the Rhine Valley in Figure 2-lb is 
associated with a warm front, and is realistic. In the southwestern part of the Alps, 
where the incident flow is perpendicular to the mountain chain, an elongated statlon-
ary mountain wave has formed. In the Eulerian Version of the SM, such waves are 
probably often overestimated due to wave reflection at the upper boundary. In contrast, 
the Semi-Lagrangian version smoothes these mountain waves as part of a general ten
dency to smoothe strong gradients and strongly curved flow, and this smoothing, and 
hence the forecast, depends significantly on the time step (cf. McDonald and Haugen. 
1992), Moreover, strong numericai propagating 'inertia-gravity waves' (cf. Figure 2- lb: 
northeastern corner, and northwest of Switzerland) often occur where the Courant 
number is greater than 1 (cf. Coifßer et al., 1987; Tanguay et al., 1992). particularly 
over steep orography (Rivest et al., 1994; Cöte et al., 1995). In consideration of these 
defects in the Semi-Lagrangian scheme. the Eulerian version of the SM has been 
adopted for the work presented here. 
To summarize, the Eulerian version of the SM appears to be reasonably well balanced 
with little spurious noise: inertia-gravity waves in the ßrst 2 hours of the forecast; low-
level adjustments near steep orography within the ßrst 4 to 6 hours associated with a 
stable stratißcation; mountain wave reßection at the upper boundary associated with 
high wind speed; and small-scale vertical circulations over rough terrain (cf. section 
3.2). 

2.2 Implementation of the nudging scheme 
A. The bosic idea 
Nudging or Newtonian relaxation consists of relaxing the model s prognostic variables 
towards prescribed values. For data assimiiation purposes, these values cän be 3-D 
analyses and/or direct observations. In the scheme developed here, nudging towards 
direct observations is performed. For this, a relaxation term is introduced into the 
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prognostic equaüons so that, assuming a Single Observation, the tendency of the prog-
nostic variable i)f(x,0 is given by: 

i i f Ê. ̂  = ̂  t V M + c( V'̂  - V ^ j (2-2) 
Ff\)f,x,0 denotes the dynamical and physical model, and iy°*̂  ig +hg value of the Observa
tion at The difference between the Observation and model value at the Observation 
point is called Observation increment. Without dynamics and physies, the model ßelds 
would relax exponentially towards the Observation with an e-folding decay time of the 
inverse of the weight G which contains the following constituents: 

C = G^E.^y.w,.w, (2-3) 
Oy is the nudging coefßcient, which deßnes the time scale of the relaxation. The other 
factors vary between 0 and 1; e depends on the quality of the observations, whereas the 
remaining weights depend on the horizontal, vertical, respectively temporal distance 
between the Observation and the time-space model (grid) point. 
It becomes evident from (2-2) and (2-3), that nudging towards direct observations con
sists of two major steps. The ßrst step is to compute the Observation increment in the 
vlcinity of the Observation point. This usually involves some kind of interpoiation. The 
use of threshold values allows a rudimentary data quality control. The second step is to 
determine the weights and to spread the increments to the model grid points in some 
neighbourhood of the Observation. 
With ßnite time differences, the nudging is carried out as the last Operation within a 
timestep except for the relaxation towards the lateral boundary ßelds. The implicit form 
of 2-2 then becomes for the leap-frog time stepping (cf. Yap, 1995) 

where Vy"*̂  is the model value after the updating with the dynamical and physical ten-
dencies. Equation (2-4) forms the basis of the nudging. Evidently, a part of the Observa
tion increment is added to the model ßelds at each time step. 

B. MuMpte observations and varying data density 
If an increasing number of observaüons inßuence a grid point the total nudging weight 
should be limited. Both the decreasing inßuence of an individual observaüon with in
creasing 4-D distance and the relaüve conßdence of an observaüon with respect to the 
other inßuencing observaüons should also be taken into account. This is achieved by a 
weighted mean of weighted observaüon increments (Benjamin and Seaman, 1985). 
Equaüon (2-2) then takes the form 

TZ 
where = e UJp consists of the spatial and temporal weighüng and the qual
ity factor, and k runs over all the observaüon. The derivaüon of the aecording discrete 
equaüon is süaighüorward. This simple approach which is designed to improve partic
ularly the gradients of the analyzed ßelds has been adopted by most aufhors (e.g. 
Stauffer and Seaman, 1990). A more correct, yet more expensive approach to account 
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for varying data density is to calculate the data density at the Observation points rather 
than at the grid points and to include it in the quality factor e (Bell, 1989; Lorenc et al., 
1991). However, (2-5) is considered sufßclent for the domain of the SM since the rawin
sonde coverage over western and central Europe is fairly uniform. 

C. Horizontal assignment q/ an Observation to a grid point 
To compute an Observation increment, a spatial interpoiation or an assignment of the 
Observation to a model grid point has to be done ßrst. Horizontally, the Observation is 
assigned to the grid point (henceforth called Observation grid point ) within a search ra-
dius of ^2 Ax (Ax being the mesh width) with the smallest orographical height differ-
ence to the observing Station (except if a grid point exists within Ax/4 and a height dif-
ference < 40 m). For surface pressure data, the assignment is slightly modißed (see 
below). The rather large search radius renders relatively small height differences, and 
is jusüßed by the facts that (i) the error cörrelätions of the SM are much broader than 
"J2 Ax, (ii) wavelengths smaller than 4Ax are not resolved properly, (iii) rawinsonde data 
provide good vertical resolution, and are best used (especially in the boundary layer) if 
orographie height differences to the model are small, and (iv) large height assignment 
errors of screen-level data can be disruptive. 
Note, that the horizontal rawinsonde balloon drift is not taken into account. A recent 
examination (Macpherson, 1996) with a mesoscale model (Ax = 15 km) showed little im
pact of this approximation, albeit for relatively flat terrain. 

D. Processing and nudging qf sur/ace pressure 
The ßrst part of the nudging scheme consists of updating the surface pressure Pg. For 
the vertical interpoiation. conslder ßrst that the Observation Station height Zg°*̂  is 
greater than the model surface height Zg"*** of the Observation grid point. The model 
pressure is then interpolated from the nearest model levels to the Station height. This 
renders a pressure Observation increment at that height. or equivalently, a geopotential 
increment at the interpolated model pressure. Since a pressure increment is needed at 
the model s orography Zg""**, the pressure increment at the Station height, Ap[Zg°̂ ], is 
reduced adiabatically: 

Apg[Zg""**l then induces the same geopotential increment at the Observation Station 
height as Ap[Zg°̂ ]. The reduction can be regarded as an extrapolation of the Observa
tion increment, and the resulting error should be much smaller than if the surface 
pressure Observation itself was extrapolated. If the height (above sea level) of the 
boundary layer top is assumed nearly constant within a 14 km grid box (as e.g. in low 
stratus situations), the method used here takes into consideration the observed fact 
that a surface pressure Observation on a hill at Zg°*̂  ig igss inßuenced by the boundary 
layer than an observaüon at an average height Zg""**. 
If the observing staüon is lower than the model orography the observed pressure from 
verücal soundings can be simply interpolated to the model orography which should 
also result in small interpolaüon errors. For surface stations however, the observed 
surface pressure has to be extrapolated to the model surface height. For this. a 

(2-6) 
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constant lapse rate (0.6 K / 100 m) temperature proHle is assumed which Starts 
from the model temperature at the lowest layer. Since the temperature error may be 
very large. the extrapolation error can become large as well (e.g. for a height difference 
of 100 m, a temperature error of 12 K results in an extrapolation error of 0.5 hPa, 
which is in the order of the expected Observation error). Therefore, pressure data from 
surface stations are assimilated oniy if orography differences are in the interval 
-100 m < Zĝ s- Zg""** < 400 m . The grid point assignment (cf. section C) is adapted ac-
cordingly, and the quality faetor e is a funetion of orography difference (with a Gaus-
sian e-folding decay of -100 m respectively 400 m). 
The resulting increment is then spread horizontally with the following autoregressive 
weight or correlation funetion (cf. Thiebaux et al., 1986; Lorenc et al.. 1991) in the dis
tance r between the Observation point and target grid point: 

w^ = w, = c+(l-c)-(l+r/.s)e (2-7) 
(Parameter values are chosen such that the weight funetion Hts the geopotential error 
correlation used in the DM and EM Ol scheme as until February 1994, cf. Buchhold 
and Paul. 1995. Alternatively, a more narrow funetion is also used, cf. Table 2-1.) Fi-
nally. the increments are multiplied with an adiabatic reduction factor analogous to 
(2-6) to account for the density difference between the Observation grid point and the 
target grid point. Without this factor, the geopotential change at constant pressure sur
faces is slightly greater over high orography than low orography for a given surface 
pressure increment (Figure 2-2). 
Direct nudging of surface pressure will change the geopotential at every level. A pres
sure change at the surface is caused by a net mass divergence or convergence (with ac-
companying density or temperature changes) usually within the troposphere and lower 
stratosphere. The correlation of the geopotential with the surface pressure often de-
creases with increasing distance from the ground. Therefore. a temperature correction 
for surface pressure nudging (cf. Lorenc et al., 1991) is applied optionally, and this 
should aid the assimiiation of surface pressure data (Lorenc, 1984). The correction is 
constant in the troposphere (below 240 hPa) to affect the lapse rate as little as possible, 
and decreases gradually to zero within the lower stratosphere in such a way that up
dating the surface pressure has no direct effect above the lower stratosphere. 
A further extension, the geostrophic wind correction, will be discussed in section 2.3.3. 

FIGURE 2-2. A section of the net impact on the 
240 hPa geopotential of surface pressure nudg
ing with a constant horizontal weight funetion 
a few time steps after the beginning of the 
nudging period, if no adiabatic reduction factor 
is applied to account for orography. The in
creased geopotential change over the Alps and 
the influence of the lateral boundaries in the 
west, south and east are evident. The oro
graphie effect disappears after several hours of 
nudging. 
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E. Formuiation qf the nudging qf the thermodynamic variabies 
The observed variables temperature Tand specific water Vapour content q̂  are related 
to the model's thermodynamic prognostic variables, i.e. the total energy h. = CpT + Lq^ 
and the total water content q^ = q̂  + q̂ . If a zero nudging weight is assumed for q,- the 
linkage is simple for the formulation of the nudging since (i) the prognostic variables 
are a linear combination of the observed variables, and (ii) equation (2-4) is linear, 
which means that it will hold for h and q^ if it holds for T and q̂ . In this case, the 
nudging equations are set up for the observed variables. For temperature, it takes the 
form 

^ 1 + 2Af]Ay 1 + 2A;)iy. ^ 1 1^ 
(2-8) 

7 
where = X^u)^ / Ê LÛ  , and tu^) consists of the spatial and temporal weight-
ing and the quality factor. The summation is over all observations (k or Q influencing a 
grid point, and Tp-^* and p^p"^* denote model values at Observation points. The sur
face pressure term (where Jp = RT̂ /(Cpp) (dp/dpg) ) accounts for the temperature 
change due to adiabatic compression induced by a pressure change which occurs at 
each o-model layer if there is a surface pressure change. This term is modißed if the 
temperature correction for surface pressure nudging (see above) is applied. The equa
tion for the water vapour content is analogous, but without surface pressure term. 
From the new values of T and q̂ , new values of h. and q^ are computed, and these val
ues are transformed back to the final values of T and q̂  by the Standard procedure (cf. 
section 2.1.1). This renders correct the transformation of latent heat into sensible heat 
(and vice versa) in saturated conditions when the nudging implies cooling (heating). 

F. IVudging qf wind 
A number of authors obtained better results with nudging of oniy the non-divergent 
wind component instead of the total wind, or with nudging the divergence with a 
smaller weight. However, they used low-resolution large-scäle models (Hoke and An
thes, 1976) or dealt with data assimiiation in tropica! of monsoon regions where dia-
batic heating rather than quasigeostrophy defines the vertical motion Aeld (Rama-
murthy and Carr, 1987; Davidson and Puri, 1992; Yap, 1995). For a limited area model 
in the mld-latitudes, Stauffer and Seaman (1990) have found that nudging oniy vorüc-
ity degraded the preeipitation ßelds. Moreover, the divergent fraction is larger with 
smaller-scale flow. Thus, for a meso-ß-scale model for the extra-tropics, nudging the 
total wind as done in many studies and operaüonally at the UKMO (Lorenc et al., 1991) 
is considered to be preferable. This renders nudging equations for the wind compo
nents that are analogous to (2-8) but excluding the surface pressure term. 

G. Corrections to humidity data 
Rawinsonde humidity data (e.g. data from the Vaisala sondes) are known to have a dry 
bias near Saturation (cf. Schwartz and Doswell, 1991; Garand et al., 1992; Wade and 
Schwartz, 1993; Wang and Rossow, 1995). To compensate, a model-consistent bias 
correction can in principle be introduced (Lorenc et al., 1994). No such correction has 
been applied here, but Saturation is assumed for observed relative humidity greater 
than 96%. 
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In the dynamic equations, the model distinguishes oniy between water vapour and liq
uid water, büt not between liquid water and ice (ef. section 2.1.1). As a result, Satura
tion pressure is always computed over water as opposed to the observed Saturation 
pressure which is measured over ice beloW freezing. Nudging towards a saturated Ob
servation would then lead to subsaturation in the model if vapour pressure was used 
for the computaüon of the Observation increment. Instead, relative humidlües are com
pared. Equivalently, the observed vapour pressure e^s can be multiplied With a correc
tion to render model compatibility: 

'<;H = ^ - r j 7 — ^-9) 

A similar approach has been adopted by the DWD for the EM and DM analysis. In 
cases where supercooled water clouds are about to form or have just dissipated this 
may result in a wet blas which counteracts the Overall dry bias to some extent. 

H. Use, processing and quaHty controt qfrauxnsqnde data 
All mandatory- and signiHcant-level rawinsonde wind and temperature data from the 
ground up to 50 hPa are used in the scheme. Above 50 hPa, oniy mandatory-level data 
are used. Humidity data from all levels are used up to 300 hPa oniy, as rawinsonde hu
midity data at great heights are known to contain large errors (Richner and Phillips, 
1982;AnÜkalnenandHyvönen. 1983; Ivanov et al., 1991). 
First, the model wind components (ü, u), temperature T and dewpoint T̂  given at the 
model layer mid-points are interpolated (linearly in log(pressure)) to the height öf the 
observations where Observation increments are computed. Note that these increments 
are spot values and not generally representative of a whole model layer. If an increment 
exceeds a prescribed value given in Table 2-1 the Observation is considered erroneous 
and is neglected. This rudimentary quality control is performed once per hour for all 
data. 
The second step is to interpolate the observations vertically. To reduce representative-
ness (and measurement) errors (Ingleby, 1995). the procedure (cf. Woodage. 1985) is to 
adjust the vertical scale of the observations to the vertical scale resolved by the model 
layers. To achieve this, a continuous observed vertical proHle is defined by interpolating 
the observed point values. The Interpolation is linear in log(pressure) according to the 
WMO deßnition of signincant levels (World Meteorological Organization. 1974). The 
continuous proHle is then averaged between the bottom and the top of each model layer 
to prodüee scale-adjusted observations which are then used to determine the Observa
tion increments. This procedure is approximately hydrostatically consistent (the effect 
of moisture on the hydrostatic equation is not correctly accounted for) so that the 
model thickness between two pressure surfaces is adjusted towards the observed 
thickness by nudging the temperature. If surface pressure nudging is inclüded it will 
allow an indlrect (approxlmate) control of the geopotential. An alternative procedure is 
simple linear (in log(pressure)) interpoiation to the model layer mid-points (see section 
3.3). 
Even with perfect humidity observations there is a dry bias (cf. Bell, 1994) beeause no 
cloud water Is introduced directly by saturated observations, but the model Heids can 
be deprived of elöud water in the presence of subsaturäted observations. Whenever 
there are bofh saturated and unsaturated relative humidity data used for the interpola-
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observaüons 
TEMP: pressure, wind speed and direction, temperature and 
(oniy up to 300 hPa:j dewpoint depression. 
all mandary ieveis, signißcant levels up to 50 hPa 
SYNOP, ANETZ (Swiss automated surface staüon network): 
surface pressure; screen-level winds and relaüve humidity 

observaüon increments 
withthresholds 
for quality control 

surface pressure: 5 hPa ; rotated wind components: 12 m/s 
(potenüal) temperature: 8 K ; relaüve humidity: 40 % 

wa 
1- -

-12 
üme 

0+1 hrs 

temporal weighüng \ / \ / x x \ / \ / ^ 
— r Vt-

-12 

1- -

-6-5 
üme 

i - t - ^ 
0+1 hrs 

üme 
-12 -6 0+1 hrs 

linear temporal interpolaüon 

\ 
-12 -6-5 Ö+lhrs 
sawtooüi shaped weights 

üme 

or solid (dashed) lines: data available every 12 (6) hours (rawin
sondes); Üme 0 denotes the beginning of the forecast period 
screen-level data: 1 or 3 hourly linear interpolaüon 

surfaces along which incre
ments are laterally spread 

(hybrid) o-model levels 
opüonatiy: isentropic or isobaric surfaces 

horizontalweight funeüons 
(they model horizontal 
forecast error correlaüons) 

c) - (1 + r/y) e s correlaüon scale' 
surface pressure : s = 200km , c = 0.08 or s = 130km , c = 0 
3-D rawinsonde data: s = 130km , c = 0 (or s = 100km, c = 0) 
screen-level data : s = 70km , c = 0 

influence radiüs inßnite for surface pressure data 
3.5 correlaüon seales for 3-D rawinsonde and screen-level data 

nudging coefficient 6 IC* g l 
TABLE 2-1. Standard parameter values used for the assimilaüon of rawinsonde and screen-level 
data. 

üon and averaging, the value 1 from the saturated observaüons is replaced by a gener-
alized relaüve humidity value derived from the model's total specific water content at 
the observaüon point provided that the model value is also saturated. This is designed 
to dlminish addlüonal spurious drying brought about by the verücal interpolaüon. 
If a Vertical sounding is incomplete at the top or at the bottom, is it verücally extended 
with the outermost available observaüon Increment and weighted with a verücal struc
ture funcüon in the log(pressure) difference between the model layer containing the in
crement and the target model layer (Barwell and Lorenc, 1985; Lorene et al., 1991): 

-3(Alnp) (2-10) 
Finally, the observaüon increments are spread laterally along the model s o-layers with 
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the weighting given by the horizontal structure funetion as defined in equation (2-7). 
Since speeiße water content varies as a funetion of altitude mainly due to temperature 
and pressure, Observation increments of relative humidity as opposed to mlxing ratio 
are spread (cf. Ruggiero et al., 1994). Alternative ways of lateral spreading are dis-
cussed in sections 2.3.4 and 3.4. The Standard choice of the parameters in (2-7) is 
given in Table 2-1. The resulting cörrelätions are more narrow than the cörrelätions 
used by the UKMO for their regional model (Lorenc et al., 1991). but are somewhat 
broader than the mean of the DM's longitudinal and transverse wind velocity cörrelä
tions (cf. Buchhold and Paul, 1995). which equals the mean of the wind component 
auto-correlations (Daley, 1991). The influence of the correlation scale will be addressed 
in section 4.2.3. 

I. Use and processing qf screen ievei data 
Nudging of screen-level temperature (Tgm) data is not included in the present scheme. 
Stauffer et al. (1991) found that nudging near-surface temperature could be disruptive 
since a small change in the thermal structure easily lead to a major change in the diag-
nosed stability class and the PBL (plänetary boundary layer) depth. Seaman et al. 
(1995) improved surface layer temperatures by nudging high-resolution temperature 
soundings in the upper and middle mixed layer, but they did not attempt to assimilate 
screen-level temperature data. They stressed that the problems related to these data 
are likely to depend on the PBL parameterization. However, probiems have also been 
encountered with other models, e.g. by Cardinali et al. (1994) who argued that assimi
iation of screen-level temperature would require a consistent adaptation of the soii 
Heids. McNider et al. (1994) suggested adjusting the surface specific humidity to bal-
ance the surface energy budget. 
No such difnculty has apparently been found for nudging screen-level humidity data 
although their representiveness is also questionable. As these data have shown a posi
tive impact namely on low stratus and fog prediction (Lorenc et al., 1994; Clark, 1994) 
they are incorporated into the assimiiation process. As the relative humidity at screen-
level and at the lowest model level are identical in the SM, the Observation increment 
equals simply the relative humidity difference between the screen-level Observation and 
the model value at the lowest model level. Differences between Station height and 
model orography are oniy aecounted for by neglecting observations from stations with 
I Zg^- Zg""**] > 160 m, and by defining the quality factor e as Gaussian in height dif
ference with an e-folding decay of 160 m. 
Surface wind data are nudged in the same way except for two modifications. Firstly, 
since the representiveness of these data is notoriously poor in rough terrain they are 
usually considered oniy from stations which lie below 700 m and sätisfy 
[Zg^s- Zg""**] < 100 m. Secondly, for the vertical Interpolation of the observed winds 
from the screen-level to the lowest model level, the model equation for diagnosing the 
screen-level model winds is reversed by making the following approximation. The tur
bulent transfer coefßcients as deßned in Müller (1981) are to a ßrst order linear in the 
wind speed at the lowest model level. By approximating the unknown observed wind 
speed at the lowest model level with the model wind speed in the higher order terms, 
the diagnostic model equation can be reversed, and the interpoiation becomes straight-
forward. 
For the horizontal spreading of Observation increments from screen-level data, the au
toregressive funetion (2-7) is used. The correlation scale (see Table 2-1) is almost iden-
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tical to that used in the UKMO mesoscale model for screen-level relative humidity 
(Maycock and Maepherson, 1994). The vertical aspect of the spreading is addressed in 
section 3.5. 

J. Latcrai boMndctru conditions, tempomi weights, and nudging coe#icients 
No observations within the boundary zohe are used for nudging. This prevents the 
boundary ßelds from directly affecting Observation increments and hence (by lateral 
spreading of these increments) from directly inßuencing the inner domain. Hourly 
boundary values for the ßrst 9 hours of a 12-hour nudging period are provided by the 
EM forecast starüng at the beginning of the nudging period. Within the last 3 hours of 
the nudging period, the transiüon is made to the boundary ßelds provided by the new 
EM forecast starüng at the same üme as the forecast period of the SM nudging experi
ment. This transiüon period is long enough to keep the noise at a low level. 
Two concepts for the temporal weighüng are applied in this work (Table 2-1), i.e. linear 
interpolaüon or use of a saw tooth shaped weight funcüon as deployed by the UKMO 
(but without varying the horizontal correlaüon scale here). They are compared in chap
ter 4. The nudging coefßcients (Table 2-1) are similar to those used in most studies, 
and operationally by the UKMO. Their specißcaüon is discussed in secüon 4.2.5. 

2.3 Nudging Single simulated data 
A fundamental issue is how well various kinds of data are assimilated into the SM by 
use of the present nudging scheme. There are some theoreücal consideraüons to esü-
mate the effect. 
Data inserüon and even mulüvariate data analysis procedures do not generally pro-
duce balanced iniüal model states (see Daley, 1991). If an unbalanced perturbaüon, i.e. 
a perturbaüon with a mass and wind ßeld imbalance, is mtroduced into a primiüve 
equaüon model, there is a period of adjustment until balance is restored. Linear geos-
üophic adjustment theory describes this adjustment process and the ßnal balanced 
ßow ßeld. 
Mesoscale ßow, however, has more energy in the inerüa-gravity modes, parücularly 
near steep orography where it is often strongly ageosüophic. The dynamics of mesos
cale ßow phenomena, e.g. of mesoscale convecüve Systems, can differ strongly from ap-
proximately geostrophic synoptic-scale ßow. Furthermore, nudging perturbs the model 
conünuously in üme. Hence, the quesüon arises to what extent the geosüophic adjust
ment theory can still provide a guideline for the estimaüon of the residual ßow in a 
mesoscale model following a period of nudging. 
In secüon 2.3.1. a description is provided of the theory, a discussion of its applicability 
to nudging in general, and a formulaüon of speeiße quesüons. These are addressed in 
the subsequent sections by means of idealized experiments which focus parücularly on 
the inßuence of orography. 

2.3.1 Geostrophic adjustment theory 
Linear geosüophic adjustment theory was ßrst formulated by Rossby (1938) and de-
scribed in detail by Blumen (1972) and 0kland (1970). The latter in parücular put it in 
the context of primiüve equaüon NWP models. The theory assumes that the inerüa-
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gravity modes are dispersed or dissipated leaving oniy the non-divergent modes as So
lutions. The final Solution of the streamfunction can then be written as the sum of 
the non-divergent part of the initial wind ßeld Vo, and the geostrophic wind Vg derived 
from the initial mass ßeld. i.e. 

y^= aVQ+ (l-a)V^ (2-11) 
The ßnal geopotential is determined from ̂ with the geostrophic relation. A simple ide-
alized model with the wind and mass ßelds being expanded in orthogonal modes (e.g. 
as a Fourier series assuming cyclic lateral boundary conditions) allows the determina-
tlon of n by 

a = l - / / o ^ (2-12) 
where o^ ̂  is the angular frequency of the mode with horizontal wave number k and 
vertical scale number n (0klahd, 1970). It föllows that for the high-frequency part of 
the ßelds, i.e. för which o*„ ̂  »/ , the initial geopotential plays a little role In determining 
the ßnal State, and the ßnal wind ßeld corresponds closely to the initial non-divergent 
component of the wind ßeld. For the lower-frequency part with o*„ ̂  =/ , the opposite is 
true and the wind ßeld adjusts to the initial mass ßeld. 
By use of the hydrostatic dispersion relationship 

o ^ = (2-13) 
the coefßcient et can be expressed as 

a = ! (2-14) 

where is the baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation deßned as 

^ = y-L, (2-15) 
which can be regarded as a measure of the effective vertical scale. Here, L = 1/k is the 
horizontal and Lg = 1 / h the vertical length scale, and JV denotes the Brunt^Vaisala fre
quency which is a measure of statlc stabillty (ca. 1.2 10"̂  s ̂  in the troposphere). For 
an equivalent depth. hg = N^L^/g . (2-15) takes the form Lp = ̂ ghg/yih analogy to the 
shallow water equations. From (2-11) , (2-14) and (2-15) , it föllows that the smaller the 
horizontal scale, the larger the vertical scale, the lower the latltude, and the stronger 
the Statlc stabillty, the more the mass ßeld tends to adjust to the non-divergent compo
nent of the wind ßeld. And vice versa. 
To estimate the rate of adjustment caused för instance by imperfect däta assimiiation 
procedures it is necessary to know the spectrum of the excited inertia-gravity waves. 
However, some idea of the residual Information content, i.e. the balanced model ßelds 
after the adjustment. can be obtained in the linear case if the excited spectrum can be 
characterized by a typieal horizontal wavelength and a Rossby radius of deformation 
since the ßnal State is independent of the dispersion and dissipation process. For an 
initial wind perturbaüon, the ßrst step is to analyze the perturbaüon into its rotaüonal 
and divergent component. The latter prqjects almost enürely onto gravity modes. The 
second step is to infer horizontal and verücal scales and an amplitude of the rotaüonal 
part. Then the residual ßow is determined using (2-11), (2-14) and (2-15). Inferenees 
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are that a wind perturbation has more effect if it is locally non-divergent and in approx-
imate geostrophic balance, and that insertion of single-level wind data is more effective 
if spread in the vertical. 
These predictions of the linear geostrophic adjustment theory were basically conßrmed 
in numericai studies by Barwell and Lorenc (1985) and Barwell and Bromley (1988) 
who introduced idealized initial wind perturbations in nönlinear models. Note that the 
theory is linear and expressed in terms of non-interactlng, independent modes oniy. 
However, neither the geostrophic adjustment theory nor experiments with initial per
turbations model the nudging technlque as it perturbs the model continuously. Nudg
ing is designed to prevent the generation of high-frequency modes (i.e. modes with peri
ods less than double the insertion period) by relaxing gradually towards observed 
values over a certain period (of the order of about 6 hours). In an approximately steady 
atmosphere with little advection, the main effect of this is that the excited Spectrum is 
not oniy restricted spatially by the spatial weight functions, but also temporally by the 
nudging period. Equation (2-13) relates these restrictlons. Since nudging prevents a 
Separation into independent modes, Barwell and Lorenc (1985) used a simple linear-
ized model tö compare the effect of nudging wind with that of an Initial wind perturba
üon in the synopüc scale, and to study the partiüon of inerüa-gravity and geostrophic 
modes. They found that for deep wind structures extending to half the üopospheric 
depth or more, nudging rendered the correct geosüophic flow, and the scheme did not 
need to contain explicit balancing of height and wind ßelds. In contrast, for small 
equivalent depth, inertia-gravity waves still tend to be excited because the period of the 
shallow modes is larger than the 6-hour nudging period. Carr et al. (1993) and Stauffer 
and Seaman (1990) found the geosüophic adjustment theory to be also consistent with 
the dynamical model response if real data of realisüc density were nudged. In the pres
ence of strong mean advection however, nüdging generated spurious wind speed 
maxima downsüeam of the observations (Bärwell and Lorenc, 1985). Note that in all 
these studies. the horizontal model resolution was 1° or less. and orographie effects 
were not considered. 
This leaves open the issue about the effect of the nudging in the Swiss Model, and the 
applicability of the geostrophic adjustment theory in the mesoscale. More speeißeally, it 
prompts the following qüesüons. To what extent does the SM retain the inßuence of 
nudging? Is there a need to conüol the noise? Does the geosüophic adjustment theory 
provide a guideline for the esümaüon of the residual ßow for a mesoscale model? Is 
there a possibility of enhancing the assimüaüon in condiüons, Where the informaüon 
content of an observaüon is not normally used well by simple nudging? Are there spe
eiße problems Or features in the presence of steep orography, for instance in relaüon to 
terrain-following model coordinätes? 

2.3.2 Experimental design 
To address these qüesüons in the two subsequent secüons. idealized nudging experi
ments will be presented using an adiabaüc 30-läyer version of the Swiss Model (but 
with horizontal diffusion and verücal turbulent ßuxes included). In each experiment, a 
Single datum or verücal proßle of data of either wind, surface pressure, or temperature 
will be assumed. Humidity is not examined here as it is dynamically passive in the ab
sence of phase üansiüons. The difference between the value of the assumed datum and 
the model value of the conüol integraüon (without nudging) at the beginning of an ap-
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pointed forecast period will be called target increment'. In the nudging experiments, 
the assumed datum is then nudged with the use of horizontal weight functions (cf. Ta
ble 2-1) which provide the characteristic spatial scales of the spectrum that is excited 
by the perturbaüon. 
Note that since neither the truth nor the observaüon error' of the assumed data is 
known with this experimental set-up, the correct' model response to the perturbaüons 
is not deßned. The assumed data are to some extent arbiüary, and their assimilaüon 
tends to imply larger changes to the model Heids than the assimilaüon of real, high-
quality observaüons which represent a State of the atmosphere that should not hope-
fully differ enormously from the unperturbed first guess model ßelds, This may make it 
somewhat more difßcult for the model to assimilate assumed data. However apart from 
this restricüon. poor (good) retainment of the real data can be expected in the forecast 
period if the retainment of the effect of the assumed data is poor (good) in the present 
experiments. 
In this study, the case of 5 February 1993 has been selected because of its weak synop
üc forcing and absence of precipitaüon, Winds in the Alpine area were weak at low lev
els and moderate from the soütheast in the middle and upper troposphere. All observa
üons are assumed valid for Payerne (in the western Swiss Plateau). The temporal 
nudging weight funcüon rises linearly from zero to one in the ßrst hour of a prespeci-
ßed nudging period and is held constant thereafter unül the 'analysis üme' (t=0) at the 
end of the nudging period. During the successive hour, the weight decreases to zero. 
The model s horizontal domain is 97*81 grid points. 

2.3.3 Nudging surface pressure 
Consider a Single surface pressure Observation of 976.3 hPa (with a target increment of 
+4 hPa), and a nudging period of 24 hours. Parameters for the horizontal structure 
funetion (2-7) are chosen to be c=0. s=130 km, and this implies a characterisüc hori
zontal length scale of about L=220 km (where tû t r=L] = 0.5) for the perturbaüon. Equa-

a) b) 

FiGURB 2-3. Time series of surface pressure at Payerne for the 24-hour nudging period. begin
ning at 0000 UTC, 5 February 1993, and the subsequent 12-hour forecast period. A Single sur
face pressure Observation of 976.3 hPa is assumed at Payerne. a): Ĝ  = 6 lO'̂  s** ; solid: unper
turbed; dotted: nudging surface pressure oniy; dashed: nudging surface pressure including the 
temperature correction; dash-dotted: same, but for a 6-hour nudging period. b): Ĝ  = 1 10'̂  s * ; 
solid: unperturbed; dotted: nudging surface pressure oniy; dashed: nudging surface pressure in
cluding the geostrophic wind correction; dash-dotted: nudging surface pressure including the 
temperature correction and the geostrophic wind correction. 
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tions (2-11) to (2-15) then suggest for a vertical wavenumber n=l (as primarily excited 
by insertion of surface pressure), and an atmospheric scale height of about 8000 m, 
that the wind ßeld will not adjust geostrophically (a=0.95 in (2-11)). As expected from 
linear theory, the assimiiation of the surface pressure datum Is poor in the experiment 
(Figure 2-3). 
In the perturbaüon ßelds (i.e. the difference between perturbed (by nudging) and un
perturbed (conüol) model ßelds), a divergent component corresponding to the external 
gravity mode quickly develops, persists, and prevents a more eomplete assimilaüon of 
the poslüve surface pressure target increment, although a geostrophic component also 
develops gradually due to the Coriolis effect (Figure 2-4a). When the nudging is turned 
off, the perturbaüon disappears almost lmmediately, This moment is the oniy üme that 
signißcant high-frequency noise is produced in any of the experiments ( ötherwise it is 
suppressed by the nudging), but this noise vanishes quickly. Note that during the 
nudging period, the strengest horizontal gradient of the pressure perturbaüon is lo-
cated at the lateral boundary zone so that the perturbaüon has a considerable constant 
component in the inner domain (Figure 2-4a). The rapid reducüon of this component in 
the forecast period indicates that without external forcing it is largely determined by 
the lateral boundary condition whieh thus appears to have an integral inßuence on the 
pressure ßeld (cf. Vukicevie and Paegle, 1989; Vukicevic and Errico, 1990). 
The inclusion of the temperature correcüon as described in secüon 2.2 does not change 
the model response fundamentally. Since the geopotential is not changed directly 
above the lower süatosphere, it is the ßrst internal gravity mode (n=2, for its typical 
vertical structure, see e.g. Temperton and Williamson, 1981) that is likely to be prima
rily excited. Equations (2-11) to (2-15) then suggest a geosüophic wind ßeld adjust
ment of 17 %, i.e. about 17 % of the pressure target increment is expected to be pre-
served after the nudging period (i.e. about 0.7 hPa). and this agrees reasonably with the 
experiments for the ßrst 10 hours of the forecast period (Figure 2-3a). 
AlÜiough nudging is designed to promote balance, surface pressure is not assimilated 
signißcanüy if the scheme does not contain explicit balancing of height and wind ßelds. 
To enhance the assimiiation of pressure data, geosüophic wind increments can be 
added. They are computed locally from the mass ßeld increments inserted at the each 
ümestep with the following equaüon in o-coordinates: 

/(A A Av) = - 7? (V lnp) AT̂ , - /?̂ A (V lnp) - A (V())) (2-16) 
Geosüophic wind increments have been used for many years to support mass pertur-
baüons (e.g. Hayden, 1973; KisÜer and MePherson, 1975). They are found to have a 
signißcant impact with nudging (Barwell and Lorenc, 1985), and are applied in the 
UKMO analysis correcüon scheme operaüonally (Lorenc et al., 1991) also in the mesoŝ  
cale. For the assimilaüon of a Single pressure observaüon, the nudging coefßcient has 
been reduced here (G^ = lO'^s'ij, and the wind correcüon is applied without limitaüons 
to test its potenüal and reveal possible drawbacks. Whereas the pressure perturbaüon 
is 0.2 hPa or less throughout the nudging period without explicit balancing (not 
shown), it exceeds 2 hPa and is generally preserved after the end of the nudging period 
when the geosüophic wind correcüon is included in the scheme (Figure 2-3b, Figüre 
2-4b). However, the süong mesoscale anücyclonic vortex in the perturbaüon wind ßeld 
is unrealisüc and essenüally unbalanced. This indicates the inadequaey of the geos
üophic assumpüon, and is partly due to the presence of the Alps, where barrier effects 
modify the pressure perturbaüon süongly. Furthermore, there appears to be a compli-



FIGÜRE 2-4. Differences between the perturbed (nudged) and the unperturbed surface pressure 
(contours and shading) and 700 hPa wind vector Seid after 12 hours of nudging (valid for 
1200 UTC, 5 February 1993) towards a singie surface pressure Observation. 
a) : without any further corrections, and with a nudging coefficient of 6 IC* s'*; 
b) : with the geostrophic wind correction, and a nudging coefficient of 1 10"* s'*. 
Pressure difference contour values encircllngincreasingly dark shading are: +0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 hPa; 
differences < -0.25 hPa are hatehed: in a), the +0.1 hPa contour is also plotted (without shading). 
Note that the wind vector arrows are displayed shortened by a factor of 14 in b) relative to a). 

cated interaction with the lateral boundaries leading to negative pressure perturba
tions. The inclusion of the temperature correction in addition to the geostrophic wind 
correction has a negative effect on the efßciency öf the wind correction in the forecast 
period (Figure 2-3b). 
In this simple case, the potential of the geostrophic wind correction to help the assimi
iation of pressure data is evident. For this reason, it will be addressed further in a more 
realistic setting in chapter 4. 

2 3.4 Nudging temperature or wind 
Here, in relation to the assimiiation of rawinsonde data, Single prespecißed (i.e. as
sumed) vertical proßles or single-level data of temperature or wind are nudged. To pro
vide some indication of the ßow response to be expected for a ränge of rawinsonde pro
ßles, a set of three proßles is selected for each variable. Each set consists of a very 
shallöw structure, a deep, relatively uniform structure, and a structure with a strong 
vertical gradient (cf. Table 2-2). 

vertical structure of pseudo-data ̂  \ nudging variable temperature wind 
very shallöw structure (single-level data) NTS NVS 
deep, relatively uniform structure NTD NUD, NVD 
structure with strong vertical gradient NT! NUVi 
TABLE 2-2. Nantes of experiments on nudging of temperature or wind. See text for a detailed de
scription of the experimental set-up. 
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FIGURE 2-5. Experiment NTS with a temperature target increment of 2 K in model layer 25 
(about 110 hPa above the ground). Perturbaüon ßelds at the end of the 6-hour nudging period. 
a) : Gross secüon of the temperature perturbaüon. Contour intervalis 0.5 K (without the O K con
tour, but with +0.25 K contours), contours are solid for posiüve values and dashed for negaüve 
values. The grey scale increases with increasing absolute value of the perturbaüon. 
b) : Temperature perturbaüon at model layer 25 (contour values are -0,2 K, -0.5 K, -1 K, -2 K, 
-4 K) and wind ßeld perturbaüon (arrows) at layer 26 (about 85 hPa above the ground). The black 
dot indicates the locaüon of the observaüon at Payerne, the circle contours the specißed a-priori 
area of inßuenee for the temperature observaüon at Payerne. and the thick solid lines denote the 
1000 m contours of the model orography. 

The basic setting and conßguraüon is the same as before, except that (i) the nudging 
period is chosen to be oniy 6 hours because the model Heids should ideally be 
staüonary during the nudging period, änd (Ii) the Cressman weight funcüon 
(tür = (1- r^/s^)/(l+ r^/s^) for r < s , = 0 for r > s) is deployed for the lateral spreading 
with an influence radius of s=260 km (For small r, this is a second order equivalent to 
the weighting usually used for rawinsonde data, cf. Table 2-1). A zero weight for r ̂  s 
allows an easy evaluaüon of the differences between the explicit (a-priori) area of influ
ence and effective (ä-posteriori) area of influence of the nudging and enables the idenü-
ßcaüon of outward propagaüng inerüa-gravity noise. To examine the response to shal
löw structures resolved by rawinsonde data, a very narrow verücal correlaüon is used 
for single-level data (by replacing the parameter value 3 in equaüon (2-10) by a value of 
1000 which yields a weight tUp of 0.45 in the adjacent model layers and less than 0.05 
in more distant layers). 

A. Temperature 
In a ßrst experiment NTS, a Single temperature datum with a target increment of -2K is 
assumed to be representaüve at Payerne for model layer 25 (about 110 hPa above the 
ground). For a verücal length scale of the order of 500 m (cf. Figure 2-5a) and a hori
zontal length scale L=150 km (where tu,-[r=L] = 0.5), the linear geosüophic adjustment 
theory predicts a geosüophic adjustment of the wind ßeld (a=0.25 in (2-11)). (Note that 
for a verücal potenüal temperature gradient of about 7K / 1000 m, a verücal scale of 
500 m yields an equivalent depth of about 7m, and this compares reasonably with the 
value used by Barwell and Lorenc (1985) tö simulate single-level data assimilaüon.) 
Therefore, the temperature datum is expected to be assimilated well, and this is con-
ßrmed in the experiment (Figure 2-5). In the forecast period, the perturbaüon fades 
oniy gradually (not shown). This somewhat cohtradicts Ramamurthy and Xu (1993) 
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FtGURE 2-6. 850 hPa perturbaüon ßelds of experiment NTD, a): at the end of the 6-hour nudging 
period, b): öf the 6-hour forecast. Arrows: wind ßeld perturbaüon; black lines: temperature per
turbaüon (contour values ±0.5 K, ±1 K, i2 K); shading: geopotenüal perturbaüon (white: 
> -2.5 m; shaded areas between -2.5 m and -10 m with increasingiy dark shading in 2.5 m inter-
vals). In a). the 0.5 K contour of the 700 hPa temperature perturbaüon (thick grey line) is also 
shown. Areas with model orography äbove 1500 m are white. 

who found that nudging real single-level data of temperature was ineffecüve without ihr 
creased vertical coupling. 
In NTS, cooling cxclusively three model layers implies a small decrease of the geopoten
üal and convergence further above. This in turn causes a geopotenüal rise, divergence 
and, as a result öf the adjustment process, a weak anücyclonic flow component further 
below (between layers 26 and 30, e.g. in Southern Germany. Piemont, Bourgogne, cf. 
Figure 2-5b). Two orographie effects modify the wind and temperature Heids. Firstly, 
the increased density within the cooled layers (24 to 26) results in a tendency of the 
flow to be directed from higher towards lower orography (thermo-gravitaüönal effect), 
and in a ncgaüve correlaüon of the cooling with orographie height. This effect is re
versed for positive temperature target increments. Secondly, the temperature signal is 
negaüvely correlated to the ruggedness of the terrain, i.e. the cooling is attenuated over 
the Alps (cf. Figure 2-5). Since no indicaüon has been found that this is due to inerüa-
gravity waves radiaüng energy away over rugged terrain, the cause is likely to be hori
zontal advection across the sloping o-layers which distributes the perturbaüon to large 
areas. Note that due to advecüon and orography, the effecüve area of influence of the 
temperature datum is flow-dependent and to some extent adapted to the flow, and it 
can clearly exceed the prespeeißed radius of influence (cf. Figure 2-5b). 
In experiment NTD, a deep temperature perturbaüon is assumed with posiüve target 
increments of up to 2K between layers 27 and 16, negaüve increments from layers 14 
to 5, and parabolic proRies within both intervals. This renders small the direet geo
potenüal change in the upper süatosphere, and external gravity waves are not greaüy 
excited. For a horizontal scale of 150 km and a verücal wavelength of aboüt 12 km (i.e. 
an equivalent depth of about 70 m, which corresponds roughly to the verücal mode 
n=5 (cf. Temperton and Williamsson, 1981)), the wind ßeld is not expected to adjust ge-
osüophically to a large extent (a=0.75 in (2-11)). However, the theory assumes a Single 
ihserüon, but during the nudging period, adjustment processes extend the horizontal 
scale to about 300 km above about 700 hPa (Figure 2-6a). This causes a greater geos
üophic adjustment of the wind Held (the degree of balance of the perturbaüon is about 
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a) Savoyan Alps Lake Jura Geneva Mts Lorraine 

SaVoyan Lake Jnra Alps Geneva Mts Lorraine 

b Savoyan Lake Jura Alps Geneva Mts. Lorraine 

d) 
FIGURE 2-7. Experiment NTI for nudging of a temperature Inversion with effecüve target incre
ments of up to ±6 K. Here, the horizontal model diffusion is reduced by a factor of 10, and this 
inhibits some unphysical smoothing effects as discussed in secüon 3.2. 
a) : Cross secüon of the temperature perturbaüon at the end of the nudging period (i.e. at +0 h) as 
in Figüre 2-5. but with a 1 K contour interval. 
b) : Cross secüon of the 6-hour forecast temperature perturbaüon with a 0.5 K contour interval. 
c) : Temperature cross secüon at +0 h; contour interval is 1 K, shading for positive values. 
d) Perturbaüon Heids after 1 hour of nudging: arrows: wind Seid perturbaüon at layer 26* solid 
lines: temperature perturbaüon (contour interval 1 K) at layer 26; shading: 850 hPa geopotenüal 
perturbaüon (white: > -5 m; light shaded: between -5 m and -10 ni; dark shaded: < -10 m; geo
potenüal is to be evaluated at constant pressure levels since the pressure of a model level de-
pends on the perturbaüon); thick solid lines: 1000 m model orography contour. 

50 % at the end of the nudging period. and slowly increasing thereafter), and inhibits a 
sharp attenuaüon of the perturbaüon in the forecast period. 
The heaüng centered around 750 hPa leads to an increase of the potenüal vorücity be-
low. and a Foehn-like effect induced by the cyclonic circulaüon moves the cenüe of the 
temperature and geopotenüal perturbaüon at 850 hPä to southeastern Bavaria in the 
6-hour forecast (Figure 2-6b). Because the verücal gradient In the specified tempera-
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FIGÜRE 2-8. Temperature cross secüon as in Figure 2-7a, b. but with lateral spreading of Obser
vation increments along isobaric surfaces instead of c-surfaces. 

ture perturbaüon is weak, other orographie influences, e.g. related to the sloping of the 
o*-layers, remain small. 
Finally, nudging of a temperature inversion is tested in experiment NTI. The effecüve 
temperature target increments decrease from 0 K at layer 30 tp -6 K at layer 25 and 
from +6 K at layer 24 to 0 K at layer 19. As in NTS, the perturbaüon is shallöw (the 
equivalent depth small), and the degree of assimilaüon, the orographical effects, and 
the adjustment of the wind ßeld are generally similar. The inversion is assimilated al-
most completely except over the Alps, and the orographie thermo-gravltaüonal effect is 
indicated by a strong tendency of the flow perturbaüon to be directed from higher to
wards lower orography in the cooled layers (Figure 2-7d). In the forecast period, the at
tenuaüon of the inversion in the perturbaüon ßelds (Figure 2-7b) is pronounced. The 
verücal turbulent ßuxes are found to have HtÜe inßuence on the inversion, and the in
version perturbaüon is best preserved in some distance to steep orography. Thus, fac
tors cOntribuüng to the attenuaüon may be spurious smoothing due tö the sloping 
model o-layers or adjustments due to imbalances. 
The cross secüons (Figüre 2-7a-c) further reveal that the height of the inversion is 
highly correlated to the unphysical a-surfaces. especially in the analyses. This heavily 
conüasts with the horizontally homogeneous structure and height typically observed 
with low-level inversions, e.g. if associated with low süatus (cf. secüon 3.1.2). It sug-
gests that lateral spreading of observaüon increments along o-surfaecs can lead to un-
realisüc structures in the model ßelds, and that spreading along quasi-horizontal sur
faces may therefore be beneßcial. This alternaüve approach, the technique and the 
applicaüon to real-data cases will be discussed in secüon 3.4. The potenüal of this ap
proach is shown here in Figure 2-8 for lateral spreading älong isobaric surfaces which 
renders slighüy weaker the inversion. but causes it to be largely horizontally homoge
neous and uncorrelated to the o-surfaces. 
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FIGURE 2-9. Perturbaüon ßelds Of experi
ment NVS on model layer 25 at the end of 
the 6-hour nudging period. Arrows: wind 
fleld perturbaüon; thin lines and shading: 
temperature perturbaüon (contour values 
are ±0.2 K. ±0.5 K, ±1 K, values > 0.2 K 
are white, values < -0.2 K are dark 
shaded). The thlck solid lines denote the 
750 m model orography contour. 

B. Wind 
In experiment NVS, a single-level wind Observaüon for layer 25 with an (approximately) 
meridional target increment of 4 m/s is assumed. The analogous theoreücal esümaüon 
as for NTS predicts litüe geosüophic adjusünent of the mass ßeld, and this is con-
ßrmed in the experiment. The response of the mass ßeld is mosüy ageosüophic and 
orographically induced as indieated in the temperature perturbaüon by the bloeking 
and Foehn effects in Figure 2-9. As a result, geosüophic adjusünent of the wind ßeld 
attenuates the perturbaüon quite quickly in the forecast period. 
In experiments NVD and NUD, a deep, parabolic wind perturbaüon between levels 29 
and 2 with an (approximately) meridional respecüvely zonal target increment of up to 
5 m/s is nudged. The geosüophic adjusünent theory predicts an almost eomplete 
gesüophic adjusünent of the mass ßeld to the noh-divergent part of the wind perturba
üon, and the target inerement is indeed largely assimilated in NVD and NUD (not 
Shown). However, the degree of geosüophy is oniy about 50 % in the low üoposphere. 
In the 850 hPa 6-hour forecast perturbaüon ßelds (Figure 2-10), the eastern (anücy-
clonic) vortex in NVD is pushed north(west)wards. and the southern (änücyclonlc) vor-̂  
tex in NUD (north-)westwards by the inßuence of the Alps. Although the speeißed wind 
perturbaüon dÜYers önly by 90 degrees between NVD and NUD, the perturbaüon ßelds 
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FlGURE 2-10. 6-hour forecast perturbaüon ßelds at 850 hPa. a): Experiment NVD; b): Experiment 
NUD. Arrows: wind ßeld perturbaüon; thin lines and süppling: geopotenüal perturbaüon (con
tour interval: 1 m (without 0 m/s contour). values > 1 m are not süppled, values < -1 m are dark 
süppled). Areas with model orography above 1500 m are white. 
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Po VaHey Alps Swiss Biack Forest (Brig) Plateau (Feldberg) 

b) 
Po VaHey Aips Swiss Biaek Forest (Brig) Plateau (Feldberg) 

FlGURE 2-11. North-south cross sections of 
perturbaüon of east-west horizontal wind 
component for experiment NUVI. 
a): Analysis after nudging with lateral spread
ing of data increments along isobaric sur
faces; b): Subsequent 6-hour forecast; e): 
Analysis with lateral spreading älong o*-sur-
faces. 
Contour interval is 1 m/s (without the 0 m/s 
contour), contours are solid for poslüve val
ues and dashed for negaüve values. The hori
zontal diffusion is reduced as in experiment 
NTI, cf, Figure 2-7. 

Po VaHey Alps Swiss Black Forest (Brig) Piateau (Feidberg) 

are almost reversed. Thus, the residual flow namely in the low troposphere is signiH-
cantly modißed by steep orography, and the perturbaüon is rendered substanüally age-
ostrophic with little decrease of its amplitude. 
In experiment NUVI, the same shape of the vertical proßle of target increments as in 
NTI is applied to pröduce a streng verücal wind shear. From the surface to layer 25, the 
effecüve target increments of wind data consist of a northeasterly component, that 
grows with height to 8 m/s, and from layers 24 to 19, they consist of an analogous, de-
creasing southwesterly component. This models a flow situaüon in the Swiss Plateau 
called Bise (cf. secüon 3.1.2) which is often associated with low stratus and is falrly 
uniform in the horizontal. This demand is satisAed far better in the analyzed wind per
turbaüon if the lateral spreading of observaüon increments is performed along isobaric 
surfaces (Figure 2-1 la) instead of sloping o-surfaces (Figure 2-11c), but it is süessed 
that the truth, and hence the adequacy of the demand, is not known. With both ways of 
lateral spreading, and in agreement with geosüophic adjusünent theory, the wind per
turbaüon in NUVI is almost entirely unbalanced in the analysis, and disappears rapidly 
thereafter (Figure 2-1 lb). The dissipaüon of verücal shear is not due to increased tur
bulent instability and verücal model diffusion, and indicates that the concept for lateral 
spreading may be less important for wind data than for temperature data. 
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2.3 5 Summary and further remarks 
The Swiss Model is robust and readily handles the perturbations induced by nudging. 
In general, despite large imbalances in several experiments, no signißcant deleterious 
increase of inertia-gravity wave actlvity results from the nudging. Except are the follow
ing cases. First, external gravity wave activity occurs within one hour of surface pres
sure nudging. Second, the mean absolute vertical velocity is increased whenever winds 
are enhanced over steep orography, but this is mostly due to physical stationary moun
tain waves rather than noise. Third, the mean absolute surface pressure tendency is 
significantly increased when the geostrophic wind correction is applied. Unless this 
correction is used the potenüal for noise control procedures appears to be limited. This 
is in line with Stauffer and Seaman (1990), but contrasts with Ramamurthy and Xu 
(1993) who found a large increase of the mean absolute surface pressure tendency 
without divergence damping in their eta model. Divergence damping is also used oper-
ationally at the UKMO (Lorenc et al., 1991). Note, however, that most studies on nudg
ing do not mention the use of noise control procedures. Based on the present results, 
no such procedures have been included in the present nudging scheme for the SM. 
The geostrophic adjustment theory is found to provide a guideline for estimating the 
degree to which (i) a target increment is assimilated and preserved in the early forecast 
period with a meso-ß-scale model, and (ii) the mass ßeld adjusts to a wind ßeld pertur
baüon induced by nudging, and vice versa. However, the residual ßow is often substan-
üally modißed by the orography, notäbly by the Alps. Parücularly near rough terrain 
and at low levels, the adjustment is oniy parüy geostrophic. 
In line with theory, surface pressure data is poorly assimilated, and strong verücal 
wind shears imposed by nudging a wind proßle with strong shear or single-level wind 
data with little verücal spreading decrease rapidly in the forecast period. Whereas a ge
ostrophic wind correction is shown to have a potential to enhance the assimiiation of 
surface pressure despite strong unrealisüc side effects in the case of a Single pressure 
datum, it appears to be difßcult to enhance verücäl wind shear assimilaüon, at least 
without suitable temperature data. 
The nudging of wind proßles without süong shears or temperature proßles (with or 
without strong verücal gradients) is basically effecüve, but orographica! effects can 
hamper the model, e.g. winds ean be deßected locally. Again, if a o*-layer is cooled, ßow 
from higher towards lower orography induced by the increased density can carry the 
maximum of a temperature perturbaüon away frorn the observaüon locaüon. 
Speeiße problems arise near steep orography, when observaüon increments are spread 
laterally along the sloping terrain-following o-surfaces. Shallöw temperature perturba-
üons are signißcantly attenuated over rough terrain as horizontal advecüon across sev
eral model layers distributes the perturbaüon in relaüvely large areas. For example 
elose to the ground, areas over high orography may be inßuenced by observaüons over 
low orography which are not representaüve of the elevated areas, for instance in the 
case of low-level inversions. Lateral spreading along quasi-horizontal isobaric surfaces 
diminishes at least the latter problem. 
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3 Application to low stratus 

3,1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Motivation and strategy 
The major, densely populated baslns in the environs of the Swiss Alps (namely the 
Swiss Plateau, the Po Valley, the Säöne and upper French Rhone Valley, the Upper 
Rhine Valley, and the area from the Danube Valley to the Alps in Southern Bavaria) are 
prone to persistent deep fog and low stratus during anücyclonic situations and situa
tions with weak pressure gradients during autumn änd winter. The forecasüng of these 
events is of importance parücularly because of the adverse effects of fog on air and road 
üansportaüon. However, the ability to forecast its formaüon, evoluüon and dissipaüon 
has not improved much during receht years, and there is a great uncertainty in fore^ 
casüng boundary layer süaüform clouds such as low süatus (Duynkerke, 1991; 
Smith, 1994). 
Therefore, one of the aims for the development of the Swiss Model (SM) was to provide 
the local forecasters with addiüonal guidance in fog and low süatus forecasüng. How
ever, in the (pre ) operational daily use of the SM (and the DM), it became evident that 
the low cloud cover was not well predicted. Over relaüvely Hat areas, e.g. in Germany, 
overcast condiüons for low süatus clouds were produced too often, possibly associated 
with an underesümaüon of the turbulent fluxes across the boundary layer top (Sehro
din, 1995b). In conüast. fog and low stratus events over the Swiss Plateau were usually 
missed both in the analyses Heids (cf. Figure 1-1) and In the forecasts if the cloud top 
was signiHcantly below 1500 m. 
DeHciencies in the simulaüon and predicüon öf fog and low cloud by means of opeira-
üonal NWP models are very common (Golding, 1990; Clark, 1994; Smith, 1994; Kvam-
sto, 1994; Bretherthon et al., 1994; Working Group Report, 1994). Shortcomings in
clude the models' limited verücal resolution, inadequate parameterizaüons (e.g. of soil-
aünosphere interacüohs, turbulence in straüHed layers, cloud top enüainment, micro-
physical processes, radiaüon) and interacüons between* these parameterizaüons, and 
insufHcient observaüons to adequately speeify the inlüal condiüons. A method to partly 
overcome the model shortcomings and to Improve fog predicüon for a given loeaüon is 
to use reHned one-dimensional (1-D) high-resolution boundary layer models which may 
be forced with wind and advection from a mesoscale model (Musson-Genon, 1987; Ber-
got and Guedalia, 1994; Guedalia and Bergot, 1994), or which may consider advecüon 
by moving a column of air along a mean trajectory (Karlsson and Falk, 1984). Further 
studies with 1-D models include Turton and Brown (1987), Xinmei et al. (1990), and 
Duynkerke (1991). However, this method can oniy be applied successfully to Hat re
gions with weak surface heterogeneity. Model predicüon of fog and low süatus in other 
areas, for instance near steep orography. will therefore tend to rely on 3-D mesoscale 
models. 
The literature on 3-D mesoscale modelling of conünental radiaüon fog is limited. Noc-
turnal drainage Hows that result in convergehce lines and assist shallöw radiaüon fog 
formaüon have been modelled by Golding (1993) for the coastal piain near Perth in 
Western Ausüräliä and by Branscome et al. (1994) for a 100 m deep valley in Tennessee. 
Gayno et al. (1994) simulated the diurnal cycle of summertime coastal advecüon fög in 
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California. However, these studies have put emphasis on the dynamical and physical 
processes and parameterizaüon rather than initialization. 
Studies with a focus on initialization have been made by Ballard et al. (1991) and Bal
lard et al. (1994) for sea fog and marine low stratocumulus. The key issue was found to 
be initialization rather than model formulation. The retention of cloud alter the initial 
time was greatly improved when a nudging technique (Lorenc et al., 1991) was de-
ployed instead of a statte moisture analysis and initialization scheme (Wright and Gold
ing, 1990). Note, however, that land and sea fog are physically fundamentally different 
(cf. Roach, 1994). Bell and Hammon (1989) added low cloud interacüvely to the model 
analysis over the North Sea and over Britain. The low cloud added overland errone
ously disappeared within the ßrst few hoürS of the forecast, whereas the low cloud over 
the sea remained and was then advected overland. 
In relation to Continental deep fog and low stratus near steep orography, there is a lack 
of experience on the behaviour of mesoscale NWP models and particularly on the as-
pect of data assimiiation. 
In light of the above there are several open issues related to data assimiiation with low 
stratus, and these are now listed. 
* What is the potential of a meso-ß-scale model, namely the Swiss Model, to simulate 

persistent Continental meso-ct to meso-ß-scale deep fog and low stratus? 
* What is the potential of nudging towards conventional observations to improve the 

analyses in such situations, and how is this improvement preserved in subsequent 
forecasts? 

* What specific problems arise near steep orography? 
- What is the beneßt from modißcations to the model and to the Standard formulation 

of the nudging scheme which are designed to tackle these problems? 
* How does nudging compare to statte initialization? 
A series of experiments iS undertaken to answer these qüesüons on three events of 
winterly low stratus. The present chapter is organized as föllows. Following a descrip-
üon of some physical aspects of low stratus. informaüon is provided on the meteorolog
ical cases, the model conßguratlon and orography. the dataset, and the evaluaüon 
strategy. In secüons 3.2 and 3.3, hudging experiments are discussed with a focuS on 
model aspects, namely the horizontal diffusion and the verücal resoluüon. In secüons 
3.4 and 3.5, reßnements on the nudging scheme are addressed which are designed to 
tackle problems related to steep orography. This includes modißcaüons to the lateral 
spreading of data increments, and the potenüal beneßt from screen-level humidity data 
from a dense network of surface staüons at different alütudes. Finally, a comparison of 
nudging and opümum interpolaüon is provided in secüon 3.6. 

3.1.2 Physical aspects of low stratus 
In mountainous areas, low süaüform cloud can be regarded as deep fog' or low süa
tus', Well mixed deep fog behaves like a stratocumulus or süatus cloud sheet (Stull, 
1988). Hence, no rigorous disüncüon is made between these terms here. The focus of 
this work lies on meso-ot to meso-ß-scale deep fog or low süatus rather than local Shal
löw fog. 
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FlGURE 3-1. Verücal profiles at Cardington UK on 20 November 1976. Left: Observed (dotted) and 
theoreücal (solid line) net infrared fluxes and heaüng rates at 0100 UTC (from Slingö et al., 
1982). Right: Observed (dotted) and theoreücal (solid line) humidity mixing raüo at 0000 UTC 
and of temperature at 0000 UTC and 0600 UTC (from Roach et al.,1982). 
The abbreviatlons on the right denote: SIL: subsidence inversion layer; EIL: entrainment inter-
face layer containing Üie major temperature step; CRL: cloud layer with a radiaüve flux diver
gence; CLL: remaining (lower) part of the cloud layer; SCL: sub-cloud dry adiäbaüc layer; SSL: 
stable surface läyer. 

When humid, warm air is advected over low-level eold air pöols in the major Alpine ba-
sins. advecüon and mixing are primary processes in formaüon of deep fog or low stra
tus. By far the most common type of fog in the lowlands near the Alps is radiaüon fog. 
The present study deals with pre-exisüng mature deep fog or low stratus. Here, the ex
pected structure of low stratus in the simulaüons and the potenüal factors contribut-
ing to (erroneous) dispersa! öf low süatus are discussed in the context of the typical 
structure of mature low süatus, the mechanisms for its dissipation, and the influence 
of orography. (For details on the formaüon of fög or low süatus, see e.g. Roach (1995), 
Bergot and Guedalia (1994), Fitzjarrald and Lala (1989) and Meteorological Office 
(1994).) 
The typical verücal structure of (thin) low süatus is depicted in Figure 3-1. The base of 
a very sharp inversion coincides with the cloud top. Turbulence keeps the mixing raüo 
roughly constant below the inversion and maintains an adiäbaüc sub-cloüd layer 
topped by a molst-adiabaüc lapse rate within the cloud. Radiaüve cooling is confined to 
a thin layer just below the Cloud top due to a net radiaüve flux divergence. Horizontally, 
the cloud top height is often regarded as largely homogeneous on the meso-ß-scale. 
Variaüons inhereht to low süatus which are due to downward convecüon and dry air 
entrainment (Roach et al., 1982; Lenschow, 1990) typically occur on smaller scales. 
In isolaüon, fog or low süatus can persist for long periods. However, several mecha
nisms enhance its disslpaüon (Roach, 1995). Incursion of a cloud sheet not too far 
above the fog greaüy reduces radiaüve cooling ät the fog top, and droplet setülng thins 
the fog. A pronounced increase in wind speed leads to enhaneed warm and dry air en-
üainment across the fog top. In conüast, heaüng by absorpüon of solar irradiaüon is 
inefficient at mid-laütudes in the winter season (Brown and Roach, 1976). Anücylonic 
subsidence reduces the top height of fog or low süatus and may eventually assist in fog 
disslpaüon (Roach et al. , 1982). 
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Orography has various influences on fog and low stratus. Hill fog occurs äs a result of 
the lowering of the cloud base over hüls. Classical upslope fog Usually forms on the 
slope of higher mountains. often under cyclonic conditions. Extensive fog formation 
due to orographie lifting can also occur in fair-weather winterly conditions, for in
stance, when sufncienüy.humid low-level air moves slowly upwards from the northeast 
towards the higher-elevated pre-Alpine areas in Southwest Germany and the Swiss 
Plateau, causing deep fog in these areas rather than in the lower-elevated Danube ba
sin (Eigenwillig and Ungewitter, 1993). 
The confluence of the Jura Mountains and the Alps towards the West has special impli-
cations on fog and low stratus in the Swiss Plateau. With northeasterly winds. called 
'Bise' (Wanner and Furger, 1990). the foggy cold-air body is partly dammed by the con
fluence, and the cloud top rises. The reverse effect is observed with westerly to south-
westerly flow, Given weak large-scale winds, the confluence and thermal effects also 
cause a diurnal fog cycle in the Swiss Plateau which is opposite to the typical evoluüon 
in smaller-scale deep mountain Valleys (Whiteman, 1982). Since the raüo of mountain 
areas above the cloud, whieh are heated during the dayüme, relaüve to areas below the 
cloud top is larger in western Switzerland compared to northeastern Switzerland, there 
is more updraft in the west. the resulüng pressure anomaly leads to a northeasterly 
wind and thus to a rising of the fog top in the Swiss Plateau during the day. During the 
night, southwesterly wind and lowering of the fog top is observed (Wanner, 1979). 
Over the Swiss Plateau, cloud top heights of low süatus of up to about 1100 m corre-
sponding to about 600 m above the valley floor are most common (Bachmann and Ben-
dix, 1993), but they can also reach 2000 m. Persistent low süatus occurs most often 
from October to January (Wanner, 1979). 

3.1 3 Meteorological cases 
A series of experiments have been conducted for three persistent low süatus type mete
orological cases. Cloud top heights were rather large, but typical for the Swiss Plateau. 
The synopüc situaüons, and the development and evoluüon of the low stratus in the 
environs of the Alps are described. In each case, the analysis üme(s) denote the end of 
the data assimiiation period or, eqülvalently, the beginning of the forecast period(s) for 
the experiments. 
Case A; Anätusts Mmes; 19 Nouember 1993, 1200 UTC (case AI), 

20 Nouember 1993, 1200 UTC (case A2J. 
After the eastward passage of a süong cyclone over the Alpine region, cold and moist 
air from the north was blocked by the Alps causing snowfall. Advecüon of drier air and 
subsidence associated with an anücyclone over northern Cenüal Europe subsequenüy 
decreased the cloud top height to 1500 m. On 19 November, very cold air aloft associ
ated with an upper-level üough decreased the temperature gradient of the inversion. A 
süengthening of the wind over Germany and Eastern Europe reduced the stability fur
ther, and caused the süatus dissipaüon (cf. secüon 3.1.2) over large areas (Figure 3-2a, 
b). However. the Swiss Plateau, the area of Bavaria adjacent to the Alps, the Lyon re
gion including the southern part of the Saöne basin, and the Massif Cenüal remaihed 
mosüy under a thick layer of low süatus with a cloud top height at around 1500 m as
sociated with a moderate inversion until the forenoon of 21 November (Figure 3-2c). 
The Jura Mountains, its northern slopes, ahd the remalning part of the Saöne basin 
were mosüy cloud-free. Damming of moist air resulted in regionally (e.g. Ticino) per-
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FlGURE 3-2. Secüons of VIS 1+2 Channel im-
ages from METEOSAT 4. The white Squares 
enframe the central area of interest used 
hereafter for the display of simulated low 
cloud cover for case A, and white dotted lines 
denote coasüines. 
Upper left: 1200 UTC. 19 November 1993. 
Upper right: 1200 UTC, 20 November 1993. 
Lower left: 0900 UTC, 21 November 1993. 

sistent stratus along the northeastern Po Valley, reaching up to 2200 m at the Alpine 
slopes. Winds in the environs of Switzerland were weak easterlies below the cloud with
out significant verücal shear across the inversion. The Bise in the Swiss Plateau was 
slightly stronger in the dayüme, indicative of a weak diurnal cycle (cf. secüon 3.1.2). 
Case B; Anatusts üme; 28 Nouember 1993. 0000 UTC. 
A moderate Bise associated with a strong, large anticyclone centered over Russia 
caused patchy radiaüon fog to grow to a contiguous layer of fog with a depth of 500 m 
over the Swiss Plateau on 26 November. Deep fog also formed over parts of France. 
During 27 and 28 November, the Situation was quasi-steady (Figure 3-3). A persistent 
thick blanket of low stratus with a cloud top height of 1000 to 1200 m (above sea level) 
was topped by an inversion of up to 15 K over the Swiss Plateau, Southern Germany, 
and most of France. In Switzerland, fog was reported down to 500 m. The satellite im-
ages indicate that the Jura Mountains, the Black Forest, and the Vosges penetrated the 
cloud cover. Low-level winds were generally weak in Switzerland and without a diurnal 
signal. South of the Alps, cloudiness associated with a cyclone over the Mediterranean 
prevented fog from being persistent. 
Associated with an upper-level trough crossing the eastern Alps, advecüon of cold air 
above the inversion reduced the stability during the night to 29 November. Some mid-
level cloudiness and an increase of the wind speed further contributed to a break-up of 
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FlGURE 3-3. Sections of VIS 1+2 Channel Im
ages from METEOSAT 4. The domain of the 
upper sections and the white Squares corre
spond to areas used for the display of simu
lated low cloud cover for case B. 
Upper left: 1200 UTC. 27 November 1993. 
Upper right: 1200 UTC. 28 November 1993. 
Lower left: 1200 UTC. 29 November 1993. 

the cloud cover. However along the Alps, the damming effect and the Bise caused the 
stratus to persist, and to extend up to 1700 m in the Swiss Plateau. 
Case C: Anatusis Hme; 30 Nouember 1994, 1200 UTC. 
A large anticyclone moved from England to Poland. and the cloud cover that was left af
ter a frontal passage dispersed in large parts of western to central Europe. Over the 
Swiss Plateau, the low stratus mostly broke up during 29 November. The following 
night, it formed again at about 900 m following slight moistening of the whole bound
ary layer, and by noon of 30 November, the typical moist adiabatic lapse rate within the 
thick cloud layer was reestablished. The low stratus with its top at 1000 m persisted 
that day and on 1 December (Figure 3-4). Low stratus was also observed over parts of 
southern Germany and northeastern France on both days. South of the Alps, fog was 
present on 30 November over the eastern Po Valley, and thickened and expanded 
quickly thereafter due to moist-air advection. 

3.1.4 Model conßguration, dataset and its use, and evaluation strategy 
a. Modet con/iguralton and orography 
All experiments in this chapter are performed on a 97*91 grid point domain (Figure 
3-5a) centered over Switzerland. i.e. a domain considerably smaller than the opera
tional SM domain with 145*145 grid points. The main area of interest comprises the 
lower troposphere around the western and central part of the Alps and their environs 
especially to the north and west. Since winds are relatively weak in the Alpine environs 
in all three cases, one expects the influence of the initial conditions to dominate over 



FlGURE 3-4. Sections of VIS 1+2 Channel images from METEOSAT 4. 
Left: 1200 UTC. 30 November 1994. Right: 1200 UTC. 1 December 1994. This relates to case C. 

the influence of the lateral boundary conditions for the ßrst 24 to 36 hours of the fore
cast. 
The model topography is also displayed in Figure 3-5. Note that the Swiss Plateau is re-
solved, but its valley ßoor is oniy one or two gridpoints wide in its western part. Its 
eastern parts, the Upper Rhine Valley, the French Rhone Valley (including the Lyon re
gion), and particularly the Po Valley are better resolved. 
In all experiments, the model parameterizaüons are idenücal to the operaüonal version 
2.9 except where noted otherwise. However, the horizontal diffusion is reduced in sec
üons 3.3 to 3.6. 

FlGURE 3-5. a): Model domain with orography as used for all experiments in this chapter. Isolines 
are at 100. 250. 400. 500. 600, 800, 1000, 1500. 2000, 3000 metres above sea level. The black 
dots denote the locations of rawinsonde stations, of which TEMP reports assigned to the analysis 
time could be utilized for nudging in at least one case. 
b): Same as left. but for the central area of primary interest. The isoline at 100 m is replaced by 
an isoline at 2500 m. The seven rawinsonde stations indicated here are (from north to south): 
Stuttgart, Nancy, Munich, Payerne. Lyon. Milano. San Pietro (Bologna). 
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b. dataset and its use 
All rawinsonde data used in this study are retrieved from the MARS (Meteorological Ar
chive System) of the ECMWF. The locations of the rawinsonde stations are indicated in 
Figure 3-5. All relevant stations issued TEMP (temperature. dewpoint and wind pro
nies) reports every 12 hours. In case A, Payerne also reported every 6 hours, but Milano 
was not used due to insufncient resolution. In case B. Munich, Milano and San Pietro 
(Bologna) were missing. 
Rawinsonde temperature and humidity data have high vertical resolution, and are ca-
pable of deflning the base and thickness of Cloud layers (Lorenc et al., 1994; Wang and 
Rossow, 1995) and of inversions. In contrast. their horizontal and temporal resolution 
is rather poor. Since persistent low stratus varies strongly in the vertical, but oniy 
slowly in time, it is better represented by the rawinsonde network than other mesoscale 
meteorological phenomena. Yet, the data resolution particularly in the horizontal is still 
insufncient due to mesoscale variations of the environment of the low stratus (cf. sec
üon 3.1.2). 
The data base of surface observations consists of the SYNOP reports available in the 
MARS archive of the ECMWF, and in cases A and B of all 72 hourly reporting staüons 
of the high-resoluüon automated surface staüon network ANETZ of Switzerland (all 
Swiss SYNOP staüons belong to the ANETZ). Eliminaüon of staüons which do not 
match the maximum elevaüon difference condition (e.g. 160 m for screen-level humid
ity, cf. secüon 2.2) excludes highly localized Signals from exposed mountain peaks and 
deep Valleys, and leaves 40 ANETZ staüons elevated between 316 m and 2472 m and 
about 120 SYNOP staüons outside Switzerland. Middle and high orography is quite 
well represented in Switzerland and its close environs to the southeast. Anywhere eise, 
the data coverage above 750 m is exüemely poor (with oniy three more staüons, ele
vated below 1050 m). 
In subsequent nudging experiments, all available TEMP reports are used to derive ob
servaüon increments of Surface pressure and of verücal profiles of wind components, 
temperature and humidity as described in secüon 2.2. Surface data are used in sec
üons 3.4 to 3.6. Nudging parameter values are defined in section 2.2 (e.g. Table 2-1), 
and linear temporal interpolaüon is deployed during nudging periods of (at least) 12 
hours. 
c. Euatuahbn strategy 
The model results are subjecüvely compared with observaüons, i.e. satellite images 
(Figure 3-2 to 3-4), SYNOP reports. and rawinsonde soundings. Furthermore, vertical 
cross secüons of different experiments are evaluated with respect to their consistency 
with observaüons and to their compaübility with the knowledge about the typical 
structure of low süatus (cf. secüon 3.1.2). The focus is on orographie effects. For 
sounding Sites with different distances to steep orography, errors in the verücal profile 
can have different physical or numericai causes. This calls for an evaluaüon of speeiße 
quanüües like amplitude and height of an inversion for each individual staüon and lim-
its the value of staüsücal verißcaüon. 
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3.2 Influence of horizontal diffusion 

3.2.1 Combined impact of nudging and of reduced horizontal diffusion in the 
case of November 20, 1993. 

As a ßrst step to address the questions raised in section 3.1.1. the nudging scheme is 
applied to case A2. The operational, interpolated EM analysis (cf. Figure 1-1) misses 
the widespread low stratus observed in the low basins around the Alps. In the subse
quent 12-hour forecast (Figure 3-6) with a 30-layer version (experiment C30), the 
model produces low cloud in Southern Bavaria, but not in the Swiss Plateau and the 
Lyon region. Thus, the model s ability to compensate for the serious shortcomings in 
the initial State appears to be limited. 
A comparison is made between operational mitialized analyses (experiment C30) and 
the initial states after a nudging period, henceforth called 'nudged analyses' (experi
ment N30). Comparison is also made of subsequent 12-hour forecasts. 30 vertical lay
ers are used in both experiments to provide a vertical resolution more adequate for low 
stratus. Daily comparison of 30-layer 12-hour to 36-hour forecasts (starüng from oper-
aüonal analyses) with the operaüonal 20-layer forecasts from November 1993 to Janu-
ary 1994 Indicates that this increase in vertical resoluüon has a negligible impact. Note 
however that the effecüve verücal resoluüon of the operaüonal iniüal State is never 
more than 20 layers - the verücal resoluüon of Europa Modell. 
The nudging inüoduces signißcanüy more low cloudiness (e.g. in Southern Bavaria 
and southwest of the Jura Mountains) and more reallsüc vertical structures matching 
the observaüons far better than the operational analysis. The vertical proßles of tem
perature. dewpoint and horizontal wind for Payerne (Figure 3-7a) indicate that in the 
nudged analysis. temperature errors are strongly reduced compared to the operaüonal 
analysis, and the inversion. although too weak, is located at the correct height. Also, 
the relaüve humidity decreases more sharply above the inversion even though the ver
ücal gradient is süll too weak and saturaüon is not attained. Nudging also corrects the 
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333 

FlGURE 3-6. Areal extent of low cloud cover, as defined as model cloudiness beneath approxi
mately 1500 metres above the ground. White areas < 20 %, light stippled areas 20 % to 80 %. 
dark stippled areas > 80 % cloud cover. 
a): Operational SM analysis for case A2 (valid for 1200 UTC, 21 November 1993); b): subsequent 
30-layer 12-hour forecast (control experiment C30). valid for 0000 UTC. 21 November 1993. 
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low-level winds. Similar. but often less pronounced differences between C30 and N30 
are observed at other locations. 
However, in the subsequent 12ihour forecast (Figure 3-7b), the ßne vertical structures 
introduced by the nudging disappear completely at Payerne. The same applies to Lyon, 
and the low cloud erroneously dissipates in the central and western Swiss Plateau and 
the Lyon region. Nevertheless at other stations, the significant beneßt from nudging 
pertains in the forecast. In summary. the model rejects ßne vertical structures in the 
thermodynamic variables near steep orography, but is able to keep the structures in
troduced by the nudging elsewhere. 
A potential contribution to this proeess is the linear, fourth-order horizontal diffusion 
of moist statlc energy and of total water content along the terrain following sigma (o) 
surfaces (see section 2.1.1). The effects of the diffusion near steep orography are 
sketched in Figure 3-8. Moist static energy hp is approximately proportional to equiva
lent potential temperature Og, 

where Cp denotes speeiße heat of dry air. Thus, even if the temperature and the speeiße 
water vapour content are horizontally uniform, the diffusion of moist static energy af-
fects the total heat ßeld in the presence of orography as soon as the lapse rate deviates 
from the moist adiabatic lapse rate. In the case of a stable stratißcation (in terms of OJ, 
'warm' air aloft is diffused downwards along the mountain slopes and vice versa. This 
results in heating' (in terms of Og) over coneave orography (where the Laplacian of the 
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FlGURE 3-7. Vertical proßles of Payerne. Emagramme on the left side of each plot. with tempera
ture proßles (bold lines and Symbols) and dewpoint proßles (thin lines and Symbols). Vertical pro
ßles of horizontal wind vector on the right side of each plot (WMO wind Symbols). 
Case A2. a): Analyses; b): 12-hour forecasts (valid for 0000 UTC. 21 November 1993). The follow
ing three proßles are shown (winds from left to right): solid lines: Observation; circles: experiment 
N30, starting from nudged analysis; triangles: experiment C30. starüng from interpolated Eu
ropa Modell analysis (operaüonal analysis). 
Note, that dew point is computed over water per deßniüon. Therefore, the observed dew point 
would always be less than the observed temperature below the freezing point even if saturaüon 
(over ice) was measured with a perfect instrument. In conüast, the speeiße water vapor content 
is always calculated over water in the model, and the model dew point can equal the temperature 
without restricüon. Note also that there is often a dry bias in the observed rawinsonde dew point 
near saturaüon (namely above freezing). 
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FiGURE 3-8. Illustration of the thermal effects of diffusion of moist static energy hp and total wa
ter content aiong sigma (o) ieveis. Og denotes equivalent potential temperature. Underlying 
assumptiöns and initial conditions are in regulär letters, primary effects in bold letters. implica-
tions and secondary effects in italic bold letters. For further explanation, see text. 

orography is positive), namely at the foot of the mountains. and in cooling' over the 
mountain peaks. For typical low stratus conditions (cf. Figure 3-1), diffusion of total 
specific water content along the o-surfaces induces drying at the foot of the mountains 
(cf. Mills and Logan, 1994). Combination of increasing Og and of drying implies an in
crease of sensible heat. As the heating is strongest below stable layers, the stability and 
inversions are reduced at the edge of the low basins adjacent to the Alps (cf. Figure 
3-8), and the vertical coupling between model layers is spuriously enhanced. 
In addition, the heating relative to its lateral environs results in upward vertical mo
tion, and downward motion occurs over eönvex orography due to the cooling there. In 
stable, non-convective situations like case A, these spurious secondary vertical circula-
tions (Figure 3-9) are signißcant and extend up to the height (about 240 hPa) where the 
model s o*-levels pass into the model's pressure levels further up, which coincides ap
proximately with the height of the tropopause. 
A sequence of experiments were conducted in which the coefßcient for the horizontal 
diffusion was reduced for all variables by factors of 4. 10, 16 or 100 relative to the op
erational value. Oniy experiment NSA with a 10-fold reduction will be discussed (the 
other experiments show qualitatively similar results). In N3A. no spurious vertical mo-
tlons are apparent (Figure 3-9). The comparison of N30 and N3A reveals that the low-
level heating due to the horizontal diffusion can reach several degrees at the foot of the 
Alps. At Payerne (Figure 3-10d), this difference is up to 1.5 K. However, there is still no 
ßne vertical structure in the temperature proßle unless the diffusion is reduced further, 
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FlGURE 3-9. Vertical cross sections of vertical velocity through the upper French Rhone Valley. 
12-hour forecasts for case A2. a): Experiment N30 with füll horizontal diffusion; b): Experiment 
N3A with horizontal diffusion reduced by a factor of 10. Units are in Pa/s. positive values (solid 
contours, dark shading) denote downward motion. 

which indicates that the 10-fold reduced diffusion still contributes to smoothing effects 
near sharp orographie changes. 
The largest impact of the reduced diffusion is at Lyon (Figure 3-10e). The 12-hour fore
cast with füll diffusion does not retain an inversion or Saturation. The Simulation with 
reduced diffusion also misses some of the observed fme-scale details. but captures the 
main inversion quite well and predicts a reasonable humidity structure except close to 
the ground. The low cloud predicted over the Swiss Plateau and the Lyon region (in
cluding the southern part of the Saöne basin, cf. Figure 3-10b) also compares favoura-
bly with the observations (cf. Figure 3-2b. c). A control experiment C3A starting from 
the operational analysis. but integrated also with 10-fold reduced diffusion, faiis to pre-
dict the inversion at Lyon (Figure 3-10e) and most of the forementioned low stratus 
(Figure 3-10c). 
In eonclusion, the improved forecast Performance of N3A derives from a combination of 
nudging and reduced horizontal diffusion. Analogous experiments for case B comfirm 
this result. 

3.2.2 Further remarks 
The experiments indicate that nudging is able to improve the vertical structure of the 
initial State during episodes of low stratus. Near steep orography, there is also improve
ment in the forecast period if the horizontal diffusion along the model's o-layers is con-
siderably reduced. 
Horizontal diffusion is also a matter of concern in the context of fog prediction (Clark, 
1994). Ballard et al. (1991) report, that if this diffusion was removed for the thermody-
namic variables more deep sea fog would correctly be retained close to the orography of 
the northeast Scottish coast. However, the horizontal diffusion is required with most 
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FlGURE 3-10. 12-hour forecasts for case A2 valid 
for 0000 UTC. 21 November 1993. 
a) to c): Low cloud cover as in Figure 3-6. a): Ex
periment N30 starüng from nudged analysis 
with füll diffusion: b): Experiment N3A starüng 
from nudged analysis with reduced diffusion; c): 
Experiment C3A starüng from interpolated Eu
ropa Modell analysis (operaüonal analysis) with 
reduced diffusion. 
d) to e): Verücal proßles as in Figure 3-7. d): 
Payerne; e): Lyon. The following four proßles are 
shown (winds from left to right): solid lines: ob
servaüon; circles: experiment N30; triangles: 
experiment N3A; crosses: experiment C3A. 

advecüon schemes to remove the energy that is transfered by nönlinear downscaling to 
the small scales (cf. Halüner and Williams, 1980). 
Forecasts with an overall reducüon of the horizontal diffusion by a factor 10 were com
pared to the (füll diffusion) operaüonal SM forecast daily from December 1994 to Feb
ruary 1995, and showed consistent improvement in low stratus predicüon near steep 
orography. However, there was evidence of grid-scale noise (parücularly in the precipi-
taüon ßelds during severe events). Moreover, on occasions, Single grid points in Valleys 
underwent radiaüve cooling by tens of degrees within few hours at low levels. The cold 
air was trapped and did not mix If the diffusion was too low. The füll diffusion of the 
operaüonal model is able to counteract this deßciency. Thus, an operaüonal reducüon 
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of the diffusion is problematic. A different formulation for the horizontal diffusion, 
which acts purely along truly horizontal surfaces is attractive. but can still cause prob
lems (cf. Ballard et al., 1991). 
The results in section 3.2.1 clearly show that the beneßt from the nudging is model de
pendent, and hence, care must be taken in generalizing the results. Irrespective of the 
method to determine the initial State, a modißcation to the diffusion is required to pre-
dict low stratus near steep orography. It is appropriate both from a practical and a sci-
entißc point of view to carry out all subsequent experiments in this chapter with the 
horizontal diffusion reduced by a factor of 10. 

3.3 Influence of vertical resolution 
This section addresses two aspects related to vertical resolution. The ßrst is the prob
lem of representing sub-grid scale variability given the vertical model grid spacing, and 
the second aspect is the inßuence of the vertical grid spacing on vertical temperature 
and humidity gradients and on the cloud cover if the observed layer of low stratus ex-
tends over at least one model layer. 
If a cloud layer is thinner than the model layer at the same height it should be parame
terized. Alternatively it could be included by nesting a 1-D PBL representation with 
high vertical resolution, or an adaptive grid in the vertical could be deployed (Working 
Group Report, 1994). Most present-day cloud-parameterization schemes account for 
horizontal rather than vertical sub-grid variability (Dastoor. 1994). In the Swiss Model, 
non-convective cloudiness is dignosed within the radiatiön scheme (Ritter and Geleyn, 
1992) as a funetion of relative humidity and model layer oniy. Grid-scale sub-satura-
tion never results in 100 % cloudiness. The vertical averaging within a model layer can 
result oniy in sub-saturation with thin layer cloud sheets, and the model cloud scheme 
interprets the proßle as containing much less cloudiness than is seen by a surface ob-
server (Maycock and Macpherson. 1994; this problem occurs even in new prognostic 
cloud schemes, cf. Tiedtke, 1993). 
The same happens also to observed proßles if the layer-averaging vertical interpoiation 
(see section 2.2) is used for the nudging. This technique tends to make it more difßcult 
to introduce cloudiness even for cloud layers comparable to the vertical grid spacing. 
Given the current cloud parameterization, the radiational properties of such cloud 
sheets may be better represented if the model relative humidity is nudged towards the 
maximum observed relative humidity value within the model layer. However, Lorenc et 
al. (1994) obtained inferior vertical structures as dryer layers become poorly repre
sented. They achieved better results with mid-point interpoiation of observed relative 
humidity. This approach has been tested here with the 30-layer version for case AI. It 
tends to produce slightly more low cloudiness, and is therefore used henceforth. Mid-

Number of modei layers 20 30 40 49 
Resolution (in hPa) within the lowest 200 hPa 

(the resolution of the lowest model layer is fixed at 8 hPa) 25 - 50 25 15 10 
TABLE 3-1. Vertical grid spacing within the lowest ca. 200 hPa of the model atmosphere for vari
ous model conßgurations differing in their total number of model layers. 
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FlGURE 3-11. Vertical proßles as in Figure 3-7, för Lyon. Case AI. a): Analyses; b): 12-hour fore
casts (valid for 0000 UTC, 20 November 1993). The following three proRies are shown: solid lines: 
Observation; circles: nudging experiment with 40 model layers; triangles: nudging experiment 
with 20 model layers. Although the displayed observed dewpoint depression is not zero, Satura
tion over ice is likely to have occured, because the Lyon SYNOP reported 90 % respecüvely 100 % 
cloud cover for these times. The discrepancy is explained by the fact that the dewpoint is defined 
(and displayed) over water, and by Observation errors of the radlosonde. 

point interpoiation has also been attempted for temperature and wind, but the impact 
is marginal, 
Now consider the second aspect related to vertical resolution. In the operational set
ting, an Increase from 20 to 30 model layers has a negllgible effect (cf. section 3.2). 
Here, we examined whether this also holds when the initial state is determined by 
nudging towards direct observations, and with different values for the horizontal diffu
sion coefficient. Experiments are carried out with 20. 30, 40, and 49 model layers, and 
the extra resolution is mainly in the low troposphere (cf. Table 3-1). 
The 49-layer experiment with füll diffusion anälyzes significantly more low cloud near 
steep orography than the 30-layer experiment (N30), but the differences are not re
tained in the 12-hour forecast. With reduced diffusion, comparison is made bf 20- and 
40-layer integraüons for case AI. In contrast to Payerne, where smoothing effects of the 
horizontal diffusion are still signißcant, the beneßt from increased vertical resolution is 
retained around Lyon in the forecast period. With 40 layers. the humidity and temper
ature structure at Lyon (Figure 3-11) is well analyzed and predicted. Cloud tops are 
strongly correlated to the base of inversions (see eross section, Figure 3-12a), and the 
sharp verücal humidity gradients appcar to be realisüc. In conüast, the 20-layer ver
sion completely misses the inversion throughout the period, änd lacks ßne verücal 
structures (Figure 3-12b). Saturaüon is attained oniy in the forecast, but at far too low 
a level. As a result, the forecast of the low cloud eover does not beneßt strongly from ex-
üa resoluüon in this case, although the 40-layer analysis contains signißcanüy more 
low cloud which is more conßned to low terrain and in better agreement with the obser
vaüons. 
In cases B and C, the inversions are less elevated and süonger at the iniüal time, and 
their representaüon in the 20̂ 1äyer model version is more reasonable. Therefore, the 
inßuence of vertical resoluüon is less pronounced. although signißcant in some areas. 
The following remarks summarize the inferenees from the experiments. 
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FlGURE 3-12. Vertical cross sections of relative humidity (shading and dashed contours for 20, 
40, 50, 60. 70. 80, 85, 90, 95, 100 %) and of temperature (solid lines, in °C) through the upper 
French Rhone Valley. Above about 90 % humidity (thick dashed lines), the model produces 
cloudiness except close to the ground. - 12-hour forecasts for case AI. 
a): Nudging experiment with 40 model layers; b): Nudging experiment with 20 model layers. 

* The higher the vertical resolution and the thinner the model layers, the better the 
model values should match the observed point values. Nudging towards direct 
rawinsonde observations is found to often draw the vertical temperature and hu
midity gradients close to the observed gradients, and in effect, it enhances the effec
üve vertical resolution of the initial State. Moreover. the initial states appear to be 
sufßeiently balanced so that the forecasts of the inversions, low cloud cover, and 
cloud top height beneßt from the extra vertical resolution. Similar results have been 
Obtained by Ballard et al. (1994) for sea fog. However, the degree of beneßt is shown 
here to depend strongly on the model formulation (i.e. diffusion), and upon the geo-
graphic locaüon. 

* To improve forecasts of low stratus by increasing the model's vertical resolution, it 
is often necessary that the Initial state also has an increased effecüve verücal reso
luüon. An exception occurs in case B over Central France (e.g. Paris, Figure 3-13) 

^ where the verücal structure, and hence the effecüve verücal resoluüon is similar in 
the 20- and 40-layer simulaüons at the iniüal üme. However, in cönüast to the 40-
layer simulaüon, the 20-layer 12-hour forecast is far from saturaüon and has too 
litüe cloudiness. The layer of maximum relaüve humidity is too low and does not 
coincide with the inversion base. This case will be discussed in more detail in sec
tion 3.6. 

* Onset and dissoluüon of low cloudiness at the inversion base is a decision point 
with süongly non-linear radiaüve feedback. Verücal ageraging and smoothing due 
to insufßcient verücal resoluüon may inhibit cloud formaüon or cause cloud dissl^ 
paüon. As a result, the impact of increased verüeal resoluüon is not necessarily 
gradual, i.e. exüa verücal resoluüon can lead to fundamentally different properües 
in the forecast. 

* In the context of boundary layer clouds, it has been noted (Working Group Report, 
1994), that increasing verücal resoluüon, although desirable from a physical point 
of view, can create numericai problems associated with the represehtaüon of verü
cal advecüon in the presence of sharp gradients. Such problems have not been ob
served in the present experiments but it is conceivable that such effects could ap
pear if the resoluüon was further increased. 
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FlGURE 3-13. Vertical proßles as in Figure 3-7, for Träppes (Paris). Case B. a): Analyses; b): 12-
hour forecasts. The following three proßles are shown: solid lines: Observation; cireles: nudging 
experiment with 20 model layers; triangles: nudging experiment with 40 model layers. 

3.4 Lateral spreading of Observation increments in steep orography 
Near steep terrain, a specific problem arises with the present formulation of the nudg
ing scheme. Rawinsonde Observation increments are spread laterally along the model s 
terrain-following o*-surfaces so that low-level observatlonal information in a valley floor 
can be spread upslope to areas, for which it is not often representative (cf. Fast, 1995). 
In the Alpine region, the problem is accentuated by the lack of rawinsonde stations at 
middle and high altitude, and in principle, this occurs with any data assimiiation 
scheme which models the horizontal cörrelätions in o-coordinates. like e.g. variational 
assimiiation schemes (Courtier, 1994). It is less prominent with other analysis tech
niques performed on pressure levels or on isentropes (e.g. Benjamin et al., 1991). Low-
level inversions will be sensitive to this proeess (cf. secüon 2.3.4), since the air mass 
below the inversion is often significantly decoupled from the air above it. 
Approaches to tackle this problem are either to use non-isotrppic structure funcüons, 
or to perform the lateral spreading along surfaces which are physically more appropri-
ate. Both approaches are tested here, and Table 3-2 lists the experiments for cases AI 
andB. 

3.4.1 Use of non-isotropic horizontal weight funetion 
Various flow-dependent (non-statisücal) non-isoüopic structure funcüons for the 
spreading of upper air observaüons have been used in the past to retain sharper gradi
ents in the atmospheric ßelds (Atkins. 1974; Benjamin änd Seaman. 1985; Speiro et al.. 
1994). Reduced represenüveness due to orographie blocking effects have been ac-
counted for by use of non-isoüopic correlaüon funcüons in spaüal analysis methods by 
Lanzinger and Steinacker (1990) and by Vrhovec (1990). For nudging, non-isoüopic 
weight funcüons aecounüng for reduced representiveness due to orography have been 
used oniy for screen-level data by inclusion of differences in surfaee pressure (Stauffer 
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and Seaman, 1994) or in surface elevaüon and potential temperature (Miller and Ben
jamin, 1992). 
A similar approach (experiment T3A-NONISO) is adopted here for rawinsonde data by 
multiplying the horizontal weight funetion (2-7) with the following term which accounts 
for potential temperature differences AQ between observaüon point and target grid 
point: 

-(Ae/e,)' 
Oc is set to 5 K. By using potenüal temperature differences instead of height or pres
sure differences, the restricüon of the impact of observaüons as a funcüon of terrain 
depends on the stability of the atmosphere, i.e. the spreading of informaüon across an 
inversion is diminished Selecüvely. (Reduced representiveness of observaüons across 
air mass disconünuiües like surfaee fronts is also accounted for.) With this choice of 
Oc- the nudging weights are usually small over elevated Alpine terrain (above about 
1500 meües). 
Comparison of experiments T3A and T3A-NONISO (cf. Table 3-2) reveals (Figure 3-15) 
that with the use of the non-isoüopic weight funcüon, the analyzed low cloud cover is 
more confined to low orography and tends to agree better with the observaüons in case 

Experiment 
name case 

number 
of 

model 
layers 

horizontal 
weight 
funetion 
Isotropie 

surfaces 
along which 

lateral 
spreading is 
performed 

Use of RH-
observation 
increments 
at Observa
tion points 

Model ßelds 
before nudg
ing period 

T3A AI 30 Yes sigma No EMA 
T3A-NONISO AI 30 No sigma No EMA 
T3A-15 AI 30 Yes isentropic' No EMA 
T3A-I5Q AI 30 Yes isentropic' Yes EMA 
T3ADM AI 30 Yes sigma Yes DMA 
T3ADM-I5Q AI 30 Yes isentropic * No DMA 
T3AFC AI 30 Yes sigma Yes 12-h forecast 
T3AFC-I5Q AI 30 Yes isentropic * No 12-h forecast 
T3AFC-P5Q AI 30 Yes isobaric * Yes 12-h forecast 
T2AFC B 20 Yes sigma No 12-h forecast 
T2AFC-I5Q B 20 Yes isentropic * Yes 12-h forecast 
T2AFC-1Q 20 Yes isentropic Yes 12-h forecast 
TABLE 3-2. Description of experiments discussed for the lateral spreading of rawinsonde data in 
cases AI and B. EMA denotes interpolated Europa Modell Analyses, DMA denotes Deutschland 
Modell Analyses. In all experiments, screen-level humidity data are also assimilated (see section 
3.5) In order to make the enquiry of this section as realistic as possible. 
*: applied oniy to the soundings of Payerne, Lyon. Stuttgart. Munich. Milano. For the other 
soundings; spreading along o-surfaces is used. 
**: applied to all soundings. 
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AI (see Figure 3-2a). In the 24-hour forecast however, the deßcit of low cloud over the 
Swiss Plateau and the Lyon region is larger. A similar trend in quality is also observed 
with the vertical proßles albeit the differences at the rawinsonde stations are small. In 
case B, the choice of the weight funetion has generally little inßuence. 
It appears therefore that for low stratus, the non-isotropic weights cannot adequately 
account for reduced representiveness of observations along sloping terrain. The posi
tive impact of the non-isotropic weights on the analysis in case AI, both over low and 
high terrain. suggests that the selected value for is reasonable. However, the lack of 
soundings over high terrain implies that this is a data-poor area which is not inßu-
enced by observations in T3A-NONISO unless Information from the data-rlch low-ter-
rain region is advected. 

3.4.2 Lateral spreading aiong isentropes 
This shortcoming of the non-isotropic weights can be overcome by spreading the inßu
ence of observations along physically more appropriate surfaces. The potential beneßt 
with idealized conditions has been illustrated in section 2.3.4. Lateral spreading of real 
data along surfaces different from the model levels has been adopted by Stauffer and 
Seaman (1994). They spread the data increments given at the model o*-levels without 
any further vertical interpoiation approximately along constant pressure surfaces. but 
no evaluation of the impact was provided. 
Benjamin et al. (1995) spread information along isentropic model surfaces (in an Ol 
scheme), i.e. the inßuence of observations was extended along quasi-material surfaces. 
On isentropic surfaces. ßow patterns are spatially and temporally more coherent, and 
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FlGURE 3-14. IHustration of different ways of lateral spreading of the influence of upper-air obser
vaüons in the environs of steep orography. For further explanaüon, see text. 
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FlGURE 3-15. Low cloud cover as in Figure 3-6. Case AI. Left column: analyses valid for 1200 
UTC, 19 November 1993: right column: 24-hour forecasts valid for 1200 UTC, 20 November 
1993. a), b): Experiment T3A (conventional scheme); c), d): Experiment T3A-NONISO (non-isor 
tropic weight funetion). 

the isotropic correlation assumptlon is better founded (Benjamin, 1989). As the vertical 
resoluüon increases with the atmospheric stablity in isenüopic coordinates, spreading 
along isenüopes can hamper spreading of informaüon across inversions. 
Here, these two concepts are combined to spreading along isenüopes in a o-level model 
(see Figure 3-14). At a grid point G within the horizontal radius of influence ofa rawin
sonde profile, the observaüon increment is related to that at the same potenüal temper
ature O at the rawinsonde location. The verücal Interpolation used to convey the incre
ments from the model levels to that height is linear in O. This is a good approximaüon 
to linear interpolaüon in log(pressure) which would involve a üanscendental equaüon 
under the assumpüon that the temperature varies linearly in log(pressure). The result
ing vertically interpolated Observation increments of temperature and relaüve humidity 
are then üansformed into increments of potenüal temperature and of speeiße water va
pour content qy (which are conserved quanüües with adiäbaüc ßow along isenüopes). 
The üansformed increments are ßnally spread to grid point G, and mulüplied with the 
temporal and (isoüopic) horizontal weights. 
A disadvantage to isenüopic coordinates is that the verücal resoluüon decreases as the 
atmospheric stability decreases, e.g. in the PBL (Pielke et al., 1992). Hence in Üne case 
of ä near-neuüal lapse rate at the rawinsonde locaüon, a small error in the simulated 



FlGURE 3-16. Low cloud cover as In Figure 3-6. Case AI. Left column: analyses: right column: 
24-hour forecasts. a). b): Experiment T3A-I5 (spreading along isentropes); c), d): Experiment 
T3AFC-I5Q (spreading along isentropes. and nudging period Starts from 12-hour forecast instead 
of interpolated Europa Modell Analysis). See also Table 3-2. 

potential temperature would result in a large error In the height h@, from which the in
crement is spread to a grid point. To circumvent this problem, the following strategy is 
adopted. If the stability at the height hg is below a threshold Yr (for which a tempera
ture error of 1 K corresponds to a height error of about 500 m for typical low-tropo-
spheric conditions), the final increment for the grid point G is a weighted linear combi
nation of two increments computed by spreading (i) along isentropes and (ii) along 
constant pressure surfaces. For a neutral or instable atmosphere, the spreading is per
formed exclusively along pressure surfaces. At high elevations (above 240 hPa), the Ob
servation increments are also spread along the model s isobaric levels. 
Also for computational efßciency, the scheme was oniy applied to the rawinsonde sta
tions close to the Swiss Alps (i.e. Payerne, Lyon, Stuttgart, Munich and Milano) in the 
Arst instance (experiment T3A-I5). Relative to T3A and T3A-NONISO, the low cloudi
ness of the analysis and 24-hour forecast is moderately improved north and west of the 
Alps in case AI (Figure 3-16. cf. Figure 3-15, Figure 3-2a), but no improvement is ap-
parent in cases A2 and B. 
Several modifications have been devised to improve the scheme's Performance: 
* The vertical interpoiation of Observation increments to the height hg of equal poten

tial temperature introduces an additional vertical averaging (cf. Figure 3-14). This 
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FlGURE 3-17. Vertical cross sections across the French Rhone Valley near Lyon (cf. Figure 3-12). 
Case AI . Top row: relative humidity (shading and dashed lines. in %) and potential temperature 
(thick solid lines, in K) at the beginning of the 12-hoür nudging period. Rows 2 - 5: relative hu
midity, and temperature (solid lines, in *C). where rows 2 - 3: analyses (1200 UTC. 19 Nov. 1993); 
rows 4-5: subsequent 24-hour forecasts. For experiment names. see Table 3-2. Above about 
90 % humidity (thick dashed lines), the model produces cloudiness except close to the ground. 



can reduce the effecüve verücal gradients and the probability of saturaüon in the 
observaüons. Alternatively, observaüon increments computed at the observaüon 
points of the soundihg (which are already used for quality conüol, see secüon 2.2) 
can be used also for the verücal interpolaüon below 700 hPa. Applicaüon of this ap
proach indeed increases the verücal gradients in the analysis, but tends to deterio-
rate the forecast, possibly due to imbalances caused by assimilaüng sub-grid verü
cal scales of wind and temperature which are contained i n the point value 
increments at the observaüon points. This is avoided if the scheme is applied oniy 
tö humidity, and a small posiüve impact limited to the analyses results. 
Basic to the scheme is the assumpüon that the Isenüopic disüibuüon is realisüc in 
the model, In the previous experiments of this secüon, the nudging has started 
from interpolated Europa Modell Analyses (EMA) which exhibit isenüopes (Figure 
3-17) that are often terrain-following, somewhat noisy. and unrealisüc. In conüast, 
the Deutschland Modell Analyses (DMA) and the 12-hour forecasts of the Swiss 
Model (SMF) have isenüopes (Figure 3-17, top row) which are signißcanüy more 
horizontal, smooth. and realistic. Comparison IS made of 6 experiments (cf. Figure 
3-17), where nudging with spreading along (i) ö-surfaces or (ii) isenüopes Starts 
from (I) EMA, (II) DMA or (III) SMF. In the analyses, the differences are quite large, 
büt not systemaüc (cf. Figure 3-17). Spreading along Isenüopes has a slight ten
dency to improve the 24-hour forecasts more strongly if the nudging Starts from a 
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FiGURE 3-18. Low cloud cover as in Figure 
3-6, but for a iarger section. 12-hour forer 
casts för case B valid for 1200 UTC, 28 No
vember 1993. a): Experiment T2AFC-IQ 
(spreading along Isentropes for all stations); 
b): Experiment T2AFC-I5Q (spreading älong 
isentropes för oniy 5 stations); c): Experi
ment T2AFC (spreading along o-surfaces). 
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FlGURE 3-19. Vertical proBles as in Figure 3-7. 12-hour forecasts for case B. a): Nancy; b): Udine. 
The following four proßles are shown: solid lines: Observation; circles: experiment T2AFC-IQ 
(spreading along isentropes for all stations); triangles: experiment T2AFC (spreading along o-sur-
faces); crosses: experiment T2AFC-15Q (spreading along isentropes for Payerne. Lyon, Stuttgart, 
Munich, Milano oniy). 

realistic isentropic distribution (DMA and SMF). In a further experiment, lateral 
spreading is performed along isobaric surfaces. It yields results similar to spreading 
alöhg isentropes, and this indicates that the nudging scheme is relatively insensi
tive to noise-like features and details of the shape of the surfaces used for lateral 
spreading. 

* Spreading along isentropes for all rawinsonde stations (instead of oniy 5) has rather 
little impact in case AI. However in the 12-hour forecast in case B, it signincantly 
improves the low cloud cover (Figure 3-18; cf. Figure 3̂ 3) and the vertical structure 
at several stations (Udine, cf. Figure 3-19). A clear positive impact is even found in 
the Swiss Plateau where for the dosest rawinsonde stations, spreading along isen
tropes is used in both experiments. Note further that the lateral spreading scheme 
does not oniy have an effect near steep orography, but also over moderate terrain 
with variations of about 200 to 400 metres. Spreading along o-surfaces, or a limita-
tion of spreading along isentropes to a subset of stations can result in smoothing of 
the inversion between the stations (cf. Stensrud and Fritsch, 1994). 

In eonclusion, increasing the effective vertical resolution of assimilated relative humid
ity, enhancing the consistency and balance of the model state at the beginning of the 
nudging period, and applying the new scheme to all soundings each tend to improve 
the results with spreading along isentropes. With the inclusion of these features, 
spreading along isentropes renders analyses and forecasts of modest superiority in 
cases A and B and of similar quality in case C when compared with those produced by 
spreading along o-surfaces. However, this beneßt from spreading remalns small in the 
vicinity of steep orography. The fact that the dynamics is directly involved in the assim
iiation proeess probably makes nudging somewhat more tolerable to (temperate) mis-
speeißcation of the spreading than 3-D analysis methods. However; previoüs work (e.g. 
Wright et al., 1994) indicates that e.g. the assumed vertical Iocation of cloud (i.e. of Sat
uration) relative to the vertical structure of the model ßelds (e.g. of temperature) is crit-
ical also with nudging. 
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Note ßnally that the horizontal diffusion along o-surfaces is likely to be more harmful 
with spreading along isentropes which directly introduces sharp gradients on the 
model's o*-surfaces. With a more adequate formulation of the diffusion, one may expect 
a larger beneßt from spreading along isentropes. 

3.5 Assimilation of relative humidity surface observations 
An accurate specißcation of the initial humidity is known to be important when the dy
namical forcing is weak (cf. Lorenc et al.. 1994). It is also well known that humidity has 
signißcant small-scale variations in time and Space (Lilly and Perkey, 1976; Zou et al., 
1995). Because of the lack of temporal and spatial resolution in the conventional 
rawinsonde network, moisture is not well sampled, and the resulting mesoscale mois-
ture structure is often aliased to larger scales (Kuo et al., 1993). Although the low stra
tus in the cases treäted here is relatively uniform in space and time, it is still not ade-
quately resolved in the horizontal (cf. section 3.1.2). On the other hand, the vertical 
structure below the cloud top usually is relatively regulär down to the ground (see sec
tion 3.1.2), and low stratus is often coupled to the ground, particularly near high ter
rain. For these reasons it is interesting and potentially promising to apply the assimiia
tion of screen-level humidity observaüons with their high horizontal and temporal 
resoluüon to low stratus cases. 
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FlGURE 3-20. Hlustraüon of different ways of lateral spreading of the influence of screen-level (hu
midity) observational informaüon from surface staüons located at different alütudes in the envi
rons of steep orography. For fürther explanaüon. see text. 
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The assimiiation techniqüe is described in secüon 2.2 except for the spreading öf the 
influence of the observaüons. Commonly, the influence of Single level data such as 
screen-level data is at ßrst spread verücally, often as a funcüon of pressure (cf. May-
cock and Macpherson. 1994). Alternatively. the boundary layer height was used as a 
limit for the verücal inßuence of surface data by Stauffer et al. (1991) . In a second step 
the resulüng verücal column of weighted observaüon increments is spread laterally 
along the model levels. 
This approach is adopted in experiment S3A-I5. A Gaussian verücal weight funcüon (as 
a funcüon of log(pressure)) is used with an e-folding decay height of about 400 m for 
relaüve humidity (cf. Maycock and Macpherson, 1994: a value of 300 m yields the sta-
üsücal ßt used at the UKMO). 
As an alfernaüve, a strategy analogous to spreading along isenüopes and based on the 
same consideraüons (cf. secüon 3.4) is applied in experiment T3A-I5. Here, the verücal 
weight funcüon for screen-level data is a Gaussian of the potenüal temperature differ
ence between the target grid points and the lowest modeL layer at the observaüon sta
üons. Figure 3-20 Sketches the difference between T3A-I5 and S3A-I5 of the main area 
of inßuence for a screen-level observaüon Q made just below an elevated inversion. 
Note that the e-folding decay rate of 1 K as selected for the verücal weighüng in T3A-I5 
is usually less than a rate of 400 m (cf. Figure 3-17). Hence the inßuence of screen-level 
data tends to be smaller over ßat areas but larger near the Alps compared to S3A-I5. 
The Impact of the screen-level humidity data is illusüated for case A2. Here, the 30-
layer reference experiment N3A-I5 (cf. Table 3-3), which assimilates oniy rawinsonde 
data, misses the low süatus over the cenüal and eastern Swiss Plateau in the analysis 
and 12-hour forecast (cf. Figure 3-21, and cross secüons in Figüre 3-22). The assimila
üon of screen-level humidity data in T3A-I5 (with spreading mainly along isenüopes) 
greaüy enhances the analyzed low-level humidity and cloud over the Swiss Plateau and 
adjacent German areäs, and causes drying around the Alpine crest. The height of the 
cloud top coincides with the inversion base at about 1200 m to 1500 m (Figure 3-22) 
and agrees well with observaüons (- areas above 1500 m were cloud-free). In the subse
quent 12-hour forecast period (right columns of Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22), the low 
cloud tends to thin too much, and dissipates parüy over the Swiss Plateau. However, 
the ßelds of humidity and, due to radiaüonal feedback, parücularly of temperature re-
main signlßcanüy more consistent. This includes a higher relaüve humidity maximum 
further above the ground, and fracüonal cloudiness topped by a stronger and horizon-

Experiment 
name 

Use of screen-level humidity 
data from all surface staüons 

surfaces along which the influence of 
screen-level data is largest 

N3A-15 No 
T3A-I5 Yes isenüopic 
S3A-I5 Yes sigma 
T3A750-15 staüons below 750 m oniy isentropic 
TABLE 3-3. Description of experiments as discussed for the assimilaüon of screen-level hu
midity data in case A2. See experiment T3A-I5 in Table 3-2 for the definition of the lateral 
spreading of rawinsonde data as used here. 



FlGURE 3-21. Low cloud cover as In Figure 3-6. Case A2. Left column: analyses valid for 1200 
UTC, 20 November 1993. Right column: 12-hour forecasts valid for 0000 UTC, 21 November, 
a), b): N3A-I5: assimiiation of rawinsonde data oniy; c), d): T3A-15: including screen-level humid
ity. lateral spreading with largest Influence along isentropes. See also Table 3-3. 
The thick black line in a) indicates the position of the cross sections in Figure 3-22. 

tally more uniform inversion. Pronounced smoothing of the inversion occurs oniy very 
close to the Alpine slope. 
In the analysis. the cloud band is äbsent if screen-level humidity data are assimilated 
merely from stations below 750 m (experiment T3A750-I5. see Figure 3-22e). This indi
cates, that the main source of the additional moisture resulting in the cloud band in 
T3A-I5 are positive humidity Observation increments at surface stations between 
750 m and 1500 m, which are spread primarily quasi-horizontally along isentropes (cf. 
Figure 3-20). Since the horizontal half width radius of influence is 115 km these data 
can influence the whole of the Swiss Plateau. With conventional spreading (experiment 
S3A-I5), the cloudiness is mainly conßned to a neär-surface band along the northern 
Alpine slope (Figure 3-22e) as expected (cf. Figure 3-20). However, dynamical and phys
ical processes spread some of the additional humidity over the whole of the Swiss Pla
teau (although the wind direction does not indicate signißcant advection from the 
northern Alpine slope towards the Plateau). Remarkably. these adjustment processes 
are strong enough to render the 12-hour forecast of S3A-I5 similar to that of T3A-15. 
In cases AI, B, and C, the use of oniy rawinsonde data leaves less scope for improve
ment in the Swiss Plateau. The analyses still beneßt slightly from the screen-level hu-
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midity data but the effects in the forecasts are mixed. Notably, the low cloud cover is 
correctly enhanced in the eastern Swiss Plateau in case B, büt slightly (erroneously) re
duced in the western Swiss Plateau due to dry conditions at the stations on the Jura 
Mountains. These mixed effects afe even enhanced in the 12-hour forecast (Figure 
3-23). In case C, the Impact is marginal throughout. Some further remarks are appro-
priate. 
* The main beneßt from the assimiiation of screen-level humidity and from the 

spreading along isentropes pertains to central and northern Switzerland and its im
mediate environs where middle and high orography (up to 2500 metres) is well and 
relatively uniformly represented by the surface observing network. Elsewhere - and 
close to Payerne - the beneßt is generally limited. This indicates that a uniform ver
tical distribution of representative surface stations is important. 

* The area which is primarily affected by the Screen-level data (i.e. the eastern Swiss 
Plateau) is rather ßat. Hence, the isentropes tend to approximate the o-surfaces, 
and the forcing of the nudging in T3A-I5 is relatively continuous within a o-layer 
there. The resulting Iimitatiön of the effect of the horizontal diffusion probably con-
tributes to the ßnding that in the present experiments, the impact of spreading 
along isenstropes appears to be In better agreemeht with the theoreücal consldera-
tions for screen-level data than for rawinsonde data. 

* The limited impact of the screen-level humidity data on the forecasts is in line with 
previous work by Clark (1994) and Maycock and Macpherson (1994) who noted that 
the beneßt on the prediction of fog or low stratocumulus was largely conßned to the 
ßrst 6 to 12 hours of the forecast period. Even a 3-D relative humidity analysis de-
rived from a cloud analysis had impacted positively oniy during the ßrst 15 forecast 
hours (Wright et al.. 1994). 

* The concept of spreading the inßuence of screen-level humidity data along isentro
pes is attractive for low strätus cases because of the stable stratißcation of the at-
mosphere, and because the representiveness of these data for the free atmosphere 
is inßuenced by the relatively uniform horizontal thermal and humidity structure. 
The problem of representiveness is further alleviated by the restricted selection of 
surface stations (see section 2.2) which excludes stations from exposed mountain 
peaks and deep mountain Valleys. In other meteorological situations however, it 
may be potentially dangerous to spread the inßuence of Alpine screen-level data 
over an area as large as in T3A-I5. Note that little is known about the surface layer 
in steep terrain, and boundary-layer parameterization for complex terrain is recog-
nized as a particular weakness in today's NWP models (cf. Binder and Schär, 1995). 

FiGURE 3-22. (see right): North-south vertical cross sections of temperature (solid lines) and rela
tive humidity (colour shading) across the Alps and the Swiss Plateau near Zürich (as indicated by 
the thick black line in Figure 3-21a). Above about 90 % relative humidity (blue coldürs), the 
model Starts producing cloudiness except close to the ground. 
Case A2. Left column: analyses valid för 1200 UTC, 20 November 1993. Right column: 12-hour 
forecasts valid for 0000 UTC, 21 November 1993. Description of experiments (see also Table 3-3): 
a), b): N3A 15: assimiiation of rawinsonde data oniy; 
c), d): T3A-I5: lateral spreading of screen-level humidity with largest influence along isentropes; 
e), f)): T3A750-I5: as T3A-I5, but using surface stations below 750 m oniy; 
g), h): S3A-I5: spreading of screen-level humidity: max. influence along o-surfaces (conventionai). 
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FlGURE 3-23. Low cloud cover as In Figure 3-6. 12-hour forecasts for case B valid for 1200 UTC, 
28 November 1993. a): assimiiation of rawinsonde data oniy; b): assimiiation of rawinsonde and 
screen-level data. (Spreading of rawinsonde data along o-surfaces, influence of screen-level hu
midity largest along isentropes. Domain equals white Square in Figure 3-3, upper right.) 

* An increase of the e-folding decay height of the vertical weight funetion centred 
along the isentropes somewhat enlarges the influence of the data from those sta
tions where the vertical data density is largest. In case A2, this tends to slightly en
hance low cloudiness north and west of the Alps. 

Some attention has also been devoted to the assimiiation of screen-level wind data. 
Due to their poor representiveness in rough terrain, oniy two stations above 700 m are 
considered (cf. section 2.2). In all cases, the small impact from these data in the analy
ses disappears during the forecast period, and this agrees with Cardinali et al. (1994). 

3.6 Comparison to Optimum interpoiation 
Optimum interpoiation (Ol) is currently the most commonly used data assimiiation 
method for operational NWP purposes, and is used in the Deutschland Modell (DM). 
Therefore, consideration of the present nudging scheme in comparison with the state-
of-the-art Deutschland Modell analyses is appropriate to provide some indication of the 
scheme's Performance in cases of low stratus near steep orography, and tp help esti-
mating the suitability of the nudging techniqüe for operational mesoscale NWP near 
steep orography. 

3.6.1 The analysis of the Deutschland Modell and the experimental set-up 
The DM analysis System is a limited-area version of the Ol analysis scheme of the EC
MWF (Lorenc, 1981; Lönnberg and Shaw, 1987; Shaw et al., 1987). A mulüvariate 
analysis is performed for wind components, geopotential and surface pressure, and a 
univariate analysis is done for relative humidity. 
The horizontal forecast error cörrelätions used until February 1994 (pertinent to cases 
A and B) for the mass and wind ßelds are based on ECMWF values (Hollingsworth and 
Lönnberg, 1986; Lönnberg and Hollingsworth, 1986; Lönnberg, 1988), but modißed to 
more narrow cörrelätions. Thereafter (pertinent to case C), new values derived from a 
Statistical verification of EM 6-h forecasts against rawinsonde data have been used. 
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The new cörrelätions have an even shorter componen^ length scale (Buchhold and 
Paul, 1995), and have predominantly impacted on the wind Heids (Wergen, 1995). The 
horizontal correlation for the mixing ratio is a simple inverse exponential funetion with 
an e-folding decay scale of 600 km, i.e. considerably larger than what is used in the 
nudging scheme. The vertical cörrelätions are the empirical positive definite functions 
as derived at the ECMWF (Hollingsworth and Lönnberg, 1986; Lönnberg and Hollings
worth, 1986), but modified to yieid more narröw cörrelätions below 700 hPa. They were 
further modified in September 1994 (concerns case C). 
For height cörrelätions and Standard deviations of Observation errors, use is made of 
the ECMWF values for North America (ECMWF, 1992). SigniHcant-level data from radi-
osondes (TEMP, PILOT) are oniy used below 700 hPa before September 1994 (concerns 
cases A and B) and below 500 hPa thereafter. All rawinsonde data up to 275 hPa are 
used for humidity. Further data include aircraft data (AIREP. ASDAR: winds), SATOB, 
SATEM and screen-level data (pressure, humidity, winds from ships). and total cloud 
amount and preeipitation data are used to impose saturaüon under certain circum-
stances. 
All forecasts are produced with reduced horizontal diffusion to allow for realisüc ßne 
structures near steep orography. However. for the comparison, (i) füll diffusion is de-
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FlGURE 3-24. Low cioud cover as in Figure 3-6. Case AI. Top row: analyses valid for 1200 UTC, 
19 November 1993; bottom row: 24-hour forecasts valid for 1200 UTC. 20 November 1993. a), c): 
Experiment D2A, starüng from Ol analysis; b), d): Experiment T2AFC starüng from nudged anal
ysis. 
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ployed in the nudging period like in the data assimiiation period for the DM analyses, 
and (ii) the same distribution of 20 model layers is used as for the DM. Note that the 
data base for the DM analyses includes more data types. 
Rawinsonde data are spread along o*-surfaces (since spreading along isentropes is 
costly for operational NWP purposes at present), and the 12-hour nudging period Starts 
from 12-hour forecasts. The nudging experiments are denoted as T2AFC, and the inte-
grations st^iting from Ol analyses as D2A. 

3.6.2 Results 
Case AI 
D2A correctly anälyzes more low cloudiness (Figure 3-24) where the observed cloud top 
is relatively high (at about 1500 m, i.e. in the Lyon region and in the northeastcrn Po 
Valley). However, the vertical temperature and humidity profiles of T2AFC (Figure 3-25) 
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FlGURE 3-25, Verticai profiles as in Figure 3-7. Case AI. Top row: analyses; bottom row: 24-hour 
forecasts välid for 1200 UTC. 20 November 1993. a), c): Payeme; b). d): Lyon. The following three 
profiles are shown: solid lines: Observation; circles: experiment D2A starüng from Ol analysis; 
triangles: experiment T2AFC starüng from nudged analysis. 
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mateh the rawinsonde soundings clearly better, and this more consistent initial vertical 
structure imposed by the hudging results in a significantly superior 24-hour forecast, 
e.g. of the vertical profile at Payerne (Figure 3-25) , and of the low cloud cover (Figure 
3-26) in the Lyon region and Swiss Plateau. 
CaseB 
Both analyses reproduce the low cloud cover over most of France and Germany very 
well (Figure 3-26). but T2AFC is clearly superior for the Swiss Plateau. In the 12-hour 
forecast (compare to Figure 3-3), D2A predicts too much low cloud in the central Po 
Valley, but too little over north-eastern France and west of the Jura Mountains. In 
T2AFC, the underestimation of cloud over France is even worse (- note that spreading 
along isentropes does somewhat better here, cf. Figure 3-18). 
The verücal pronies, e.g. at.Paris (Figure 3-27), reveal thät whilst T2AFC föllows the ob
servaüons exactly, D2A grossly ovcrestimates the humidity above the inversion base, 
and this is föünd In a Wide area as illusüated in vertical cross sections (Figure 3-29). In 
cönüast to nudging, which anälyzes well the typical low süatus structure, the Ol 
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FlGURE 3-26. Low cloud cover as in Figure 3-6, but for a iarger section. Case B. Top row: analyses 
valid for 0000 UTC, 28 November 1993; bottom row: 12-hour forecasts vaiid for 1200 UTC, 28 
November 1993. a), c): Experiment D2A, starüng from Ol analysis; b), d): Experiment T2AFC 
starüng from nudged analysis. The thick biack line in a) denotes the posiüon of the cross sec
üons in Figure 3-29. 
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FlGURE 3-27. Verücal pronies för case B as In Figure 3-7. Locaüon: Trappes (Paris), a): Analyses 
valid for OOOO UTC, 28 November 1993; b): 12-hour forecasts valid för 1200 UTC, 28 November 
1993. The following three profiles are shown: solid lines: Observation; circles: experiment D2A 
starüng from Öl analysis; triangles: experiment T2AFC starüng from nudged analysis. 

renders horizontally very inhomogeneous the analyzed humidity. Its maximum is too 
low close to the Alps (cf. also Figure 3-30a), but elsewhere, saturaüon reaches too high 
(i.e. above the inversion base), and the vertical relaüve humidity gradient within and 
above the inversion is far too weak everywhere. 
These characterisüe differences pertain in the forecast period, but Spurious processes 
occur (Cf. Figufes 3-27, 3-29, 3-30), namely verücal smoothing, lowering of the Inver
sion and its base to close to the ground, and moderate drying notably at the cloud top. 
As a result, saturaüon and cloudiness is erroneously lost more readily in T2AFC than 
in D2A which, in this respect, beneßts from its humidity surplus. Otherwise however, 
the observed proßles (e.g. at Paris, Figure 3-27b) are matched süll signißcanüy beüer 
by T2AFC than by D2A which has also a greater tendency to smoothe inversions and 
underesümate their top temperatures due to the excessive moisture (Figure 3-29, Fig
ure 3-30d). Near steep orography, e.g. at Payerne (cf. Figure 3-30b), the smoothing and 
its deüimental effects are signißcanüy enhanced. 
Advecüon of moist cold air at low levels and orographie blocking appears to counter the 
smoothing effects. In southern Germany. low-level moist cold air is advected from the 

FlGURE 3-28. 24-hour forecast of ex
periment T2AFC (with a nudged 
analysis) valid for 0000 UTC, 29 No
vember 1993. (Domain equals white 
square in Figure 3-3, lower left). 
Wind vector Held at 925 hPa. Dark 
shaded areas denote orography 
above 750 m (which approximates 
925 hPa). In these areas, the wind 
vectors denote the wind Held of the 
lowest model layer. Contoured light 
shaded areas are covered with more 
than 20 % low-level cloudiness. The 
black dots denote the locaüons of 
Payerne and Munich. 
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FlGURE 3-29. North-south verücal cross secüons of temperature (thick solid lines, in K) and rela
üve humidity (shading and dashed lines, in %) across the Alps and the western Swiss Plateau 
near Payerne (as indieated by the thick Mack line in Figure 3-26a). Above about 90 % relaüve hu
midity (thick dashed lines). the model Starts producing cloudiness except close to the ground. 
Case B. Top row: analyses valid for 0000 UTC, 28 November 1993; bottom row: 12-hour fore
casts valid for 1200 UTC, 28 November 1993. a), c): Experiment D2A, starüng from Ol analysis; 
b), d): Experiment T2AFC starüng from nudged analysis. 

north-east. and flow splitüng west of Munich (Figure 3-28) indicates the blocklng north 
of the Alps. Unlike in D2A, the predicted inversion, humidity structure. and elöud top 
height in T2AFC agree excellenüy with the observaüons at Munich (Figure 3-30d) and 
at Stuttgart. In the SwiSS Plateau, the Bise (northeasterly wind) is at its peak at +24 h 
(Figure 3-28), and the blocking effect between the Jura Mountains and the Alps (cf. 
secüon 3.1.2) is indieated (in agreement with observaüons) by a veering of the wind to 
the southeast in a thin layer above the crest of the Jura Mountains (cf. Schubiger et al.. 
1987). In contrast to +12 h (Figure 3-27, Figure 3-30b) and +36 h, low cloud pervades 
the western Swiss Plateau (Figure 3-28) at +24 h in both experiments, and the inver
sion at Payerne (Figure 3-30c) is lifted off the ground. This renders more realisüc the 
forecasted verücal süueture despite eonünual verücal smoothing, exceesive humidity 
in D2A, and a significant low-level cold bias in T2AFC which is probably due to under-
esümaüon of relaüve humidity and enhanced radiational cooling. Nöte, thät the wind 
profiles with a pronounced shear at the observed inversion height is hardly smoothed 
in D2A and T2AFC, but the Bise beneath is too süong (Figure 3-30c). 



FlGURE 3-30. Verücal profiles for case B as in Figure 3-7. 
a) : Analyses at Payerne valid for 0000 UTC, 28 November 1993; 
b) : 12-hour forecasts at Payerne valid for 1200 UTC, 28 November 1993; 
c) : 24-hour forecasts at Payerne valid for Ö000 UTC, 29 November 1993; 
d) : 12-hour forecasts at Munich valid for 1200 UTC, 28 November 1993. 
The following proßles are shown (winds from left to right): solid lines: observaüon; circles: exper
iment D2A starüng from Ol analysis; triangles: experiment T2AFC starüng from nudged analysis. 

Case C 
This case (cf. Figure 3-31) exhibits differences in the verücal structure similar to case 
B. Whilst the änalyzed verücal proßles of T2AFC follow the observaüons fairly well, D2A 
produces excess moisture above the observed inversion. however without attaining sat
uraüon at any height in some areaS. Thus, the Ol analysis misses low cloudiness not 
oniy in the Swiss Plateau, but also in some regions with less orography (e.g. the Saöne 
basin. areas in southern Germany and eastern Belgium). 
In the forecast, the excess moisture ihduces more low cloud, and again reduces its er-
roneous dissipaüon due to verücal smoothing which in T2AFC results in moderate un-
derpredicüon of low cloud in the Swiss Plateau and north of Switzerland at +12 h. The 
cloud top height is too low in both experiments. The 24-hour forecasts of D2A and 
T2AFC are reiaüvely similar (not shown). The conversion of reiaüvely shallöw fog in the 
Po Valley to a thick low süatus with a cloud top height at äround 2000 m is well pre-
dicted, but the dispersion of the low cloud Over northern Germany, eastern Hoüand 
and Belgium is not captured. 



FlGURE 3-31. For case C: low cloud cover as In Figure 3-6 and 
verücal proßles as In Figure 3-7. 
Top row: analyses valid for 1200 UTC, 30 November 1994; 
bottom rows: 12-hour forecasts for 0000 UTC, 1 December. 
a) . d): Experiment D2A, starüng from Ol analysis; <. 
b) , e): Experiment T2AFC starüng from nudged analysis. 
The following three profiles for c), f): Stuttgart, and g): Payerne 
are shown: solid lines: observaüon; circles: experiment D2A; 
trlangles: experiment T2AFC. 

3.6 3 Vertical smoothing: cause, and impact on the schemes' Performance 
In summary, the vertical proßles of the nudging experiments match the observed pro
ßles far better at the analysis üme, and often also in the forecast period. Whilst the ver
ücal proßles parücularly of humidity are often smoothed in the Ol analyses which is 
probably parüy attributable to the verücal forecast cörrelätions. the verücal gradients 
of the nudged analyses are strong, and their spaüal structures are physically consist
ent with low strätus condiüons. However, the SM, alike other models (cf. Bretherton et 
al., 1994), appears to have a tendency to smoothe süong verücal gradients. Here, this 
smoothing often causes a warming of the inversion base and thus a lowering of the in
version, unlike e.g. in the ECMWF model, where inversions are often too high (Klinker, 
1994). Moreover, it causes a reduction of the speeiße humidity and thus even a greater 
reducüon of the relaüve humidity around the Inversion base. Finally, saturaüon and 
cloudiness can get lost erroneously. This proeess is hampered in the Ol experiments by 
the overesümated änalyzed molsture, and as a result, the ßnding of case A and of Bal
lard et al. (1994) that more fog or low cloud over land is correcüy retained in the fore
casts with nudging as compared to staüc iniüalizaüon, does not apply to cases B and 
C. 
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FlGURE 3-32. Vertical profiles as in Figure 3-7. 12-hour forecasts for case B valid for 1200 UTC, 
28 November 1993. a) Trappes (Paris): solid lines: Observation; circles: eomplete model; triangles: 
without humidity advection. b) Payerne: solid lines: Observation; circles: eomplete model; trian
gles: without advection and diffusion of thermodynamic variables; crooses: withoüt advecüon of 
thermodynamic variables. 

This prompts the question about the reasons for this verücal smoothing and erroneous 
break up of low cloudiness. e.g. in case B. 
First, erroneous predicüon of physical mechanisms enhancing low stratus dissipaüon 
(cf. secüon 3.1.2) is considered. There is no erroneous cloud sheet above the low süa
tus which would reduce radiaüve cooling. and no indlcaüon of signlAcant (overesüma-
üon of) subsidence has been found. Despite a modest overpredlcüon of the wind speed 
at Paris in case B, no significant error in verücal Wind shear occurs which may contrib-
ute to enhanced mixing and verücal smoothing of the inversion. Moreover, the advec
üon of low-level moist air from Germany to northern France is simulated correcüy 
since errors in the wind direcüon are small, 
Therefore, the smoothing is caused more likely by spurious effects of the model formu-
laüon. As shown earlier in secüon 3.3, the smoothing effect depends on the verücal 
model resoluüon (cf. Figure 3-13) as the 40-layer model version preserveS the inversion 
base height. saturaüon, and the cloud top height at Paris in case B. 
Hence, several experiments have been carried out for case B with 20 layers (and with 
40 layers for case 'B0' with analysis üme at 0000 UTC, 27 November 1993) to examine 
the effect of different model components. All experiments statt from the same nudged 
analysis T2AFC-1Q (see Table 3-2), and consist of 12-hour forecasts, in which different 
model components are switched off in the prognosüo equaüons. 
Solar irradiaüon is found to have a negligible effect on the warming at the cloud top (in 
aecordance with observaüonal experience, cf. secüon 3.1.2). Eliminaüon of the thermal 
radiaüon term results in a faster dispersion of low cloud, i.e. the model s thermal radi
aüon helps to maintain the low süatus by radiaüona! cooling of the cloud top. Com-
pletely turning off the horizontal diffusion for the thermodynamic variables has a mar
ginal effect (apart from Payerne). If the same is done for the vertical diffusion. the 
inversion base becomes cooler, but not higher elevated. This tends to raise the cloud 
top due to increased relaüve humidity but otherwise results in less agreement with the 
observed profiles. Oniy if the advecüon for the humidity is turned off then the specific 
humidity of the analysis is largely preserved in the forecast. saturaüon is maintained, 
and the cloud top at Paris (Figure 3-32a) is lowered correcüy by merely one model layer. 
(This agreement with the observaüons certainly depends on the steadiness of the mete
orological situaüon.) 
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A sensitlvity of fog to the advection scheme used for the thermodynamic variables has 
already been noted by Ballard et al. (1991). Here, a 12-hour forecast has been made 
using a timestep of 10 seconds, or alternatively, the nudging and forecast period of 
case B has been recalculated with the 2-D Semi Lagrangian advection scheme 
(timestep: 240 seconds). In both experiments. the forccasted verücal structure at Paris 
and the low cloud cover is similar as in the reference experiment with Eulerian advec
üon and a ümestep of 90 seconds. This result, and the dependence on the verücal grid 
spacing, might indicate that the verücal rather than the horizontal part of the advec
üon contributes mainly to the smoothing. An alleviaüon of this smoothing effect can be 
achleved by extra verücal model resoluüon, or by using a different advecüon scheme, 
e.g. shape preserving, parücularly for humidity (as suggested by Tiedtke, 1994). 
In rough terrain, the issue is more complicated. At Payerne, the lowering of the inver
sion base to (close to) the ground, e.g. at +12 h in case B, happens even when the ad
vection of both the temperature and the humidity (i.e. total energy and total speeiße 
water content) is turned off (Figure 3-32b). It is the combinaüon of advecüon and (even 
reduced) diffusion that contribute to this mechanism. 
Due to the verücal smoothing, the effecüve model resoluüon is less than given by the 
thickness of the model layers. Hence, the nudging can inüoduce vertical scales not 
properly resolved by the present model in pracüce, and this can result in erroneous low 
süatus dissipaüon in the forecast. However, it is desiräble to have very strong verücal 
gradients with low stratus, and a data assimilaüon scheme providing such gradients is 
potenüally promising. It calls for an improvement of the model dynamics. 
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4 Control, refinement, and further äpplications of the 
nudging scheme 

Nudging schemes require the speciRcaüon of several parameters. e.g. the nudging coef
ficient, the horizontal correlation scale and the temporal weighting. No general theory 
exists (apart from the elegant, but computationally expensive adjoint methods) to de-
termine the Optimum values för these parameters, and the SpeciRcaüon has been 
guided by some simple considerations and the results of numericai experiments. The 
main goal of this chapter is to assess the sensitlvity of the scheme with respect to vari
ous parameters and components, to seek to optimize the parameter values, and to ex-
amine the impact of different data. Given the lack of suitable very high-quality gridded 
data sets for veriRcaüon, the OSSE (Observing System Simulation Experiment) ap
proach is adopted as the main experimental tool for this task, and applied to a variety 
of meteorological situations that pertain specifically to the Alpine region. Emphäsis is 
laid upon the elimination of pressure errors related to mesoscale cyclones (section 4.3), 
and of errors in preeipitation patterns associated with mesoscale convective Systems 
and fronts (section 4.4.3). As a Supplement, some real data experiments afe performed 
as well. This includes an examination of the scheme's effect on the mixed-layer depth 
in summertime conditions with weak winds and little cloudiness (section 4.4.2). Fi
nally, the OSSE approach allows consideration of the potenüal influence of hypotheü-
cal observing Systems which is deployed to address the impact of simulated hourly pro-
Hier observaüons in an exploratory case study (secüon 4.5). 

4.1 Experimental set-up 

4.1.1 The OSSE approach 
In this secüon, an account is given of the basic ideas of and implementaüon proce
dures ibr the OSSE approach, and a brief review of its limitaüons. 

A. Motivation ./br and basic idea qf the OSSE approch 
In the context of NWP the Performance of a data assimiiation scheme is mcasured in 
terms of Hdelity to observaüons and the accuraey of the analysis and parücularly the 
subsequent forecast. A limitaüon of real data experiments is that the analysis and fore
cast Heids cannot be veriHed against the realized state but oniy against (inaccurate 
and/or inadequate) observaüons or independent (but nevertheless imperfect) analyses. 
The operaüonal Deutschland Modell (DM) analyses are amongst the best available for 
the Alpine environs but, as shown earlier, they can contain unrealisüc structures nota-
bly near steep orography. Thus, there are limitaüons to veriHcaüon against independ
ent 3-D analyses. Rawinsonde observations are expected to have realisüc structures 
but these data are sparse compared to the model grid points. This makes it difRcultin 
individual cases to assess the horizontal error structure and renders difHcult the Urn
ing of the horizontal correlaüon scale. 
The OSSE approach circumvents these problems, albeit not withoüt inüoducing differ
ent shortcomings. In this approach, a reference aünosphefe' deRned as üuth is cre-
ated by integraüon of a reference model'. Data sets are exüacted from the reference at-
mospherc and deRned as (perfect) 'observaüons'. Systematic and random errors can be 
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added to these to create simulated 'observations' with observational errors, and this 
can include mimicking observing Systems that dö not (yet) exist. The pseudo-observa-
tions can then be assimilated into a model that starts from an initial condition different 
from the one used by the reference model. The difference between the assimiiation Inte
gration and the reference atmosphere is the 'error' of the assimiiation experiment. 
Historieal reviews and detailed discussions of the OSSE approach can be found in Gil
christ (1984) and Arnold and Dey (1986). In recent years. the approach has mainly 
been used to assess the potential beneßt of füture observing Systems (e.g. Kuo and 
Guo, 1989; Baker et al., 1995). and adopted for sensitivity tests on data assimiiation 
techniques and the influence of Observation errors (Spero et al., 1994; Chang and Holt, 
1994). 

B. Guiding principies and Hmitations 
To assess the potential benefit of observing Systems or to evaluate a given data assimi
iation scheme the guiding prlnciple is to set up the experiments as realistically as pos
sible. With respect to the observations. there are two constraints - (i) Observation errors 
should be simulated realistically, and (ii) simulated rawinsonde observations should be 
given at levels different from those of the assimiiation model. With respect to the mod
els, the constraint is that (iii) the reference atmosphere and the assimiiation model 
should relate to each other in the same way as the real atmosphere and the model. 
Since a model is always a simplißcaüon of the real atmosphere the assimiiation model 
should be less sophlsücated than the reference atmosphere (Arnold and Dey, 1986). 
This can be attained using a coarser grid and less physies. 
There are two basic approaches to set up an OSSE: the identieal twin experiments 
where the reference model and the assimiiation model are identieal (this clearly violates 
constraint (iii)), and the fraternal twin experiments where the two models are different. 
Direct inferenees from identieal twin experiments provide an optimistic estimate of an 
assimiiation system's Performance (cf. Atlas et al., 1985) for two main reasons. 
First, the forecast error can oniy result from alterihg the initial conditions. i.e. the oniy 
source of forecast error is the model's predictability error growth Since the physies and 
numerics are identieal (Wfiliamson, 1973). However, for the purpose of adjüsting data 
assimiiation parameters and refining the scheme this may be regarded as an adväntage 
sinee oniy the relative Performance for different parameter choices is relevant, and it 
renders easier the interpretation of the results. In the fraternal twin case, the relative 
Performance may be biased since it is possible that for a certain choice of parameters, 
the assimiiation scheme compensates for systematic errors of the assimiiation model 
with respect to the reference model. An analogous argumeht may be forwarded for us
ing imperfect lateral boundary conditions. 
Second, the simulated observations are fully compatible with the assimiiation model 
and with the lateral boundary conditions which is generally not true för real data. As a 
result, data are less llable to be rejected in the identieal twin approach (Morel et al., 
1971; Kasahara, 1972), and some of the variables may be implied to an unreallstic ex
tent by the other model variables. This is a general weakness of OSSE's as the fraternal 
twin approach is able to oniy reduce but not eliminate it, and it is likely to affect results 
also for the purpose of adjüsting nudging parameters. 
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FlGURE 4-1. Sketch of OSSE set-up. The initial condition of the reference atmosphere is deRned 
by DM analyses, or interpolated EM analyses in those cases where the stress lies on the assimi
iation of surface pressure. In one case the set-up has been modified to enhance a phase error (cf. 
section 4.3). For more detail, see text. 
The term error' denotes the difference between the assimiiation or control experiments and the 
reference atmosphere REFAT. 

C. The procedure; set up qf quasi identicai twin experiments 
To permit a clearer interpretation of results for the purpose of adjüsting data assimiia
tion parameters, the assimiiation model is chosen to be identieal to the reference model 
except for the lower vertical resolution (to satisfy constraint ii). The general set-up is 
sketched in Figure 4-1. Since the nudging has been shown in the previous chapter to 
significantly Improve the vertical structure with low stratus, a 12-hour nudging period 
is employed to deßne the initial condition of the reference atmosphere for those cases 
for which a detalled vertical structure is expected to be of primary importance (Table 
4-1). Also, the number of model layers is larger than for the other eases (Table 4-1). A 
24-hour forecast With strong horizontal diffusion produces initial conditions for the as
simiiation experiments that are expected to differ signißcanüy from the initial condi
tions of the reference atmosphere. In the ßrst 21 hours, lateral boundary ßelds from 
the EM forecast starüng at -24 h are used, and during the subsequent 3 hours, a 

cases with signißcant 
surface pressure errors 

cases with a focus on low 
stratus or precipitaüon 

iniüal condiüön of reference model DM or EM analysis 12-h nudging period 
number of layers of reference model 30 or 26 40 

number of layers of assimilaüon model 20 30 
domain size in grid points 97*109 or 121*109 97*91 

TABLE 4-1. Specificaüon of some model parameters for the OSSE set-up. Cases with signißcant 
surface pressure errors are cases G, H and I as deßned in secüon 4.1.2. 
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smooth transiüon is made to the EM analysis at +0 h. Thereafter, oniy forecast ßelds 
from the EM forecast starüng at +0 h are uSed äs lateral boundaries both for the refer
ence atmosphere and the assimilaüon experiments in order to rule out compensatory 
effects äs menüoned above. 

D. Sintmidted observations and speci/ied Observation errors 
Simulated observations are exüaeted from the reference atmosphere at exacüy those 
locaüons where observaüons of rawinsonde staüons and surface staüons have been 
available in reality. This includes the speciRcaüon of the same staüon heights so that 
the interpolaüon and weights are identicai to the real data case. 
Observaüon errors which are to be added to these perfect simulated observaüons 
should be realisüc. There are two sources of informaüon to esümate appropriate values 
for rawinsonde errors. The Rrst source are observaüonal studies. The total instrument 
error consists of a systemaüc error, a sonde error and a random error (Hooper, 1975). 
The values given in Table 4-2 are valid for Rxed pressure levels (i.e. pressure errors are 
included in the temperature, wind and humidity errors) and are an approximate aver-
age from the WMO Internaüonal Radiosonde Intercomparisons (Nash and Schmidlin, 
1987; Schmidlin, 1988; Ivanov et al., 1991), furthef observaüonal studies (Richner and 
Phillips. 1982; Anükainen and Hyvönen, 1983; Elliot and Gaffen. 1991; Nash, 1993; 
Nash, 1994) and differences of observaüons to Rrst guess Relds of NWP models (Oakley. 
1993). The systemaüc errors or biases of rawinsondes are üeated statistically, which 
allows the eomputaüon of rms errors. The second source of informaüon are rms error 
values used by other meteorological centers in operaüonal data assimilaüon schemes. 
Those values are model dependent as they include representaüveness errors of the ob
servaüons which are signißcant (Kitchen, 1989). The values given in Table 4-2 for the 
DM analysis correspond to the values used in the ECMWF O.I. scheme för North Amer
ican observaüons (ECMWF, 1992). 
The rms errors chosen to be added to the prefect simulated observaüons are somewhat 
opümisüc for winds. This is jusüßed since these errors grow with increasing wind 
speed (Nash and Schmidlin, 1987) and since the main süess of this study lies on situ-

observation errors surface 
pressure temperature reiative 

humidity 
wind 

components 
systematic errors (bias) 0.5 hPa - 0.35 K < 0.3 m/s 
sonde and random error - 0.5 hPa 0.2 K -3.5% 1 - 2 m/s 

rawinsonde measurement rmse 0.7 hPa 0.4 K - 6.1 1 - 2 m/s 
rawinsonde rmse in DM anaiysis - 0.55 hPa 2 - 3.8 m/s 
rawinsonde rmse used for OSSE 0.7 hPa 0.4 K. 6% 1.5 m/s 
surface Station rmse for OSSE 0.7 hPa 6% 2 m/s 
hourly proßler rmse for OSSE LOK 10% 1.5 m/s 

TABLE 4-2. Estimatlons of Observation errors for the Vaisala RS80 rawinsonde valid for beneath 
about 100 hPa (rows 1-3), observational errors for rawinsondes as used in the O.I. analysis for 
the DM (row 4) and Observation errors (independent from pressure level) as used for the OSSE's 
in this study (rows 5, 6). For further explanation, see text. 
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FlGURE 4-2. 3 domalns used for objective evaluation 
within the 97*91 grid point model domain. The two 
smaller domains are called Alpine domain and 
Swiss Plateau domain in the text. The 1000 m iso
line of the model orography is also shown. 

ations with rather weak winds. Relative^humidity observations are known to often con-
tain larger errors near Saturation or with very dry conditions (Schmidlin, 1993), above 
600 to 500 hPa, or due to lag errors in cases of dramatic changes of the environment 
(Connell and Miller, 1995). The assumed errors for surface Station observations are 
equal to the rawinsonde errors except for winds where a larger rms error accounts for 
local influences. The 6 % screen-level relative humidity Observation error agrees with 
the UKMO analysis correction scheme (Macpherson, 1995). 

E. Evaluation 
The experiments are evaluated both objectively and subjectively. Statistics are calcu-
lated for temperature, relative humidity, geopotential and winds at 300, 500, 700, 850, 
and 900 hPa and for surface pressure, screen-level temperature and humidity and 
10 m winds. Measures adopted are bias, absolute errors and rms errors ( - for wind 
oniy the rms of the speed of the wind vector errors are computed). In addition for pre
eipitation, the threat score (number of events forecasted and observed' above threshold 
divided by number of events forecasted or 'observed' above threshold) and bias score 
(number of events forecasted above threshold divided by number of events 'observed' 
above threshold) are determined for different thresholds (0.1, 2, 10, 30 mm per 6 hrs). 
The threat score is a measure for the spatial (and temporal) aceuracy of the forecast 
which is relatively insensitive to a bias. Threat scores and bias scores with thresholds 
of 20 % and 80 % are also computed for low cloudiness with low stratus cases. 
All statistics are computed on three domains (Figure 4-2): the whole model domain ex-
cluding the lateral boundary zone, an Alpine domain' in order to evaluate the scheme's 
Performance near in steep orography, and a Swiss Plateau domain' covering the envi
rons of the Swiss Plateau where operational verification scores have differed from other 
relatively flat areas due to the strong influence of the adjacent steep terrain. 

4.1.2 Definition of experimental set-up and case descriptions 
A large set of OSSE's (Table 4-3) has been carried out for up to 8 meteorological cases. 
The Rrst benchmarks are the control experiment and the nudging experiment with a 
Standard choice of parameters (see section 2.2). A first set of experiments is designed to 
facilitate the refinement of the scheme and involves tuning the temporal and horizontal 
weights and the nudging coefficient. In a second set, further components are examined 
in relation to the correction of the mass Reld in the free atmosphere. This includes the 
temperature correction for surface pressure nudging and the geostrophic wind correc-
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Experiment 
name 

temporal 
weight 
funetion 

horizontal 
correlaüon 
scale** (km) 

nudging 
coeff. (in 
IQ'" s*i) 

descripüon / remark 

CTRL (no nudging) 
NA lin. interpol. 130/220 Standard rawinsonde nudging 
NAW saw toöth 130/220 
NAwSl both 70 / 100 
NAwS2 both 130/130 correlaüon scale for humidity: 70 km 
NAwCL both 130/220 12 
NAwCS both 130/220 
TAwS both 100/100 short correlaüon scale 
TAwS-NOPS' case depend. 100/100 no surface pressure nudging 
TAwS-PS case depend. 100/100 nudging of surface pressure oniy 
TAws-TCOR case depend. 100/100 with temperature correcüon 
TAws-GEO * both 100/100 with geosüophic wind correction 
TAwS-MASS both 100/100 nudging mass Held oniy (incl. humidity) 
TAwS-WIND both 100/100 nudging wind Held oniy 
TAVS short saw t. 100 / 100 saw tooth üme window halfed 
TAw case depend. 130/220 with surface observaüons **** 
TAW-ISEN saw tooth 130/220 spreading along isentropes 
TAws-NOQ saw tooth case depend. no humidity nudging 
TAS 4DDA * lin. interpol. 100/100 nudging (4DDA) throughout the period 
TAS-TMIX * lin. interpol. 100/100 no temperature nudging in mixed layer 
PAvS-UV both 100/100 with additional hourly wind proßler data 
PAvS-UVT both 100 / 100 with wind + temperature proßler data 
PAvS-UVTg both 100/100 with wind, temp. + humidity proßler data 
TABLE 4-3. List of OSSE's discussed in subsequent. Oniy the ßrst 7 experiments are applied to 
all of the 8 meteorological cases. For deßniüons of weight funcüons, see secüon 2.2. 
About the convenüon for experiment names: 

the meaning of bold letters in the names is described by bold declaraüons in the 3 middle 
columns and by descripüons in the right column. 

small case letters denote that experiments have been carried out with and/or without the 
property symbolized by that letter. 

*: These experiments have also been carried out with real data. For a real data experiment ref-
ered to in the text. an R is preßxed to the name given in the Table. 
**: Notaüon: correlaüon scales for: upper air observaüons / surface pressure. 
***: Standard rawinsonde nudging: uses oniy rawinsonde data, deploys linear temporal interpo
laüon, lateral spreading along o-surfaces. other parameters as indieated in the table. 
****: In secüons 4.3 to 4.5, these experiments are often denoted Standard nudging' experiments 
(irrespecüve of the correlaüon scales or temporal weight funcüon) since they are the benchmark 
for the other experiments in these sections. 
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üon. In a third set, components that have a more local impact, like screen-level humid
ity data assimiiation, are examined in relation to meteorological phenomena that are 
sensitive to a variety of dynamical and physical processes and that are often character-
ized by strong vertical gradients or signißcant small-scale variability (e.g. preeipitation, 
boundary layer processes). In a ßnal set. the impact of simulated proßler observations 
is addressed in an exploratory case study. Real data experiments complement the 
OSSE's where appropriate. 
The seleetion of the meteorological cases has been guided by the aim of the Operation of 
the SM, that is to resolve and forecast meso-a to meso-ß-scale phenomena of relevance 
to forecasüng. With regard to the inßuence of iniüal condiüons, situaüons with modest 
advecüon are more signißcant. Therefore, two low süatus cases (AI, BÖ) and three 
summertime cases (D, E, F) with convecüon and precipitaüon have been selected. For 
the examinaüon of surface pressure assimilaüon, two eases (G, H) have been added 
that involve pronounced closed mesoscale cyclones. Finally, the set is complemented 
by a case dominated by süong northwesterly advection with the ihtenüon to test the 
Performance and stability of the scheme with süong large-scale forcing and to examine 
the impact of the geosüophic wind correcüon' with süong ageosüophic ßow over the 
Alps. 
The low süatus cases AI and BO have already been presented in chapter 3 (but note 
thät the iniüal üme for case BO is 24 hrs prior to the analysis üme of case B in chapter 
3). The remaining eases are brießy decribed here. 
CaseD; Imtial üme; 5 Juh/ 1993, 0000 UTC; summertime cold Jront 
A cold front üaversed toward very hot and humid air in the Alpine area during the 
evening of 5 July 1993. Lißüng caused violent thunderstorms and wide-spread precipi
taüon over most of the Alps and the regions north of it. Rain amounts in cenüal to 
northeastern Switzerland were 60 to 90 mm within 24 hours. The front was associated 
with a sharp turn of the low-level winds from southwest to north(east) and a wide-
spread temperature decrease of 13 K. 
Case E; Initial üme; 15 Juh/1993, 1200 UTC; meso-ß-scale morrtirtg conuecüon 
A frontal zone with moderate precipitaüon extending over Belgium to southern Ger
many was slowly moving eastward. Warm and humid air over Switzerland became un-
stäble due to slight upper-level cooling in the morning of 16 July. The resulting eohveĉ  
üon took the form 
of a chain of thunderstorms with heavy rain causing damage within a reiaüvely narrow 
band on the Swiss Plateau. The event was missed totally by all the NWP models ähd by 
the local forecasters. Underesümation of moisture in the analyses was deemed to be a 
conüibutory. For more detaüs on the meteorological situaüon, see Field Phase Report 
(1993) of POLLUMET. 
Case F; mitral time; 6 August 1994, 1200 UTC; mesoscale conuectiue Systems 
Hot and reiaüvely humid air and modest (south-)westerly winds above 800 hPa pre-
vailed in the environs of Switzerland on 6 and 7 August. Widespread convecüon and 
thunderstorms developed over the Alps in the evenings, and some moved onto the 
Swiss Plateau. Mesoscale convecüve Systems produced precipitaüon over eastern and 
northern France to southern Germany and the Czech Republic. A convective System 
approached western Switzerland in the evening of 7 August. 
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Case G; Initial time; 22 October J993, 0000 UTC; stationary c^ci^ne southutest qf the 
Gulf qf Genoa 

An upper-level trough extended southward to the western Mediterranean and ihdüeed 
a reiaüvely intense cyclone that stayed StaÜonary near Üie Cote d'Azur on October 22 
and 23. Moderate precipitaüon occured in the Alpine region and its environs. 
Case H; Zrtitial time; 28 March 1995, 1200 UTC; cut-qf/lou) passing ooer Germany 
A secondary mesoscale cyclone moved from England southeastward over Germany. As
sociated with it were warm cold fronts. Precipitaüon was süongest on the warm front 
region, but the northerly winds subsequent to the cold front pressed the cold humid air 
agalnst the Alps and caused persistent snowfall mainly along the northern slopes and 
foreland of the Alps. 
Case 1; Initial time; 27 January 1995, 0000 UTC; northtuesterly aduectton 
A süong northwesterly flow and a pronounced post-frontal pressure rise caused ageos
üophic flow over and around the Alps during 27 January. 

4.2 Benchmark experiments and tuning of nudging parameters 
Before presenüng the results on the tühing of the scheme's basic parameters it is ap-
propriate to address issues regarding the experimental set-up and the evaluaüon 
methods by discussing the conüol experiments CTRL without nudging and the Stand
ard rawinsonde nudging experiments NA. The evaluaüons in the present secüon are 
mainly staüsücal. 

4.2.1 Control experiment without nudging: influence of lateral boundaries 
The iniüal condiüons of the assimilaüon experiments are considerably degraded by the 
use of out-dated lateral boundary ßelds prior to the iniüal üme. The effect of the 
smooth üanslüon to perfect lateral boundary condiüons within the last 3 hours prior to 
the iniüal üme is evident in the iniüal condiüon by a narrow stripe of small errors at 
the lateral boundaries of the domain for instance in case G (Figure 4-3a). In large parts 
of the inner domain, surface pressure errors exceed 2-3 hPa. SubsequenÜy, the pres
sure errors decrease sharply in CTRL without any data assimilaüon due to the perfect' 
lateral boundaries (Figure 4-3b, c). The error decrease is süongest in the pressure 
ßelds (i.e. surface pressure and geopotenüal) since there is an integral inßuence of the 
lateral boundaries on the pressure ßeld (cf. Vukicevic and Peaglê  1989; cf. secüon 
2.3.3). This decrease is smallest in the environs of mesoscale cyclones or other mesos
cale structures that are not primarily a response of the large-scale ßow to orographical 
forcing. 
A generally weak sensiüvity of geopotenüal forecasts to the iniüal condiüon with limited 
ärea models has also been found by other authors (ef. Vukicevic and Errlco, 1990). 
However. recent sensiüvity analyses based on the adjoint method and on Singular vec-
tors have shown that error growth can also occur in mesoscale models (Errico et al.. 
1993), but the number of growing small-scale perturbaüons is reiaüvely small (Ehren
dorfer and Errico, 1995). 
For wind, temperature and humidity, the error decrease is found to be less pro
nounced, yet present in all cases (rms error decrease of about 20 - 30 %, mosüy con-
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FlGURE 4-3. Error (i.e. difference to reference atmosphere REFAT) of surface pressure (thin black 
contours and shading) of experiment CTRL for case G. Contour interval is 1 hPa (without 0 hPa 
contour), positive (negative) errors > 1 hPa are white (dark shaded). 
In panels b) and c), the 500 hPa geopotential error of CTRL (thick black contours, solid contour: 
+10 m, dashed contour: -10 m), and the reduced surface pressure of the reference atmosphere 
(grey contours. contour interval 2.5 hPa) are also shown. 
a): initial condition; b): +12 h (beginning of forecast period); c): +24 h. 

ßned to the ßrst 12 hours). In case I, the strong advection causes the initial errors to 
disappear almost entirely within 12 hours, leaving no scope for improvement during 
the 12-hour nudging period. 

4;2.2 Standard rawinsonde nudging experiment: a benchmark 
Generally, nudging is found to substantially decrease the bias and the Standard devia-
tion in Standard rawinsonde nudging experiment NA (cf. Table 4-3) both at the end of 
the nudging period and in the forecast period. The average rms error reduction is 20 -
50 % at the end of the nudging period and 10 - 30 % at + 36 h. Less or no improvement 
is achieved where CTRL errors are small. This applies particularly for surface pressure 
(for instance in case D). Comprehensive examinaüon indicates that there is a slight 
tendency for the nudging to be more beneßcial at low levels. The average relative rms 
error reduction is similar for wind, temperature or humidity, and it is also similar for 
the three verißcation domains (as defined at Figure 4-2). 

4.2.3 Horizontal weight funetion 
The horizontal weight functions are designed to model the horizontal forecast error cör
relätions. As opposed to data-poor areas, the errors mainly consist of small-scale strnc-
tures in data-rich areas like Central Europe (Lönnberg. 1992). The dependence of the 
appropriate scale for the nudging weight funetion on the data-density has been experi-
mentally conßrmed for instance by Kuo and Guo (1995). They obtained the best results 
for meso-ß-scale nudging if the (Cressman) radius of influence was comparable to the 
Station Separation. Unnecessary smoothing is expected with the use of a significantly 
larger scale (cf. Seaman et al., 1995). 
Since the EM Covers large data-poor areas. the optimal scales for the SM are expected 
to be smaller than those speeißed in Standard rawinsonde nudging experiment NA 
which are based on estimates for forecast errors of the EM. The increased small-scale 
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horizontal weight funetion (see (2-7)) example 1 example 2 
speeißed correlation scale of the horizontal weight funetion 130 km 70 km 

half width radius L for 1 Observation ( u;,(r=U = 0.5 ) 218 km 118 km 
effecüve half width radius L in the area between 2 observaüons ^ gg ^ 
separated by 250 km (typical for rawinsondes in Cenüal Europe) 

relaüve reducüon of L when second observaüon is added 38 % 25 % 
TABLE 4-4. Illusüaüon of the adaptaüon of the horizontal weighüng to the data density by the 
use of (2-5). The effecüve width of the narrower weight funcüon (example 2) is reduced less than 
that of the broader weight funcüon (example 1) when the data density is increased. 

variability of the model errors near steep orography should strengthen this expectaüon 
since rough terrain is signißcanüy more predominant in the SM than in the EM. 
However, the present nudging scheme in the SM is expected to be fairly insensiüve to 
the speeißed scale of the horizontal weight funcüon for three reasons: 
* The use of equaüon (2-5) for mulüple observaüons adjusts the effecüve scale to the 

data density to some degree as illusüated in Table 4-4. This will tend to make the 
scheme relatively insensiüve to variaüons of the speeißed scale of the horizontal 
weight funcüon provided that the average observaüon staüon separaüon is of the 
same order of magnitude as the (formal) half width radius of the horizontal weight 
funcüon (2-7). 

* In a recent study of Kuo and Guo (1995) who also used (2-5) to account for varying 
data density, oniy modest sensiüvity was observed unless the (Cressman) radius of 
inßuence was signißcanüy less than half the average staüon separaüon. (Apart 
from that study, this issue has been litüe addressed in the literature by means of 
nudging experiments.) 

* The O.I. method is well known to be insensiüve to large variaüons in the horizontal 
scale of error correlaüons given reiaüvely dense and accurate data (Seaman, 1992). 
In comparison, successive correcüon methods are found to be even less sensiüve 
(Homleid and Breivik, 1995), and since nudging consists of imposing successive 
correcüons during the forward integraüon of the model, this should also hold for 
nudging. 

This suggests that there is oniy a (modest) potenüal for a posiüve impact if the horizon
tal correlaüon scales are reduced by a considerable amount. This is tested in two ex
periments. In the ßrst experiment (NAS1. cf. Table 4-3) the correlaüon scales are al
most halved for all variables. In the second experiment (NAS2) this reducüon is 
restricted to humidity and surface pressure, based on the considerations that humidity 
generally has greater small-scale variability (cf. Zou et al., 1995) and that the synopüc 
scales (accounted for by the Standard weight funcüon of surface pressure, cf. Table 
2-1) are largely determined by the lateral boundary condiüons on the SM domain. 
The impact is marginal relaüve to Standard rawinsonde nudging (experiment NA) in 
both experiments and for all meteorological cases. At most, there is a tendency to a 
slight degradaüon of the middle- and upper-level ßelds in experiment NAS1. Note that 
although the atmospheric ßow has more small-scale structures over rough terrain gen
erally, the staüsücal evaluaüon does not indicate that shorter weight funcüons are ad-
vantageous over the Alps. Presumably, the sensiüvity is too weak. 
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4.2.4 Temporal weight funetion 
Here, the two temporal weight functions defined in section 2.2 are compared, i.e. linear 
temporal interpoiation over a maximum interval of 12 hours as used for instance by 
Stauffer and Seaman (1990) for a horizontal model resolution of 80 km and the saw 
tooth weight funetion as used operaüönally at the UKMO (Lorenc et al., 1991). The 
characterisüe Üme scale T̂  (where U!̂ (-T̂ /2<t<Te/2) > 0.5) for 12-hourly rawinsonde 
data is 6.5 hours för the linear interpolaüon, respecüvely 12 hours with a continuous 
assimilaüon cycle, and 3 hours for the saw tooth funcüon. Note thät the time scale is 
automaücally adjusted to high-frequency data. 
The üme scale should be chosen such that the spaüal and temporal wavelengths of the 
features to be änalyzed are resolved in a mutually consistent manner (Benjamin and 
Stamus, 1991). For a horizontal correlaüon half width radius L of about 220 km for a 
Single observaüon, the consistent üme scale is 6 hours for a 20 m/s advecüon. How
ever, for a typical mean rawinsonde staüon separaüon of around 250 km, the effecüve 
correlaüon half width radius is reduced to about 135 km (Table 4-4). It is even less if 
the speeißed correlaüon scale is reduced. Thus, a üme scale of about 3 hours appears 
to be appropriate. As for the shape of the temporal weight funcüon, Stensrud and Bao 
(1992) showed in a study with restricted validity that weights that peak at the observa
üon üme are preferable to linear temporal interpoiation because the variables vary in a 
quasi-quadraüc sense between Observation ümes. 
For the SM, experimental results reveal that there is not a clear difference in the overall 
Performance between the two formulaüons although the differences are signißcant in 
some of the cases. Linear temporal interpolaüon results in better simulaüons of per
sistent low süatus, parücularly in case AI and for real data. The saw tooth funcüon is 
clearly superior in cases F and H where advecüon signißcanüy changes the locaüön of 
persistent precipitaüng mesoscale Systems within the nudging period. Speeiße proper-
ües of the two concepts of temporal welghüng are discussed further for case H in sub
sequent secüons. In the other cases (D, E, G). the saw tooth funcüon is at most sllghÜy 
superior with respect to wind and humidity rms errors and precipitaüon scores. 
It should be menüoned that the perfect lateral boundary condiüons of the OSSE's tend 
to bias the results in favour of the saw tooth funcüon which modißes the perfect infor
maüon from the boundaries less süongly due to its shorter üme scale. This is parücu
larly true during the ßrst half of the nudging period as oniy few soundings are available 
at 0600 and 1800 UTC. The temporal variaüon in data density that occurs with the use 
of the saw tooth funcüon does not appear to have a Signißcant negaüve impact, possi-
bly because the sensiüvity of the forecast to observaüons valid for the end of the assim
ilaüon period is much greater than to earlier observaüons (cf. Bao and Errico, 1994). 

4.2.5 Nudging coefficient 
Opümal nudging coefßcients can oniy be determined with use of the computaüonally 
expensive adjolnt method (Zou et al., 1992; Stauffer and Bao. 1993). Simple physical 
consideraüons cohßne the ränge of reasonable values. If the nudging coefßcients are 
too small the observaüonal informaüon content won't be well uülized, and too large co
efßcients cause the arüßcial nudging effects to overwhelm the dynamics and to dlsrupt 
the model adjustment processes which spread the observaüonal informaüon through-
out the mode! domain. An attempt to put the specißcaüon on better grounds has been 
made by Brill et al. (1991) by relaüng the nudging coefßcients to parameters account-
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ing for the data aceuracy, but it left them with the need to specifiy these secondary pa
rameters based on subjective judgement. 
Commonly, a refinement öf the nudging eoefficients is obtained by comparing the Per
formance of the nudging scheme with various values for the coefßcients (cf, Krishna
murti et al., 1988; Wang and Warner, 1988; Ramamurthy and Xu. 1993; Guo and Kuo, 
1995). Here, the coefßeients are döubled in experiment NAwCL (cf. Table 4-3) and hal-
fed in experiment NAwCS reiative to the values (cf. Table 2-1) used in the Standard 
rawinsonde nudging experiment. 
Doubling substanüally degrades the analyses and parücularly the forecasts in all 
cases. Haiving of the coefßcients results in a modest deterioraüon of analyses ahd fore
casts when the saw tooth temporal weight funcüon is applied (experiment NAWCS). 
With linear temporal interpolaüon, the reducüon of the eoefßcient has a slight positive 
impact on änalyzed low-level wind and surface pressure. This may be explained by the 
fact that averaged over the nudging period, linear temporal interpolaüon produces 
larger weights. However. the forecasts With the original coefßcients are süll superior, 
parücularly at low levels and near steep orography. It indicates that the use of the orig
inal coefßcients conüols the large-scale error growth more efßciently in spite of dis-
turbing mesoscale structures developed by the model prior to the forecast period. In 
the Alpine and Swiss Plateau domains, the use of the original coefßcients is even more 
advantägeous relaüve to the reduced coefßcients. This indicates that near steep orogra
phy the model sustains and beneßts from a süonger forcing by nudging probably be
cause the dynamical and physical forcing itself is increased due to the orography. 

4.3 Correcting the mass ßeM in the free atmosphere 

4.3.1 Introduction 
This secüon addresses the problem of assimilaüng mass and wind ßeld data to correct 
errors in the mass ßeld, parücularly in the surface pressure. It has been shown in sec
üon 2.3.3 that simple nudging of a Single surface pressure observaüon is not success-
ful. but the geosüophic wind correction has a potenüal to enhance the assimilaüon of 
surface pressure data. 
The beneßt from hudging surface pressure data in the exüa-üopics has not been obvi-
ous in the past. The simulaüons of cyclogenesis by Brill et al. (1991) with a mesh width 
of 60 km were more accurate When surface pressure analyses were nudged in addiüon 
to 3-D analyses. Yet in a companion paper (Manobianco et al., 1991), nudging towards 
addiüonal. subjecüve surface pressure analyses in a data-vold area failed to produce a 
realisüc simulaüon of cyclogenesis over the ocean since the model was apparenüy una-
ble to disüibute the corrected total mass correctly in the verücal and to simulate the 
adjustments between the mass and momentum ßelds. Ramamurthy and Xu (1993) 
found that the oniy impact was a reducüon of the spurious pillow effect which is a 
high-frequency oscillation of the total mass in a limited area model due to inconsisten-
eies at the lateral boundaries. As in Brill et al. (1991), surface pressure nudging af-
fected mainly wavelengths of ät least 2000 km. Little is known aboüt surfaee pressure 
nudging in meso-ß-scale, although it is applied operaüönally with geosüophic wind 
corrections to the UKMO meso-ß-scale model (Lorenc et al., 1991). 



FlGURE 4-4. Error (i.e. difference to REFAT) of surface pressure (contours and shading as in Fig
ure 4-3) and of 500 hPa geopotential (thick black contours, solid contour: +10 m, dashed con
tour: -10 m) for case G. 
a): Experiment TAWS, +12 h (end of nudging period); b): TAWS, +24 h; 
c): TAWS-GEO (with geostrophic wind correction). +12 h; d): TAWS-GEO. +24 h. 

In the light of this, surface pressure nudging is anticipated to have quite a small effect 
in the SM for three reasons. First, no pillow effect is observed in the SM. Second. the 
SM domain is much smaller than that used in the quoted studies, and the synoptic 
scales are largely determined by the lateral boundary condition. Third, the scales that 
have been found to be primarily affected by surface pressure nudging are already well 
resolved by rawinsonde data covering the SM domain relatively uniformly. 
The issüe is best examined in meteorological cases where areas with signißcant surface 
pressure errors in CTRL provide a considerable scope for improvement by nudging. Ac-
cording to secüon 4.2.1, such errors preferably pertain to the environs of mesoscale cy-
clones for which the inßuence of the lateral boundaries is reiaüvely small. 
Cases G and H with mesoscale cyclones within an enlarged model domain have been 
selected for that purpose. They substanüally dÜYer from each other in four aspects. In 
case G, the cyclone is (i) approximately staüonary (ü) with its center over the data-void 
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sea, and (iii) it extends throughout the troposphere. The 500 hPa geopotential ßeld of 
CTRL (iv) exhibits a pattern with large errors (apart from areas close to the lateral 
boundary zone) which generally correlates reasonably with the surface pressure error 
pattern at the end of the assimßation period (Figure 4-lb). In case H, the secondary 
cut-off low is (i) propagating fairly fast (ii) over a data-rich area, and (iii) the disturbance 
in the pressure, temperature and wind ßeld is largely conßned to the lower tropo
sphere. Thus; the error structure (iv), for instance of temperature, is more shallöw than 
in case G, and 500 hPa geopotential errors are comparatiyely small. The phase error of 
the cyclone in the initial condition of the control and assimiiation experiments (see Fig
ure 4-1) is enhanced by integrating the model forward from +00 h to +06 h using lateral 
boundary ßelds from +00 h to +03 h. The resulting model state is assigned to the time 
+03 h and forms the initial condition of a 9 h nudging period. 

4.3.2 Standard nudging and the influenae of surface pressure nudging 
Case G 
Nudging with Standard parameters, except for the narrow horizontal weight funetion 
and the use of the saw tooth temporal weight funetion (experiment TAWS, cf. Table 
4-3), sets the benchmark and reduces temperature and geopotential errors by 50 to 
80 % relative to CTRL during the nudging period. It adjusts the surface pressure cor
rectly (Figure 4-4a) except in the vicinity of the closed mesoscale cyclone (error reduc
tion: 50 % ) . The 500 hPa geopotential errors are mainly conßned to data-void areas 
over the northwestern Mediterreanean. Consequently, the lower troposphere is still a 
bit too cold over northern Italy and southeastern France (despite error reduction of 
80 % ) . 12 hours later, the relation between the magnitude of errors of TAWS (Figure 
4-4b) and CTRL (Figure 4-3c) is similar. 
Thus, surface pressure is corrected far more successfully in this experiment with real
istic data density compared to nudging of a Single surface pressure Observation in sec
tion 2.3.3. However, nudging experiments which do not assimilate surface pressure 
data (TAWS-NOPS). or use exclusively surface pressure data (TAWS-PS) indicate that 
the contribution of surface pressure nudging to the reduction of the pressure errors is 
small (at most 0.5 hPa) and mainly conßned to the largest scales. 
CaseH 
The main shortcoming of CTRL (Figure 4-5) consists of the cut-off low being too weak 
and having propagated too far (south-) east which results in surface pressure errors ex-
ceeding ±6 hPa at +12 h (i.e. at the end of the nudging period). Whereas a relatively 
sharp warm front at 850 hPa is passing the Upper Rhine Valley in the reference atmosi 
phere, it is spread out in CTRL from southern Germany to eastern Austria, and the 
cold front over northeastern France is displaced to the south. These differences, partic
ularly in the pressure ßeld, qualitatively persist up to about +24 h when the cut-off low 
is about to cross the eastern boundary of the model domain. 
Nudging during 9 hours with Standard parameters (experiment TAS, cf. Table 4-3) and 
linear temporal interpoiation largely corrects the position errors of both the cut-off low 
and the fronts (Figure 4-5c) but tends to smooth horizontal gradients. Thus, the fronts 
are smeared out, and the surface pressure is too high by about 2-3 hPa in the center 
of the cut-off low and around the fronts. The time series of the 850 hPa temperature 
over Munich reßects these results. The fronts cross Munich too early in CTRL, and the 
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FlGURE 4-5. a) - c): Case H at the end of the nudging period (+12 h). 
a): reference atmosphere; b): CTRL; c): Standard nudging experiment TAS. Displayed ßelds: 
- reduced surface pressure: black contours in 2.5 hPa intervals, thick contours for < 995 hPa; 
- surface pressure error: extreme values and shading where errors exceed 2 hPa; darker 

shading for positive errors, lighter shading for negative errors; 
- 850 hPa temperature: thick grey lines, oniy contours OK. -2K, -4K. -6K north of the Alps 

(this includes the strongest gradients at the warm and cold fronts); 
+ locaüons of rawinsonde stations available at the end of the nudging period: black dots. 
d): Time series of 850 hPa temperature at Munich (its location is denoted by the encircled black 
dot in a)). Solid: reference atmosphere; dotted: CTRL; dashed: TAS; dash-dotted: TAVS (with 
shortened saw tooth temporal weight funetion). 

temperature maximum after the warm front is 1 K too high. This is corrected in TAS, 
although some fine scale structures of the frontal temperature rise are completely 
smoothed. 
Excluding surface pressure data from nudging, or nudging of surface pressure data 
alone has even a smaller impact than in case G. This is not surprising since errors that 
are largely confined to the lower troposphere as in case H can hardly be expected to be 
corrected by nudging a vertically integrated quantity such as surface pressure. 
The question arises about the cause of the smoothing of the gradients observed in the 
nudging experiments in this case. It is hypothesized that the linear temporal interpola-
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üon of temperature or wind or both may contribute to that smoothing. Using the saw 
tooth temporal weight funcüon instead corrects indeed the cenüal surface pressure of 
the cut-off low almost perfectly without substanüally smoothing the horizontal temper
ature gradients but it does not fully correct the phase error. In experiment TAVS (Fig
ure 4-6b), the nudging time scale is reduced further by shortening the saw tooth func
üon so that nudging starts 2 hours instead of 5 hours prior to an observaüon. The 
effect of that shortening is not signißcant at the end of the nudging period except in the 
northwestern part of the domain, where the surface pressure errors are smaller as the 
perfect informaüon advected from the lateral boundaries is less modißed. It results in 
the smallest pressure errors of all assimilaüon experiments at +24 h, but that is at 
least partly attributable to the speeiße experimental set-up with perfect lateral bound
ary ßelds. The Munich üme series (Figure 4-5d) also indicate that the phase error espe
cially of the warm front is not fully corrected earlier in the forecast period. Whether the 
smoothing is attributable to the temporal interpolaüon of observed wind or tempera
ture or both will be examined in secüon 4,3.4. 

4.3.3 Attempts to enhance the assimiiation of surface pressure data 
Since the contribution of surface pressure nudging to the reducüon of the pressure er
rors is small in cases G and H. it is appropriate to test the correcüons which are de-
vised to enhance the assimilaüon of surface pressure data (see chapter 2). 
The temperature correcüon is designed to keep direct üpper süatospheric changes 
small even in case of large direct effects of surface pressure nudging at low levels. Since 
surface pressure nudging without correcüon has had a very small effect throughout 
the atmosphere the main effect of the correcüon is expected at low levels. This is indeed 
found in the experimental application (TAWS-TCOR). However, both in cases G and H, 
the impact on the forecasts is not signißcant. 
Several restricüons (see Table 4-5) are imposed on the geosüophic wind correcüon in 
cases G and H (experiment TAwS-GEO, cf. Table 4-3) to diminish unrealisüc effects 

Hmitaüon or weighting reason 

general weight factor: 
(0.5 or) 0.9 

füll geosüophy of analysis increments is unrealisüc in 
the mesoscale (cf. Schlatter and Carriere, 1991). 0.5 is 
used by Lorenc et al. (1991); 0.9 renders larger the cor
recüon, allowing a clearer characterizaüon of its effects 

general upper limit: 
(4 or) 10 m/s per hour 

wind correcüon may get too large where nudging sub
stanüally increases geopotenüal gradients. Such an in
crease preferably occurs at mesoscale cycldnes where 
the curved flow is often substanüally ageosüophic 

horizontal weight: 
zero within lateral boundary zone, 
increasing to 1 within 4 grid pts. 

unrealisüc geopotenüal gradients must be expected near 
the lateral boundaries 

verücai weight: 
parabolic (as a funcüon of model 
layers), 1 at 650 hPa, 0 at the 
ground and above 240 hPa 

near the surface, the flow ßeld is likely to be Süongly 
ageosüophic 

in the upper atmosphere, biased temperature observa
üons could leäd to süong erroneous geosüophic winds 

TABLE 4-5. DescripÜOn of the restricüons imposed on the füll geosüophic wind correcüon in 
cases G and H. 
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FlGURE 4-6. Reduced surface pressure, surface pressure error and 850 hPa temperature for case 
H at the end of the nudging period (+12 h) as at Figure 4-5. a): TAS-GEO (with geostrophic wind 
correction); b): TAVS (with a shortened saw tooth shaped temporal weight funetion); c): TAS-
MASS (nudging mass ßeld oniy); d): TAS-WIND (nudging wind ßeld oniy). 

which pertain particularly to the mesoscale. If a gridded Held of 46 simulated 'buoy' 
Surface pressure observations on the Mediterranean is addiüonally nudged in case G, 
the characterisüe properties of the impact of the geostrophic wind correction is similar 
in cases G and H. At the end of the nudging period (Figure 4-6a for case H), the correc
tion improves the surface pressure (by up to 2 hPa) and 500 hPa geopotential near the 
centers of the cyclones (i.e. in the areas with the largest pressure errors in TAwS). How
ever, it has little inHuence on the temperature gradients of the fronts or on the pressure 
errors in their vicinity. Mbreover, it introduces 'secondary' surface pressure errors (also 
up to 2 hPa), e.g. near the lateral boundaries. The net effect of the correction on the 
wind Held does not show much of the expected features, like e.g. a cyclonic circulaüon 
around the areas where the surface pressure has been too high in TAwS. With the use 
of the geostrophic correcüon, the feedback mechanisms between wind and mass Held 
become complex, and adjustment processes largely cancel the effects of the geosüophic 
correcüon in the forecast period. 
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If the additional buoy' surfaee pressure data are not used in case G, the secondary er
rors Over the sea are more than doubled at the end of the nudging period (Figure 4-4c), 
and the (12-hour) forecast errors in the center of the cyclone clearly exceed those of ex
periment TAWS (without geostrophic correction) ät +24 h (Figure 4-4d). Thus, the geos
trophic wind correction makes the scheme more sensitive to the lack of data over the 
sea, and possibly to variations in data density in general. 
Very little (positive or negative) impact is observed in case I where a geostrophic correc
tion is expected to be clearly inappropriate for the pronounced ageosüophic flow 
around the Alps. Note however that the strong advection of perfect informaüon from 
the lateral boundaries sweeps the errors rapidly away. 

4.3.4 The inGuence pf wind and temperature data, and the link to geostrophic 
adjustment theory 

Here, the quesüon addressed is whether some results of the idealized experiments with 
Single observaüons (section 2.3.4) regarding the applicability of the geosüophic adjust
ment theory eah be generalized to realisüc condiüons with a realisüc variety and den
sity of data. For that purpose. experiments are carried out for cases G and H where 
oniy the mass field including humidity (experiment TAwS-MASS, cf. Table 4-3) or the 
wind Reld (TAwS-WIND) is nudged. The focus is on the correcüon of the mass and wind 
ßelds in areas where major errors occur, i.e. in the (farther) environs of the cyclones 
rather than specißcally near steep orography as in Secüon 2.3. A second purpose of 
these experiments is to ßnd out whether the smoothing of horizontal gradients in case 
H can be assigned to the nudging of either wind or temperature. 
At the end of the nudging period, nudging effects that are common to cases G and H 
generally tend to agree qualitaüvely with those results of the idealized experiments that 
are not direcüy related to orography. Mass ßeld nudging yields its main impaet on geo
potenüal ahd wind by nudging temperature. In cases G and H, temperature nudging is 
effecüve in reducing the statisücal temperature error measures (by 30 % relaüve to 
CTRL) and (by 50 to 80 %) mean temperature errors of the lower üoposphere (beneath 
500 hPa). There, verücal error cörrelätions are relatively narrow, and the adjustments 
required to eliminate the errors are likely to be rather shallöw. In conüast, low-level 
temperature beneßts less from wind ßeld nudging which is found to be more effecüve in 
correcting the winds änd the 500 hPa geopotenüal (by 20 to 60 % ) . Wind ßeld nudging 
should try to minimize wind errors thoughout the atmosphere. Then, it föllows that the 
smallest wind errors are obtained if the geosüophic wind (and geopotenüal) errors are 
minimlzed in the middle of the atmosphere rather than at its bottom or top. Thus, it 
appears that also in realisüc cases the geosüophic adjusünent theory may provide a 
guideline for roughly esümaüng some aspects of the impact of nudging surface pres
sure (see further above), wind, and temperature in the SM. 
However, there are limitaüons to this. Adjusünent processes and the inßuence of the 
lateral boundaries render the error süuctures of the 12-hour forecasts after wind ßeld 
or mass ßeld nudging reiaüvely similar to each other, notably in case G. In this case, 
the forecast after mass ßeld nudging is slighüy superior. In case H, factors not ac
counted for by the geosüophic theory are important. Nudging of the wind ßeld corrects 
oniy about half of the phase error (Figure 4-6d) but preservcs the horizontal tempera
ture gradients and corrects the cenüal pressure of the cut-off low. In conüast, mass 
ßeld nudging (Figure 4-6c) eliminates the phase errors but smoothes horizontal and 
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temporal gradients at the rapidly propagating fronts and cut-off low. The smoothing oc
curs as an effect of nudging towards temporally linearly interpolated temperature data 
over a time interval for which linearity in temperature is a bad approximation around 
the warm (and cold) front. Without nudging of wind this obviously leads to imbalances 
(as indieated by large upper-level wind errors), to re-adjustments to the (correctly äna
lyzed) phase, and to a somewhat inferior forecast (which is nevertheless superior to 
CTRL). 
The overall Performance of mass ßeld nudging for correcting the mass and wind ßelds 
in cases G and H is oniy slightly inferior to that of wind ßeld nudging. As temperature 
nudging imposes by far the greatest impact of mass ßeld nudging in this context, this 
tends to oppose a number of studies that suggest that wind ßeld nudging is signiß
canüy more effecüve than temperature nudging, especially in the mesoscale (cf. Rama
murthy and Cart., 1988; Kuo and Guo, 1989; Ramamurthy and Xu, 1993; Kuo et al., 
1993). 

4.3.5 Real data experiments 
Finally, as simulated observaüons may have somewhat different properües than real 
data, for instance regarding their compaübility with the model (cf. secüon 4.1.1), the 
inßuence of surface pressure data and the geosüophic wind correcüon have been 
tested with real data replacing the simulated data in cases G and H. (In the largely sta-
üonary case G, the nudging period is postponed by 12 hours for a purely pracücal rea
son.) Surface pressure and 500 hPa geopotenüal ßelds of the assimilaüon experiments 
are compared to operaüonal SM analyses. It is assumed that especially surface pres
sure analyses of the operaüonal SM should be of a sufßciently high quality to serve as 
reference since (reduced) surface pressure has reiaüvely litüe small-scale variaüon and 
is well resolved by the surface staüon network, and since the ßrst guesses available for 
the SM (EM) analyses are likely to be substanüally superior to the degraded model 
states from which the nudging starts in the present experiments (notably in case H). 
As in the OSSE's, exclüding surface pressure from the füll data set to be nudged has 
marginal impact. Also, adding geosüophic winds corrects a signißcant part of the sur
face pressure errors in the vicinity of the cyclones. but ihüoduces secondary errors 
near the lateral boundaries. The subsequent 12-hour forecasts (+24 h) compare more 
favourably with the forecasts starüng from the operaüonal analyses at +12 h. but not 
with the operaüonal analyses valid for +24 h. Thus, the beneßt from the geosüophic 
wind correcüon is at best small, and the results basically conßrm the OSSE results. 

4.4 Boundary layer, humidity and preeipitation 
Whilst the previous secüon was concerned with the reiaüvely large-scale mass (and 
wind) ßeld of the free atmosphere of which a good Simulation forms the basis of a good 
forecast this secüon addresses more local aspects of the nudging scheme and of mete
orological phenomena which are relevant for modelling and forecasüng important 
weather parameters at or close to the surface. Speeiße issues are winterüme low stra
tus. the impact of nudging on the model mixed-layer depth and its diurnal variaüon in 
summerüme cases with reiaüvely weak winds and litüe cloudiness. the Performance of 
the nudging scheme in relaüon to the simulaüon and predicüon of precipitaüon, and 
the inßuence of assimüaüng temperature, wind, and humidity data on precipitaüon. 
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4.4 1 Wintertime low stratus 
The motivation here is to provide objective measures to conßrm some of the results of 
chapter 3. Threat scores are computed for low cloudiness using the OSSE approach. It 
is noted that such measures are of rather limited value (as pointed out in chapter 3) in 
the context of orographical effects on low stratus, and they should be regarded merely 
as a Supplement and partly as conßrmation of the subjective evaluations done chapter 
3. 
In case AI, low cloudiness threat scores (Figure 4-7) of CTRL for the Alpine and the 
Swiss Plateau domains are below O.ß up to +24 h and then rise sharply whilst in case 
BO, the scores increase far more rapidly (up to 0.85). In both eases, there is a diminish-
ing negative bias of low cloudiness prior to +30 h. Thus, the degraded initial state of 
CTRL adversely affects the forecast of low stratus by a significant deficit of cloudiness 
up +24 h. 
Standard nudging of rawinsonde data (with the saw tooth temporal weight funetion, ex
periment NAW) increases low stratus and improves the scores on each domain in case 
BO and (up to +24 h) on the Alpine domain in caSe AI (Figüre 4-7a). However, it does 
not improve low stratus on the Swiss Plateau domain in case AI (Figure 4-7b). A con-
siderable part of the latter domain is substanüally influenced by the simulated Stutt
gart and Munich soundings which do not indieate Saturaüon. Thus, local informaüon 
is needed as the horizontal extent of the süatus is limited in this case. Such informa
üon is apparenüy provided by assimilaüng humidity surface observations in TAW, 
which enhances the threat scores in the Alpine and parücularly the Swiss Plateau do
main (Figure 4-7) at the end of the nudging period. However, this improvement is pre-
served oniy for süong cloudiness (i.e. for a threat score threshold of 80 %, as opposed 
to areas, where light cloudiness is included by a threat score threshold of 20 %) and 
oniy for 6 hours. As the beneßt of the screen-level humidity data lasts no longer than in 
the real data experiments (cf. secüon 3.5), this fast decrease of impact in the forecast 
period is not attributable to inconsistency of the model's boundary layer parameteriza-
üon with real data of screen-level humidity or to representaüveness errors of these data 
caused by local inßuences. The decrease is rather likely due to the limitaüon of the 
spaüal inßuence of these data or due to a thermal structure in the model that is ineon-
sistent with the humidity structure resulting after the assimilaüon period. Finally, lat
eral spreading along isenüopes as opposed to o-surfaces has a very limited impact in 
the OSSE framework (cf. Figure 4-7). 

FlGURB 4-7. Evoluüon of low 
cloudiness threat scores (cf. 
section 4.1.1) for OSSE case 
AI. a): Alpine domain (cf. 
Figure 4-2). cloud cover 
threshold: 20 % ; b): Swiss 
Plateau domain. threshold: 
80 %. Solid: CTRL; dotted: 
NAW (oniy rawinsonde data); 
dashed: TAW (with addi-
üonal screen-level data); 
dash-dotted: TAW-ISEN (lat
eral spreading along isenüo
pes). Nudging ends at +12 h. 
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4.4.2 Mixed layer and its depth in summertime conditions with weak winds and 
little cloudiness 

A realistic modelling of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) and the vertical turbulent 
exchange of mass and momentum is of primary importance not oniy for the determiha
tion of near-surface parameters, but also for the Simulation of relevant meteorological 
phenomena such as low stratus or convecüon, and of üansport processes of üacers. 
The mixed-layer depth and Its diurnal variaüon influence the concentration of pollut-
ants such as ozone in typical sunny summertime smog condiüons with little large-scale 
forcing or deep convecüon - an issue addressed in the Swiss ßeld experiment POL-
LUMET (POLLUMET, 1996). Here, we merely examine the effect of the nudging on the 
internal conslstency of the SM, i.e. on the mixed-layer depth, and compare its thermal 
structure to routine rawinsonde measurements. This is in part moüvated by the results 
of Stauffer et al. (1991). Nudging towards 12-hourly temperature analyses also within 
the PBL led tö an almost eomplete collapse of the mixed-layer depth during the dayüme 
and thus to a breakdown of the diurmal cycle of the PBL. However, Seaman et al. 
(1995) süessed that this problem was mosüy a consequence of the diagnosüc tech
niqüe used to deßne the mixed-layer depth in their PBL parameterizaüon. By deploying 
the observaüon nudging approach for reiaüvely high-frequency (3 to 6 hourly) tempera
ture soundings from a high-resoluüon rawinsonde network also within the PBL, Sea
man et al. (1995) achieved a very realisüc mixed-layer depth even in complex terrain 
with süongly heated summertime condiüons. 
In the SM, the mixed-layer depth can be diagnosed from in situ turbulent süess which 
determines the verücal turbulent ßuxes. Time series of mixed-layer depth are subjec-
üvely evaluated at various grid points in the vieihity of the Alps with a föcus on the di
urnal variaüon in the summertime cases D and F. (In case E, which was during a POL
LUMET IOP, diurnal variaüons were small due to signißcant cloudiness.) Conüol 
experiment CTRLA Is identicai to the eomplete 30-layer OSSE CTRL integraüon except 
that the horizontal diffusion is reduced (by a factor of 5 relaüve to the operaüonal 
value) also during the ßrst 24-hour (pre-OSSE) period (cf. Figure 4-1). Although OSSE's 
have been examined as well, the emphasis is on real-däta experiments since the model 
boundary layer may have properües different from reality, and this could render real 
data more incompaüble with the model (than simulated model data) and provide a po
tenüal for dlsrupüng the simulaüon of the mixed layer and its depth (cf. Stauffer et al., 
1991). 
To illusüate the inßuence of the nudging, two examples of mixed-layer depth üme se
ries are selected (Figure 4-8a, b) for their pronounced and reiaüvely cöhünuous diurnal 
Signal üp to +40 h. (Thereaßer. convecüve Systems and precipitaüon inßuenced the 
mixed-layer evoluüon.) The diurnal cycle of the CTRLA and RTAS-4DDA (Standard 
nudging throughout the period with linear temporal interpolaüon) mixed-layer depth 
agree well with general conceptual models of the PBL (cf. Stull, 1988): a rapid increase 
in the morning düe to solar radiaüve heaüng of the surface, reiaüvely litüe change in 
the afternoon, and a sudden breakdown in the evening due to (longwave) radiaüve cool
ing at the surface which induces the generaüon of a stable nocturnal boundary layer 
topped by a residual layer. 
However, the nudging in experiment RTAS-4DDA reduces the mixed layer depth rela
üve to CTRLA, especially in the afternoon. In a free forecast starüng at noon after a 
nudging period, the inßuence of the nudgihg on the growth rate of the mixed-layer 
depth is quickly lost, but the effect of the corrected 'iniüal condiüon' at 1200 UTC per-
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FlGURE 4-8. Top row: time series of mixed-layer depth (in metres). a) for case D at Munich; b) for 
case F at Stuttgart. Solid: CTRL; dotted: RTAS-4DDA (continuous Standard nudging of real data 
throughout the period with linear temporal interpoiation); dash-dotted: as RTAS-4DDA, but free 
forecast after +12 h; dashed: RTAS-TMIX (as RTAS-4DDA (i.e. also continuous nudging through
out the period), but without temperature nudging within the mixed layer). 
Bottom rows: vertical profiles as at Figure 3-7 (emagramme with temperature and dewpoint, hor
izontal wind). The following profiles are shown (wind columns from left to right): solid lines: Ob
servation; circles: CTRL; triangles: RTAS-4DDA: crosses (for i) oniy): RTAS-TMIX. c): case D, +12 
h (valid for 1200 UTC, 4 July 1993); d): case D, +24 h; e): case D. +36 h; fj: case F, +24 h (valid 
for 1200 UTC, 6 August 1994). 
The stepwlse rise in the mixed-layer depth üme series during the forenoon refiects the increasing 
number of turbulent model layers, and this number of layers can be compared to the number of 
layers (denoted with Symbols, except for the lowest model layer) with constant potenüal tempera
ture and speeiße water content in the verücal proßles at noon. 
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sists up to the breakdown of the mixed-layer depth in the evening (cf. Figure 4-8a). If 
temperature is not nudged within the mixed-layer (experiment RTAS-TMIX, with nudg
ing throughout the period) as proposed by Stauffer et al. (1991), the mixed-layer depth 
is often very close to that of CTRLA. Thus, the temperature nudging within the mixed 
läyer is the major factor to the reduction of its depth, and the question arises whether 
this results in a better agreement with reality. 
Gassner (1995) computed the SM mixed-layer depth using a criterion on the vertical 
proßle of potential temperature, compared it to Doppler-SODAR measurements, and 
found that the diurnal maximum of the SM mixed-layer depth generally tends to be too 
high ahd by several hours too late in the afternoon. Note however, that observed (and 
modelled) mixed-layer depth values for the late afternoon are subject to great uncer-
tainty (Gassner, 1995; Beyrich and Görsdorf, 1995). 
Here, the comparison of model and observed mixed-layer depths is based on 1200 UTC 
vertical profiles of temperature and humidity. For this date, the height of (vertically) 
constant model values of potential temperature and speeiße water vapour content (as 
an alternative deßnition for the mixed-layer depth) is found to generally agree well with 
the model's mixed-layer depth from time series. 
Figure 4-8 illustrates for the same examples as above that if continuous nudging is ap
plied also in the boundary layer (experiment RTAŜ 4DDA), the model ßts the observed 
mixed-layer depth as derived from the rawinsonde proßles far better than without 
nudging (CTRLA). In CTRLA, the mixed layer is 1 to 3 model layers too deep and too 
warm (probably partly due to incorrect surface heat ßuxes), and the excess of low-level 
heat persists during the night, i.e. throughout the diurnal cycle. In case F, the pro
nounced observed capping inversion at Stuttgart at noon (+24 h) is likely to hinder the 
growth of the mixed layer in the afternoon. This is simulated well by RTAS-4DDA 
whilst the other experiments (CTRLA and RTAS-TMIX) faii to indicate the inversion and 
exhibit a strong increase of the mixed-layer depth. Similar differences have been ob
tained at other locations. Note that nudging in RTAS-4DDA also corrects most of the 
wind, temperature, and humidity errors which are oßen signißcant in CTRLA within 
the daytime mixed layer or nocturna! residual layer (see Figure 4-8). 
In eonclusion, nudging towards routine rawinsonde (and surface humidity) data, in
cluding nudging of temperature proßles within the mixed layer, is fairly effecüve in Cor̂  
recüng the evoluüon of the mixed layer, namely its depth, wind and temperature, in 
typical sunny summerüme condiüons prone to smog. In such cases, the nudging ap
proach has a good potenüal to signißcanüy improve diagnosüc data sets geherated with 
the SM. However in a forecast, the positive impact of the nudging on the mixed-layer 
depth disappears within 6 to 12 hours. 

4.4.3 Preeipitation 
Verißcaüon of precipitaüon is parücularly valuable. Precipitaüon is the result of, and 
highly sensiüve to, many complex dynamical and physical processes acüve on all 
scales of moüon, and it is usually characterized by a signißcant small-scale variability. 
This makes it very difßcult to simuiate it aceurately. At the same üme, it is (one of) the 
primary goal(s) of most mesoscale models (and in particular of the SM) to deliver accu
rate and detailed precipitaüon forecasts. Furthermore, it is not an assimilated variable 
itself, so that an increase of the precipitaüon forecast quality oßen requires an im
provement of the ßelds of several, if not all, the primitive variables. 
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To this end, OSSE's have been evaluated for cases D, E, F, G and H. In the absence of 
high quality real-data preeipitation analyses, the approach is an efficient tool for the 
reßnement of the nudging scheme since the experimental set-up should have less im
pact on the relative than absolute forecast quality. This allows to address specific prob
lems related to preeipitation, e.g. the beneßt from nudging humidity. The Performance 
of the scheme is illustrated for cases F, G and H. 

A; Case F; correction Opposition qf mesoscaie convective Systems 
Case F is selected here for the occurence of signißcant position errors of mesoscale con
vective Systems in CTRL and for the remarkable Performance of the nudging scheme. 
The 850 hPa geopotential ßeld is generally ßat, but a considerable low-tropospheric 
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FlGURE 4-9. Synopüc evaluatlon of 6-hour -
ly preeipitation for OSSE case F at +36 h. 
a): reference atmosphere: b): CTRL; 
c) : Standard nudging experiment TAW; 
d) : TAW-NOQ (as TAW. but without nudging 
of humidity); e): NAW (as TAW. but without 
nudging of screen-level humidity). Preeipi
tation contours in mm/6h are 1. 5. 10. 20. 
50; shading gets darker with increasing 
preeipitation. 
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north-south temperature gradient causes a substantial westerly geostrophic flow com
ponent at 700 hPa and above. This drives the mesoscale convective Systems from west 
to east. However, the Systems couple with the low-level wind Held, and signiRcant er
rors in the initial CTRL Relds, particularly of humidity and of the weak but rieh low-
level wind cause signiHcant position errors of the preeipitation patterns up to the end of 
the forecast period (Figure 4-9). The largest System has moved from Central France to 
northwestern Czechia instead of eastern Germany at +36 h, and a second System with 
a low-level convergence line northwest of Switzerland is displaced to the south by about 
70 km, bringing about erroneous preeipitation over western Switzerland. Note that this 
second System has moved into the model domain oniy after +24 h. Although perfect in
formaüon is advected from the west except at low levels the interacüpn with (wind, 
temperature and humidity) errors at low levels leads to the posiüon error. Nudging with 
Standard parameters deploying the saw tooth üme funcüon (experiment TAW) is not 
oniy able to completely eliminate the erroneous precipitaüon of a convecüve System 
early in the forecast (not shown), but to largely correct the posiüon and maxima of pre
cipitaüon (and reduce primitive variable Reld errors) up to the end of the forecast period 
(Figure 4-9). 

B. impact qf humidity data 
It is widely aeeepted that the speciRcaüon of moisture is one of the weakest links in to-
day's data assimilaüon Systems. Several authors (Stauffer and Seaman, 1990; Rama
murthy and Xu. 1993; Kuo et al., 1993; Yap, 1995) found an adverse impact of nudging 
towards mixing-raüo analyses from rawinsonde data as it led to a serious underfore-
cast of precipitaüon. Although the most reliable moisture data available sÜll come in 
the form of rawinsonde dewpoint depression profiles (Ledvina and Pfaendtner, 1995), it 
is recognized that the errors of these data (cf. section 2.2) and their poor spaüal and 
temporal resoluüon (cf. secüon 3.5) may contribute to a degradaüon of the precipita
üon Relds. Lorenc et al. (1994) found for the UKMO analysis correcüon scheme that al
though relaüve humidity from rawinsonde led to a spin up, its assimilaüon was never-
theless important for precipitaüon forecasüng, and Cram et al. (1993) noted that 
humidity analysis nudging decreased mixing raüo rms errors in the subsequent 12-
hour forecast period without having a signiRcant feedback effect on the other variables. 
To examine the beneRt of humidity däta on the general forecast quality and speciRcally 
on the simulaüon of precipitaüon, humidity data are excluded from the data set in ex
periment TAW-NOQ. The 6-hourly precipitaüon at +36 h in case F (Figure 4-9) clearly 
does not agree as well with the reference precipitaüon as the TAW precipitaüon does. 
The posiüon errors of both convecüve Systems are oniy partly corrected, and the rain
fall maximum of the northesterly System is too large. Since the heavy rainfall is associ
ated (and süongly correlated around 700 hPa) with a cyclonic wind vortex and temper
ature anomaly in that System and with a convergence line in the second System 
northwest of Switzerland, the positive feedback effect of humidity assimiiation on the 
other variables is signiRcant in this case. A pronounced beneRt from rawinsonde hu
midity data is also observed in case D whilst the impact is small in case E. 
Exclüding oniy screen-level humidity data (NAW) has oniy a slight negaüve effect on 
precipitaüon in case F (Figure 4-9) and tends to have even a slight posiüve inHuence in 
case D. Generally, the beneRt from these data for precipitaüon forecasüng hardly ap
pears to be signiRcant. 
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FlGURE 4-10. Synoptic evaluation of 6-hour
ly preeipitation for OSSE case H at +12 h 
(the end of nudging period). a): reference at
mosphere: b): CTRL; c): Standard nudging 
experiment TAS (with iinear temporal inter
poiation); d): TAVS (as TAS. but with short 
saw tooth temporal weight funetion): e): 
TAS-MASS (as TAS. but oniy mass Held 
nudging); f): TAS-WIND (as TAS, but oniy 
wind Held nudging); g): TAS-NOQ (as TAS, 
but without humidity nudging). 
Preeipitation contours in mm/6h are 1, 5, 
10. 20, 50. The black dots in a) denote the 
location of Nancy and Munich. 
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FlGURE 4-11. Synoptic evaluation of preeipitation as in Figure 4-10, but for +18 h (6 hour forer 
cast). ä): reference atmosphere; b): Standard nudging experiment TAS (with linear temporal inter
poiation). 

C. Case if ; in/lnence q/ the temporal nudaing weights on preeipitation 
Severe problems with correcüng preeipitation patterns by nudging within the OSSE 
framework are encountered in case H. At the end of the nudging period. the main pre
eipitation which is associated with the cut-off low and the warm front is just passing 
the upper Rhihe Valley in the reference atmosphere (Figure 4-10a). Bands of relatively 
intense preeipitation over the northwestern part of the Alps and west of Jura Moun
tains are at least partly orographically enhanced. Weak preeipitation is just reaching 
Munich. In CTRL (Figure 4-10b), the phase error of the cut-off low (cf. secüon 4.3) 
causes the warm frontal precipitaüon to be dlsplaced southeastward (i.e. centered over 
Munich) and the orographically enhanced precipitaüon to be too süong. 
Nudging with linear temporal interpolaüon (experiment TAS, Figure 4-10c) largely cor
rects the phase error (precipitaüon is just starüng at Munich) but dramaücally under-
esümates precipitaüon amounts parücularly around the center of the cut-off low, the 
warm front, and all over eastern France. In the early forecast, these errors are signiß
canüy reduced, and are mainly to conßned to relaüyely flat areas in Bavaria (Figure 
4-11). This is mainly an effect of the perfect lateral boundaries. and of the Alps. Pre-
dictability is often enhanced in the presence of signißcant orography (cf. Vukicevic and 
Errico, 1990; Weygandt and Seaman, 1994), and for a high mountain ridge such as the 
Alps, orographically enhanced precipitaüon tends to be less sensiüve tö the tempera
ture and humidity structure and to phase errors: 
However, underesümaüon of preeipitation in the data assimilaüon period can have 
generally a deleterious effect on daily routine forecasts provided that the iniüal states 
are deduced from a conünuous data assimilaüon cycle as is common pracüce. It will 
then cause a tendency to dry out the model soll and thereby change the model climate. 
It is often found (cf. Boutüer et al., 1993; Garratt. 1993; Viterbo, 1995) that (convecüve) 
precipitaüon rates are süongly dependent on surface evaporaüon and thus (namely in 
the summer season) on the availability of soii molsture. This applies also for the SM 
(Bayerle, 1995). Therefore, it is appropriate to examine the failure of the nudging to 
correct the precipitaüon errors during the assimilaüon period in the present case. 
In view of secüon 4.3. it appears that the underesümaüon of the precipitaüon in TAS is 
linked to the smearing of the warm front and the cut-off low. Based on this hypothesis, 
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FlGURE 4-12. Time series at rawinsonde Site Nancy, 
a): Westerly wind component (in m/s) at 850 hPa; b): 
southerly wind component at 850 hPa; c): 800 hPa temper-
ature (in *C): d): 800 hPa relaüve humidity. 
Solid curve: reference atmosphere: solid line: linearly inter
polated observed values of simulated Nancy soundings; 
dotted: CTRL; dashed: TAS (Standard nudgihg from +3 h tq 
+ 12 h with linear temporal interpolaüon); dash-dotted: 
PAVS-UVTQ (with short saw tooth temporal weight func
üon and nudging towards additional wind, temperature 
and humidity profiler data (discussed in secüon 4.5)). 

the reiaüvely small effect which the Omission of wind ßeld data (experiment TAS-MASS, 
cf. Table 4-3) has on the warm front (cf. Figure 4-6c) suggests also a small effect on 
precipitaüon. This is Indeed conßrmed in Figure 4- lOe. Moreover, experiments TAS-
WIND (omissiön of mass ßeld data) and TAWS (use of the saw tooth temporal weight 
funcüon) render not oniy a great improvement Of the temperature gradients (cf. Figure 
4-6d), but also of the precipitaüon amouhts (Figure 4-10f). At the same Üme, they faii 
to eliminate the phase errors of both the warm front and the precipitaüon. thus indi-
caüng a link between the phase correction of the front and the phase correction of the 
precipitaüon. (Note that in TAWS, the ßrst hoürs conüibuüng to the 6-hour sum of pre
cipitaüon are litüe inßuenced by nudging since no sounding is available near süong 
preeipitation at +6 h.) 
Why does the nudging fall to eliminate the phase error without dimlnishing precipita
üon amounts? Another experiment (TAVS) reveals that from halßng the width of the 
saw tooth temporal weight funcüon, a small impact results, and this indicates that 
even this short nudging üme Window is long enough. However, when the saw tooth 
funcüon is applied, rawinsonde observaüons of oniy one date (+12 h) are utilized in 
main area of interest in the 9-hour nudging period, and this is not sufßcient to properly 
resolve the exaet posiüon of the main gradient of the warm frönt (cf. Figure 4-5a). The 
main temperature errors in TAVS occur between the rawinsonde staüons. but are small 
at the staüons themselves (except at Stuttgart). ConsequenÜy, an observing network 
that is substanüally denser in the horizontal should allow a more eomplete correcüon 
of the phase. 
What may be expected from an increase of the temporal data resolution? Linear tempo
ral interpolaüon also uses the data from +0 h, and this appears sufßcient to eliminate 
the phase errors, albeit at the cost of smoothing gradients due to linearizaüon. Hence, 
an increase of the data frequency to the extent that the äbsoiute errors of ä linearlza-
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üon in the Interval between observing ümes become small should allow to correct the 
phase without signißcant smoothing of the gradients. In eonclusion, insufßcient horir 
zontal and/or temporal uppcr-air data resoluüon conüibute to the precipitaüon errors 
in Üiis case. 
Two qüesüons remain in relaüon to the smoothing effects with 12-hourly linear inter
polaüon. First, why does nudging of oniy the wind ßeld not cause signißcant smoothing 
of the fronts Or reducüon of precipitaüon amounts? Various time series for wind com
ponents and temperature (e.g. for Nancy (Figure 4-12) which is amidst the main precip
itaüon area, ef. Figure 4- 10a) reveäl that linearity is as bad an approximaüon for wind 
as for temperature. and that the wind ßeld tends td be drawn towards the (linearly in
terpolated) observaüons even faster and more completely than temperature if all varia
bles are nudged. Thus, linearizaüon arid smoothing of the wind occurs but appears to 
have a limited impact oh the magnitude of (small-scale) temperature gradients and on 
precipitaüon rates in this case. More disruptive effects may be expected in other cases, 
e.g. where precipitaüon is more sensitive to low-level convergence or wind shear. 
Second, what is the effect of linear interpolaüon of humidity? In üme series of (low-
üopospheric) relaüve humidity, liüle evidence for exeessive drying is found (ef. Figure 
4-12d). However, if humidity is not nudged (experiment TAS-NOQ) then precipitaüon 
(Figure 4-lOg) is signißcanüy enhanced but süll underesümated in most areas. Conse
quenÜy, the underesümaüon of precipitaüon is primarily due to linear interpolaüon of 
temperature and humidity data. 

D. Reo! data appHcations 
The real data experiments of secüon 4.3 that have been carried out for eases G and H 
with a focus on correcüng the mass ßeld in the free atmosphere are also evaluated in 
analogous wäy with respect to precipitaüon. Clearly, the reference precipitaüon fore
casts Up to +12 hours starüng from the most recent operaüonal analyses are much 
more likely to contaln signißcant errors compared to the operaüonal surface pressure 
analyses, but the errors should be assumed süll signißcanüy smaller than the errors of 
the CTRL precipitaüon forecasts that start from older and degraded iniüal states. 
Although there are some differences if real data Instead of simulated data are assimi
lated in case H, the precipitaüon patterns are remarkably similar. Notably. the chärac-
üsüc properües of various experiments regarding the shape of the temporal weight 
funcüon or the inßuence of geosüophic wind correcüon are qualitaüvely conßrmed in 
the real data applicaüpn. Thus, the results and conclusions derived above from the 
OSSE's appear to be valid also for real data applicaüons. 
In case G, experiment REF starts from an operaüonal analysis, whilst CTRL starts from 
48-hour forecast ßelds and should be expected to have clearly larger errors. The iniüal 
State of RTAWS is obtained after a 12-hour nudging period starüng from 36-hour fore
casts, and the aim of the nudging towards real data is to convey' the CTRL precipita
üon patterns approximately to those of REF. This is successfully achieved (Figure 
4-13): the posiüon of preeipitation band north of the Alps as well as its maximum is 
corrected, the erroneous preeipitation over the Alps and Venezia region is eliminated, 
and the posiüon of the band of heavy rain over the eastern gulf of Lyon is correcüy 
shifted westward. This illusüatcs the potenüal for correcüng precipitaüon patterns 
which Üne nudging scheme also has för real data. 
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FlGURE 4-13. Synoptic evaluaüon of 6-hour sums of preeipitation for real-data case G. a): refer
ence experiment REF; b): CTRL; c): RTAWS (12-hour forecast after 12 hours of Standard nudging 
towards real data). For further explanation, see text. 

For case E, where the operational integraüons completely missed the line of thunder
storms with (observed) heavy preeipitation within a band along the Swiss Plateau in the 
morning of 16 July 1993, an experiment with nudging towards real data is performed. 
It does not capture the event either although the nudging increases the tendency of 
preeipitation in Switzerland (i.e. mainly over the northeastern part of the Swiss Alps). 
Note thät none of the 0000, 0600 (for Payerne) and 1200 UTC rawinsonde profiles in 
the environs of Switzerland indieated saturaüon although the humidity was high in 
most soundings. Thus, these observaüons did not capture the event itself, and the as
similaüon of these data could at best have assisted the model to produce the thunder
storms itself. This case illusüates the limits of the Performance of the nudging scheme. 

4.5 Additional observations: impact of simulated proßler 
observations 

It has been shown in secüons 4.3 and 4.4.3 that nudging towards convenüonal (simu
lated) rawinsonde data is not able to correct the phase errors of the warm front and the 
precipitaüon band of case H without decreasing the gradient of the front and the rate of 
precipitaüon. InsüfReient temporal and/or horizontal resoluüon of the upper-air 
rawinsonde data has been suggested as a major cause for this problem. 
The recent advances in the development of remote sensing observing Systems will pro
vide considerably more mesoscale, high-frequency data sets in the near future. This 
applies parücularly for wind since wind proHlers are commercial. In combinaüon with 
these profilers, RASS (Radio Acousüc Sounding Systems) can proflle Virtual tempera
ture. Other Systems include specüo-radiometers, Udars, GPS (Global Posiüoning Sys
tem, cf. Businger et al., 1996) and combined Systems (cf. Sfankov, 1995; Han and 
Westwater, 1995) but these are mosüy in the experimental stage and oniy parüy appli
cable to the mesoscale. The largest operaüonal remote sensing network at present is a 
demonsüaüon network of 30 wind profilers in the US (NOAA. 1993). Assimilaüon of 
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FlGURE 4-14. 6-hourly preeipitation (shading, contours for 1, 5, 10, 20. 50 mm/6h as in Figure 
4-10) and 850 hPa temperature (black lines, oniy contours OK. -2K. -4K, -6K north of the Alps, 
cf. Figure 4-5) for case H at the end of the nudging period (+12 h). 
All experiments include nudging of all rawinsonde and surface data and of a subset of the pro
ßler data. Left row: linear temporal interpoiation; right row: short saw tooth temporal weight 
funetion. 
ä), b): PAvS-UV (utilized proßler data: wind); c). d): PAvS-UVT (utilized proßler data: wind änd 
temperature). The black dots in a) denote the locations of the simulated proßlers. 

real data from that network has proved beneficial in a number of recent studies (Smith 
and Benjamin, 1993; Smith and Benjamin, 1994; Xu and Ramamurthy, 1994), 
It is expected that nudging of high-frequency data sets from remote sensing observing 
Systems, if available, would improve the anälysis (e.g. for case H). In the absence of real 
data, the OSSE techniqüe allows consideraüon of the potenüal influence of hypotheü-
cal observing Systems. This approach was adopted by Kuo and Guo (1989) for nudging 
high-frequency wind and temperature profiles. Here. the impact of hourly wind, tem
perature and humidity profiles is addressed för case H in an exploratory manner within 
the ÖSSE framework. For this purpose, hourly profiles for the 9-hour nudging period 
are exüacted from the reference atmosphere at 18 grid points (cf. Figure 4-14a) which 
form a regulär grid with a horizontal resoluüon of about 110 by 150 km in the main 
precipitaüon area. For wind components, an rms error (cf. Table 4-2) of 1.5 m/s is 
added to these perfect 'observaüons- like for rawinsonde winds, but for temperature, 
the rms error is increased to 1 K (cf. Browning and Szejwach, 1994) and for relaüve hu
midity to 10 %. The addiüonal hourly profiler data of either wind (experiment PAvS-UV, 
cf. Table 4-3), wind and temperature (PAvS-UVT), or wind, temperature and humidity 
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FiGURE 4-15. 6̂ hourly precipitaüon as in Figure 4-14 (shading, contours for 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 mm/ 
6h as in Figure 4-10) but for the beginning of the forecast period (+12h to +18 h). 
a): PAVS-UV (UÜlized profiier data: wind); b): PAVS-UVT (utilized profiler data: wind and tempera
ture). In both experiments, the short saw tooth temporal weight funcüon is used. 

(PAvS-UVTQ) are then nudged in addiüon to the rawinsonde and surface data using 
linear temporal interpolaüon or the short saw tooth üme funcüon. 
Clear improvements on the gradients and posiüon of the warm front are brought about 
oniy by the proßler data of temperature in addiüon to wind (Figure 4- 14c, d), but not of 
wind alone (Figure 4-14a, b). Precipitaüon is at most modesüy improved by wind pro
ßler data, and the further improvement induced by the addiüonal nudging of the tem
perature proßler data is clearly more signißcant. The impact of assimilaüng humidity 
proßler data on top of that is rather weak and mixed (not shöwn), äs precipitaüon is 
somewhat increased (and thus Improved) with linear temporal interpolaüon, but some
what decreased (and deteriorated) if the saw tooth funcüon is used. 
Temperature profiler data appearing to have a larger impact than the wind proßler data 
conüasts with the results of Kuo and Guo (1989) who neglected rawinsonde data but 
assumed a uniform proßler network covering the enüre model domain (with an rms er
ror of 1 m/s for simulated wind data and 1 K for temperature data). Specißcally, they 
noted a signißcant improvement of the temperature ßeld by use of oniy wind proßler 
data through the model's large-scale adjustment. Such an effect of the wind proßler 
data on temperature is not apparent in the present experiments. This may be pärüy at
tributable to the assimilaüon of rawinsonde temperature däta which already largely 
corrects the temperature ßeld except for meso-ß-scale errors at the fronts. 
Comparing the two concepts of temporal weighting for rawinsonde data when addi
üonal wind and temperature proßler data are also nudged, it is obvious that linear tem
poral interpolaüon of the 12-hourly rawinsonde data within (and outside) the proßler 
network süll causes smoothing of the warm front and underesümaüon of precipitaüon. 
Thus, the beneßt from the proßler data is limited. In contrast. when the (short) saw 
tooth funcüon is deployed, nudging of the addiüonal hourly proßler data renders an al
most eomplete correcüon of the phase of the warm front and the main precipitaüon, 
and smoothing remains weak at the end of the nudging period. The overäll Perform
ance is clearly the best in this laüer experiment (PAVS-UVT). and the 6-hour precipita
üon forecast (Figüre 4- 14b) is very similar to the reference forecast (Figure 4-IIa). 
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With the use öf additional profiler data of wind only, preeipitation (Figure 4- 14a) is er
roneously enhanced over the western part of the Czech Republic in the 6̂ höür forecast. 
This may be due to inconsistencies at the (northeastern) edge of the proßler network, 
where there is a strong inhomögeneity in horizontal data density during the ßrst 7 
hours of the nudging period (from +3 h to +10 h). It is remarkable thät this effect is äb̂  
sent if the temperature proßler data are also utilized. 
The beneßt from the increase of the temporal (ähd horizontal) resolution of independent 
data relative to linear interpoiation of 12-hourly rawinsonde data is also Ülustrated in 
the Nancy time series (Figure 4-12) . If all proßler data are additionally nudged and the 
short saw tooth funetion is deployed the tendency for the wind and temperature evolu
üon to be smoothed is süongly reduced, and drying is avoided. Rather, the warming 
brought about by the warm front at Nancy is split into two distinct parts, with an inter-
mediate period öf reiaüvely little temperature change from +4 h to +8 h. 
The nudging of the hourly data basically interrupts the eastward propagaüon of the 
cut-off low and the warm front, so that most of the phase error is eliminated by +8 h. 
Examinaüon of horizontal temperature ßelds reveals that during that phase adjust
ment, conslderable üansient horizontal smoothing occurs even by nudging of the 
hourly data. Subsequently, however, these data help to re-intensify the horizontal gra
dients so that smoothing weakens by the end of the nudging period. The üansient hor
izontal smoothing hardly affects mean precipitaüon amounts. 
In order to esümate the sensiüvity to the observaüon frequency, proßler data are as
sumed tp be available only every 6 hours (at +6 h and +12 h). The resulting deteriora-
üon pf the warm frPnt änd 6-hourly precipitaücn is modest at the end pf the nudging 
period. Yet, the phase error pf the warm frpntal precipitaüpn pf the subsequent 6-heur 
fprecast is cenüed between Üie phase errors that result when hpurly respecüvely nc 
prpßlef data are uülized. If önly proßler data at +12 h are considered (which corre-
sponds to an increase of the horizontal resoluüon only) the beneßt from these addi
tional data almost disappears, Nevertheless, it cannot be eoncluded generally that an 
increase of only the horizontal däta density is not beneßeial since the major errors as
sociated with the warm front and the associated precipitaüon band have already left 
the area of the proßler network by +12 h. 
It is clear from these experiments is thät there are ßow situaüons where signißcant im-
provements result from the assimilaüon of addiüonal 6-hourly vertical proßles of wind 
and notably temperature from a proßler network. The beneßt from this network is fur
ther increased when the data are available at an hourly rate. 
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5 Conclusion 
A nudging scheme has been developed for assimiiation of rawinsonde and screen-level 
data into a mesoscale model for the Alpine region, and applied to routine observations 
to examine its potential capabilities and limitations for NWP purposes. Aspects of pri
mary interest are the impact of different data, the influence of steep orography particu
larly with low stratus, and the beneßt from the nudging for mixed-layer Simulation in* 
typical summertime smog conditions. Here, the main results are summarized, and pos-
sibillües for further improvement of numericai forecasts are outlined. 

5.1 Summary of the main results 
a. Jnijio^tpydtjg^reut clata 
1. Linear geostrophic adjustment theory provides a guideline for esümaüng the 

degree of (i) assimiiation of the observaüonal informaüon, and (ii) mutual adjust
ment of the mass and wind ßelds with a mesoscale model. However, the adjust
ment is only parüy geosüophic, and the residual ßow is often substanüally modi-
ßed by orography, signißcant advecüon, and non-linearity in time of the ßow 
ßelds within the üme scale of the temporal nudging weights (e.g. with fronts). 

2. Nudging of surface pressure has only a small effect, limited mainly to the larger 
scales. However, most of the pressure error is eliminated by nudging the wind 
and temperature proßles from the rawinsonde network. The remaining error is 
typically concenüated at mesoscale ßow structures such as mesoscale cyclones. 

3. Nudging of verücal temperature proßles is found to be as important as nudging 
of wind proßles, parücularly in the boundary layer. This applies to 12-hourly 
rawinsonde data and to (simulated) hourly proßler data. 

4. Errors in preeipitation patterns are reduced fairly efßcienüy by the nudging 
scheme. In particular, this has been shown in OSSE's for posiüon errors of pre
cipitaüon associated with mesoscale convecüve Systems or fronts. Nudging of hu
midity proßles is beneßeial in most cases, but screen-level humidity data have 
litüe impact on precipitaüon. 

5. In an exploratöry case study, signißcant beneßt for the Simulation of warm fron
tal precipitaüon and temperature gradients results from the assimilaüon of addi
üonal hourly verücal proßles of wind and particularly of temperature from a reia
üvely dense, simulated proBler network. 

6. The lateral boundaries have an integral inßuence on the pressure ßeld. and in 
the presence of süong advecüon, their inßuence on short-range forecasts domi-
nates Over inßuence of the iniüal condiüons. 

b. Tuning and re/inement q/̂ the scheme 
7. A nudging coefficient of 6 10"* s"* for all variables is appropriate for the SM. 

The degradaüon caused by halving the coefßcients is small over ßat terrain but 
more pronounced near steep orography. 

8. Litüe sensiüvity to the scale of the horizontal weight funetion is found, pro
vided that Üie scale is comparable to the staüon Separation, and that the (upper -
air) data are as accurate, dense, and uniformly disüibuted as in the further envl-
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rons of the Alps. 
9. 12-hourly linear interpoiation and a saw tooth shaped temporal weight fune

tion with a time window of 6 hours render similar the overall Performance of the 
nudging. However in individual cases, differences are often signißcant: linear in
terpoiation is superior with persistent low stratus near steep orography and cor
rects the posiüon of steadily propagating features (e.g. fronts) more efßcienüy, 
but tends to be inferior otherwise, e.g. in relation to mesoscale (frontal or convec
üve) precipitaüon. Halßng of the üme scale of the saw tooth funcüon has a far 
smaller impact. 

10. 12-hourly linear interpoiation of rawinsonde data tends to render almost linear 
the evolution of Üie temperature and humidity ßelds. This smoothes horizontal 
temperature gradients of propagating fronts, and leads to underesümaüon of 
frontal precipitaüon parücularly during the assimilaüon. A similar tendency to 
an almost linear evoluüon of the wind ßeld appears to have less effect. 

11. The use of a geostrophic wind correction devised to enhance the assimiiation of 
surface pressure data does not result in improved forecasts. It increases the 
scheme's sensiüvity to the scale of the horizontal weight funcüon, and to varia
üons in the data density, e.g. in Üie presence of data-poor areas over the sea. 

12. No signißcant deleterious, spurious increase of inertia-gravity wave activity re
sults from the nudging of rawinsonde and screen-level data except with Üie use of 
the geosüophic wind correcüon. Hence, üie scope for beneßt from noise conüol 
procedures is limited. 

Speeiße problems arise near steep orography, when rawinsonde observaüon incre
ments over low terrain are spread laterally upslope along the terrain-following o-sur
faces to high terrain, i.e. areas for which the observaüon is not often representative, 
parücularly with low süatus. Two approaches are tested to tackle this problem. 
13. Use of a non-isotropic horizontal weight funetion to restriet an observaüon s 

direct inßuence to representaüve areas tends to degrade forecasts of low süatus, 
probably because the data-poor area over high terrain (e.g. the Alps) does not di-
recüy beneßt from observaüonal informaüon with this approach. 
Spreading of rawinsonde data increments along isentropes (which is a new con
cept for o*-layer models) or isobaric surfaces leads to modest improvement of the 
low cloud cover and the vertical thermal and humidity structure in the analyses 
and forecasts. Consistent applicaüon of this new concept to all rawinsonde sta
üons (instead of a subset located near steep orography) can be important, and 
Üie effect over moderate terrain with variaüons of few hundred meües can be as 
large as over steep orography. 

c. Application to loto stratus üJtth a Jbcus on orographie efjects 
14. Nudging is able to improve the vertical structure of the iniüal state relaüve to Üie 

operaüonal SM analyses during episodes of low süatus. Near steep orography, 
the improvement on the representaüon of inversions, humidity gradients and 
cloud cover pertains in the forecast period only if the horizontal diffusion along 
the model's o-layers is süongly reduced. With the operaüonal coefßcient, the hor
izontal diffusion conüibutes to an enhanced verücal coupling and a signißcant 
reducüon of stability and humidity gradients near steep orography. 

15. With extra vertical model resolution, nudging of rawinsonde data is able to in-
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troduce ßner vertical structures and increase the effective resoluüon of the iniüal 
state. This is often a requirement for a beneßt of the forecast from extra resolu
üon. A second requirement is the reducüon of the horizontal diffusion. Since the 
onset and dissoluüon of (low) cloud has süongly non-linear radiaüonal feedback, 
extra resoluüon need not have a merely gradual impact but may change funda
mental properües of the forecast. 

16. Nudging towards screen-level humidity data from a high-resoluüon network of 
surface staüons at various altitudes can substanüally improve the analyses 
near steep orography. but a signißcant beneßt on the humidity and temperature 
structure does not often pertain to 12-hour forecasts. In the analyses, Üie beneßt 
is enhanced if the main inßuence of these data is spread along isenüopes instead 
of o-surfaces. 

17. Nudging often yields more consistent analyses and forecasts of inversions, of as
sociated verücal humidity gradients änd. namely near steep orography, of winter-
Üme low süatus cloud cover and cloud top heights; compared to Optimum In
terpolation. However on occasions, forecasts starüng from nudged analyses with 
their süong verücal gradients tend to erroneously dissipate low cloud due to spu
rious vertical smoothing. The advecüon scheme and. near steep orography, even 
Üie reduced horizontal diffusion are shown to contribute to this proeess. Fore
casts starüng from Optimum interpolaüon analyses are less subject to these pro-
ceedings since their verücal relaüve humidity gradients are weak as a result of 
the use of (broad) verücal forecast error correlaüons. 

d. Mixed lauer and its depth u-itfi typical summertime smog conditions 
Related to Pollumet. üme series of mixed-layer depth are computed for summertime 
cases with weak winds and little cloudiness. The diurnal maximum of the mixed-layer 
depth predicted by the SM generally tends to be too high and by several hours too late 
in the afternoon. 
18. Conünuous nudging towards routine rawinsonde and screen-level humidity data, 

änd in particular nudging of (linearly interpolated) 12-hourly temperature pro
ßles within the mixed layer. corrects well Üie evoluüon of the mixed layer, 
namely its depth. temperature and wind, in typical sunny summertime condi
üons prone to smog. In such cases, the nudging approach has a good potential to 
signißcanüy improve diagnosüc data sets generated with the SM. However in a 
forecast, the posiüve impact of the nudging on the mixed-layer depth disappears 
within 6 to 12 hours. 

5.2 Perspective 
It is concluded from the above that nudging towards direct observaüons is an appropri-
ate method for assimilaüon of rawinsonde and screen-level data into a mesoscale 
model for the Alpine region. The techniqüe also appears to offer promising perspecüves 
for operaüonal NWP. However, a conclusive answer to this requires a comparison of 
nudging with Üie presenüy operational analyses schemes in a much larger number and 
variety of meteorological events, and this includes objecüve verißcaüon against real ob
servaüons. Also, the effects of the nudging scheme ought to be studied in conünuous 
4DDA cycles of several days or weeks. 
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The present study has supported prcjects at the SMA and the DWD aimed at providing 
a more comprehensive comparison, improving the present code (e.g. in relation to com-
putational efßciency), and implementing and examining the nudging techniqüe in a 
next-generation, non-hydrostaüc, very high-resolution (pre-)operaüonal model. The 
present results and encountered problems suggest a variety of issues which are impor
tant for further improvement of nudged analyses and subsequent forecasts, particu
larly for low stratus events. These can be subdivided in three groups: model reßne-
ments, reßnements of the assimiiation scheme, and its extention by use of additional 
data. 
In relation to the SM, the rather pronounced decrease of the sensiüvity to the iniüal 
condiüon with increasing forecast üme indicates that the primary requirement for im
provement of 24- to 48-hour forecasts may be to refine the model formulaüon. How
ever, the present work (e.g. on the influence of the horizontal diffusion) also indicates 
that the more reßned the model. the more scope there is for further enhancement of the 
forecast quality by improved initial condiüons. Reversely, the more accurate and de-
tailed the iniüal condiüons. the more important a reßned model formulaüon becomes. 
a. Model reßnements 
Thus, requirements on the model depend on the analysis scheme. In parücular. the 
strong verücal temperature and humidity gradients present in the nudged analyses re
quires that spurious verücal smoothing in the model is as small as possible. For the 
SM. this calls for a more appropriate horizontal (see Ballard et al., 1991) and vertical 
advecüon scheme, especially for the humidity variable(s). Since a general operaüonal 
reducüon of the horizontal diffusion along the sloping o-surfaces is problemaüc, a se-
lecüve reducüon or preferably a more appropriate formulation of Üie diffusion of the 
thermodynamic variables is also required in the presence of steep orography. The effec
üve verücal resoluüon may be further enhanced by parameterlzing vertically sub-grid 
scale cloud, e.g. expliciüy by disünguishing between volumeüic cloud fracüon and 
cloud cover (Dastoor, 1994), or impliciüy by diagnosing fractional cloudiness not only 
as a funcüon of relaüve humidity and height but also of other properües, e.g. inver
sions (Slingo, 1987). 
Note that. given the forecast aims - e.g. low süatus predicüon in the (western) Swiss 
Plateau - much of the beneßt obtained from these measures may also be expected from 
an appropriate increase of Üie verücal and horizontal resoluüon. (In other words, Üie 
SM with Üie present resoluüon (and formulaüon) is in fact not quite adequate for (low 
süatus) forecasüng in Üie western Swiss Plateau.) 
For improved forecasüng of the mixed-layer depth, a more appropriate surface ßux pa-
rameterizaüon appears to be indispensable. 
b. Reßnements of the nudging scheme 
The stringent üme consüaints of operaüonal short-range NWP are likely tö inhibit the 
applicaüon of the present formulaüon of spreading along isenüopic or isobaric sur
faces. However, a different implementaüon of these concepts can signißcanüy enhance 
Üie computaüonal efßciency at Üie cost of much increased needs on Computer memory 
by keeping ßxed the surfaces used for the spreading during e.g. one hour (i.e. temporal 
variaüons of Üie horizontal gradients of potenüal temperature (or surface pressure) are 
neglected for the spreading in this period). 
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Alternative ways to account for reduced representiveness due to orography is to limit 
the lateral spreading specißcally in consideration of barrier effects of mountain ridges 
(cf. Lanzinger, 1990), or to vary the horizontal correlation scale as a funetion of height 
(cf. Fast, 1995). However, the experiments with non-isotropic horizontal weights indi-
cate that the potential of such measures may be rather limited. 
In contrast, further efforts to examine and optimize the temporal nudging weights are 
justißed by the large differences in impact between linear temporal interpoiation and 
the saw tooth funetion. A difßcult but crucial task for operational purposes is the de
velopment of more comprehensive quality control procedures. 
c. Use qf additional data 
In consideration of the positive impact of the assimiiation pf screen-level humidity data 
and temperature proßles within the mixed layer an examinatipn pf nudging tpwards 
surface temperature data appears wcrthwhile. A petential exists nptably near steep 
orography if the data increments are spread mainly aleng isentropes. 
The rawinsonde network does not prpvide sufßcient resclutiPn to capture the fine-scale 
horizontal upper-air moisture structures which are required for realistic mesoscale 
cloud and preeipitation ßelds in the assimiiation and (early) forecast. period. Routinely 
available additional data sources, e.g. satellite cloud imagery, total precipitable water, 
radar and rain gauge preeipitation, and cloud observations from SYNOPs may be used 
to adjust the model's moisture ßeld, latent heating rates, and surface ßuxes (see sec
tion 1.1). Present preliminary results (section 4.5) suggest that further signißcant ben
eßt is expected from the exploitation of future observing System such as proßlers of 
wind and temperature (RASS). In particular, the promotion of future routine tempera
ture proßlers should not be neglected due to a concentration of efforts on wind proßl
ers. 
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